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Abstract
In this investigation, an attempt is made to correlate magnetic
susceptibility and nuclear magnetic resonance properties in a wide
variety of metallic systems. Such an approach is adopted in order to
obtain greater insight into the atomic and electronic structure of these
systems. Th. magnetic susceptibility of several pure metals in the solid
and liquid phases is presented and it is shown that in the liquid at
least these can be understood in terms of free interacting conduction
electrons. Thus, in these metals the spin contribution to the susceptibility
(related to the Knight shift) can be confidently estimated. The measured
values of the Knight shifts in these pure liquid metals are then compared
with those calculated from the susceptibility and the conduction electron
wavefunction density at the nucleus, found using a pseudopotential
method. It is seen that the temperature variations of the shifts are
better explained than their absolute values. In view of the greater
success of the prediction of fractional changes the approach is extended
to the concentration dependence of the shift upon alloying. Experimental
113 119results are presented for the Cd and Sn resonance shifts and the
magnetic susceptibility in tin-cadmium alloys (a system chosen for its
simpliCity). These shifts are compared with values calculated using either
the pseudopotential method or the more limited partial wave analysis.
Good agreement is found and the method of correlation is extended to
less simple systems. It is used with success to separate spin and orbital
contributions to the shift and susceptibility in the transition metal
oxide, V02, but is of more limited use in heavy metal alloys and in those
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Ch8.pter 1
Introduction
The under-Iy i.ng thrclld of this work is the mutual compari son of the
nuclear magnetic r'e sonance (mm) and magne tLc cusccpt fbf.Lf t.r properties
of metallic systems. It was expected that the study of both tOGether
, mig-ht yield considerable .Lnsi.gh't into the electronic st.ructur e of such
systems. This should certainly be true in the simpler liquid. phase,
where the predictions of the free electron theory ma.y be tested.
According to this theory, the conduction el ectr-one form Cl. dense .;as.
'l'hei.r' wavef'uncti ons are simply oescri1)ed by pl ane waves, and the Perrd
surface is both sharp and spherical in k.-apace (where k is the wavevcc tor},
However, before discussing predictions of theory and t118 obse rva t i oris
of experiment in detail, it is necessary to expand upon the concepts
of magnetic susceptibility and nuclear macnetic resonance, and the
var i.ous experimentally observable quantities. Particula.r emphas i s must
be placed on their behaviour in metals, for although the systens
investigated are widely different, all of them are metallic. 'I'he
information available from combining NI.m and susceptibility da ta in any
given system will then oe considered. Such discussions have proved
valuable for some transition metals (1); the object of the l'L'csent
investie;ation is to evaluate the method more widely, particularly for
non-transition metal systems.
1• 1 J.~ar~_..l!.~pt ib i1. i ty
1• 1·1 IntrodJl.CHQ!!
The mae;netic sus~eptibi1ity characterises the responEc of a
system to an applied field. A neGative susceptibility describes a
d.tamagne tLc rosponse, a ([:J!!all) positive susceptibility, pOra1'l3STtcti,m.
In a metal there will, in cnneral, be several differ~mt cont.ri but i onn
2to the suscepti'bili t.y, some paramagne t i,c and o the.rs diaJ:!':~bn0Lic.It :t;J
possible to consider the total sueccpt.Lb i.Lf ty as
,..';( 'xa:: • + '
1. """ c -x., (in volume units)
whereX. -Ls the- suscenUbility of the ion cores , ')( the conduction
1. - e
electron component and 1')( that due to the nuclei. X is sufficic;}t1y
n n
small, except under resonant conditions (section l' 2) to 1)8 neg.Lected ,
'l'his simple division into ion core and electronic component.s bocomas
more complicated in the presence of s-d hybridisation, when mixing h·kes
place between closely spaced conduction and vaLence bands. 'Ihi.a
particular problem will be discussed in section 3·3, for the noble
metals, for which it appear-s to be important. Returning to ~(ll:ation 1·1.
the two remaining contributions will be considered in turn.
This term is usually a diamagnetic contribution (s€-:c, however ,
section 1·1· 4). In the absence of an appLd.edfield the o:chital angul ar'
momentumof a core electron is quenched. The electron orbit could be
considered as the path of the cord in a ball of string. Application
of a field causes one sense of rotation to be more favoured. The
wavefunctions of the electronic state will adjust so that tho orbital
has a slight circulation in the favourable sense. In accordance with
Lenz's law, this has the effect of introducing a diaP.lagnetic field,
opposing the applied field.
Angus (2), amongst others, has calculated this contribution for tho
free ions of the elements, utilising a slightly modified form of Slr:Ltc}OIs
rules (3) for calcula tino the screening cons+ants for the various core
electronic shells. In a few cases, there may be a.nother 0ontribution
to the susceptibility, the Van Vlee]: term, arising f'r-omtJ:.:-:distortion
of the wavefunctions produced by the magnetic field when t.!!t:l'C exi.s t..
a degree of covalency. Such a term will be conci.dered in cl:::cter6.
3Despi te the fact that irr-proved Har+re c-Fock wavcf'unct Lons havo become
available for Most ions, the values due to Ang-uswe.re f'ound , by Dupree
and Seymour (4) to give the most acccpt.ab'l e set of ;( eS for all the
metals for which susceptihility measurements were available in the liquid.
}I~ollowingthis review (4) of thf: magnetic rropertien of liquid
metals, the values calculated by Angus will be adopted throl.lC"llOut for
the ionic contributions in the oLemenrs , 'I'heva l.ues in the alloys will be
calculated from the weighted values of the pure metals, according to
concentration. The validity of this approach will be df.scuar.ed in the
first alloy chapter.
This con·tribution to the auac ep+Lbi.Laty may be further expressed
as a sum of calculated terns, to be compared with the experimentally
<» <»dcri ved I..._, - A.... .,
~
eX
pX e 'Y+ IVd + ")z_o
~ r, I
where ,,,-, p is the Pauli spin term, ,\~ d the Landau dia.magnetic part, and
'"\,(.I~ an orbital contribution. The Pauli term arises from the net mr.gne tLco
moment caused by the differing shifts in the energy distribution of
states for electron spins parallel to and antiparallel to the applied
field. For free, non-interacting electrons,
A- po =
where r" B is the Bohr magnebon and D(J<Jf)the density of states at the
Fermi level (for both directions of spin together); ')(, po is normalised
to unit volume. However, in a real ne ta.I this contribution is modified by
three factors: these are the electron-ion, electron-electron and el ec tron-
phonon interactions. The Las t of these has been shown to be negligihle by
Herring (5). 'Phe simplest way of accounting for the electron-ion term
r-. ,/ <» "',I
(initially aesuned zero, then obta inod by fittinG .'......e with /\_-- /\.,) 113
by use of the' effective mans approximation, thus:
4='-'X_ (llJ*/m)po
Independently of this, the el.ectz-on-c'l ectr-on enhancement has been
calculated for a free electron gas by a number of authors (Rice (6),
Dupree and Geldart (7), amongst others). Dupree and Geldart, whose
results appear to give the best agreement with experiment, calculated
the enhancement; by expanding X (k ) in terms of the screened illte:racUon,
p
making a term by term investigation of the resul ting expanai.on, They
obtain an enhancement; factor in terms of an electron-electron separation
par-ameter-, r (defined in equation 1·7). See f'i.gure 1.1. ~.~ ~o ¢fs~~ ~ r"-U4 .:)1IJ)~~~1 )(~2..1 /1..t(. Wl<.t ~\uv.t ~ p~ ~ •
'rhe contribution X , the Landau term, arises from the orbital
d
moment induced in the free electron gas by tll€:app'l i.edfield. The term,
unmodified by electron-ion and electron-electron effects is
at all temperatures. The electron-ion effect is obtained in a simil~u'
manner to that above, but here,
'X_, d1 - X do (m/m*) •
Kanazawa and Matsudawa (8) have calculated the effect of the electron-
electron enhancement as
X d2/'X.do
'There(4/3) '1)r~ ..VIN, .;3 ... 4/9 H, V is the volume, and N is Avogadro' fJ
number. This was obtained through the effect of the interections on the
form of the energy-wavenumber reJ.ation. Typically, /(, d is increased hJr
15-2c¥ for most metals. For)( p and ''Y,-- d' the two effects (electron ..ion
and electron-electron) are for reasons of practicability calc\uated
independently, though it is assumed that the two corrections may be
applied together.
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Figure 1.1 Spin suscept.Lbi.Li t.v enhancement factor,
(electron-electron effect.s only).
6
5orbital componentX • In mdals, this Kubo-Obo.,ta (9) term is t.heo
analogue for itinerant electrons of the Van Vleck parnnagno t i sm for
bound electrons. It arises from the adnixture of higher enerGY unoc cup i ed
levels into the occupied levels, unquenching part of the orb i tal moment
upon application of a magne t i.c field. 'I'h.i.s term is zero for free eLe c t rons ,
except in the case of some transition metal s and th.~ir oxides, whc ro the
presence of de{;'enerate unfilled d sub-bands can r;ive rise to an
appreciable X o ' It will be more fully df.scuaecd in chap t er 6.
1·1·4 Local.i.:30clm01'lent_§.
'l'he introduction of transition metal impurities into c.imp'le meI.aLs
sometimes r.ecmlts in the formation of localised magnetic rr:oments on the
impuri ty ions. The behav Lour of the net susc ep t.i bHi ty ()~ytinus the hos t
metal susceptibility) QUG to these moments can sometimes be de scr-i bed
by a Curie-'.':ei~s law, above the ne i.ghbourhood of a cri tical temperature
e, where
DX - ')( net = C
T +6
, where C is a constant.
However, the behaviour in real systems is often more complicated than
simple theory would sugf,'est, and the temperature dependence of /J.'·X-
may not be as simply described as this law sug:~·e8ts. In v Lew of the
fact that this particular problem will only be investiGated in some
gallium alloys, a fuller discussion is postponed until chapter 8, where
susceptibility results will be considered, along with the behav.l our of
the host Nl.:R.
1·2 FT,]t
1· ?·1 Introc'hlcti on
'l'he basic theory of lw.ill has been adequately described eLscwhe ro
(see, for instance, (10) ~nd (11)), and will only be discussed briefly
here , A nucleus of spin I and maGnetic momentr .irrteruc ts w i th a r:t<ltic
6magnetic field, B , applied in the z direction. The interaction energy iso
::: l hB I. n 0 z (1'8 )
where '< is the nuclear gj-rromagnetic ratio, 2 nh is Planck's constant.IJn
Now there will be (2I+1) Zeeman levels, and clearly tr'nnsi'tions can occur
between these levels, which are spaced '/ h'B apart. Radiation of angular-<n 0
frequency <_:) must be applied, whereo
h \31 ::: 1/ liB
0 vn 0
or \J.) "" '{ .R . (1. 9)0 .n 0
This is the resonance condition. Net absorption of ener&.'Ytakes place,
despite the equality of upward. and downward transition probabilities,
since the Boltzmann factor ensures that the Lower- ene rgy level "lill be
more heavily populated. Consequently, there will be a net amount of ener/::;y
absorbed from the radiofrequency transmission. This process would halt
upon equalisation of populations if it were not for the spin-lattice
relaxation. The spins in the higher levels release this potential energy
to some other system (usually the lattice), repopulating the lower
levels. This often exponential process is charecterised by the 80-
called spin-lattice relaxation time, T1• The transition is accomp'lLshed
by local magnetic fields having a component fluctuatip~ at the resonance
frequency (and in certain circumstances, twice that frequency). The most
important source for metals is usually the contact interaction with the
conduction electrons; that is, a mutual spin flipping process occurn
between the nucleus and Fermi eurf'ace conduc tLon electrons (those for
which chanees of spin state are possible).
Relaxation also takes place due to the interactions between the
nuclear spins themselves. The coherence of the precession of the spins
about B is destroyed in a time charecterised by the spin-spin relaxationo
time, T2• The cause may be the local field due to the nc Ighbour i ng nucLear
spins, giving a spread in ~J and consequently broadening the I:i.~!1line.o
7Further, a ap i,n flipping procer.o which lied b the lifetime of ~;hr' :3ta.tef3
and consequent Ly br-oadens the energy level ttlToUf_7hthe Uncert.a.inty
Principle, may occur between Ldcnt ica.l nuc l ei , In tho pr-e senc o of
thermal motion, the 'random walk' process effectively reJuces DIe value
of the local field and the line n8rrOW3, For very rapid moti ori , :in liqu:L(b
for exanpl.e , the de phas Lng bccoc-;;es so slow tlnt the r-cLaxa.t ion ra.-te is
governed. by the lifetime-lif'liting pr'occoaes , and T2 becomes equa l to '1'1'
Under these conditions, the lincwidth is civen by
/J.w = 2..f3 '1'..,
c:
, for a Lor-errtz i.an 1inc •
In metals there w.i.Ll be other contributions to the Linew id t.h , and
these will be discussed briefly. The nucl ea r dipole-dipole Ln te r-ac tion,
causing vary ing' local fields, givos a cor:tribution wh i ch averago~) to
zero for liquids. Lnd.i.rcc t interactions of the nuc Lear- magnetic ruo.uerrt.s
with each other via the conduction electron::; give rise to f'ur the r
contributions, A pf\eudo-dipolar term ari.ses because of the existence
of a non-s part of the conduction el.ec tz-on wavef'unc t.ton, }, pseudo-
exchanee term arises through the contact part of tho hyperfine
interaction. Both of these terms are fully discussed by (11) and are
both zero in liquid metals.
For metals with I,>}, a quadrupole moment ex i et.s , A quadrupole
moment is a measure of the departure of the nuclear char je distribution
from spherical eymme try , The moment can give rise to a spli ttin[; of the
r-esonanco line. Vlh(~nthe effects of the quadr-upo l ar- interaction a~; a
perturbation are taken to second order, the central component is shifted
by an amount proportional to the applied field, and dependent on cry sta.l
orientation. In a polycrystallinc speci8cn this rrivos rise to a bro~denil~.
In Li qui da , the splittinz_;s are averaged to zero, but the f'Luctua ting
local electric fields cnn Give riRe to spin-13ttice relnx3tion. ~hc
8contribution which i3 domf.nant jon liquid mots.Ls is that ar is i.ug from
lifet.ime broadening bhr ough the Uncertainty Principle. Herc , T1=T,),(_
and the shorter is the relaxation time, the wider is the line.
The resonance of the species in meta.la is shifted relative to the
resonance in a salt. This is usua IIy predominantly d1.10to thc contact
interaction of the nucleus with the conduction electrons. These are
polarised by the applied. field which, as explained in the last eccti on,
causes a net par'amagne t i,c spin moment Lnt.e rac ting with the nuclei to
produce a static non-zero average local field at the nuclear site. 'ellis
contrihution to the Enicht shift is given, in SI units, by
Ks
(1·10)
where B is the applied field for resonance in the metal at. a gj_vl~no ..
frequency and /JBois the anourit by which the field for resonance in
the salt at the same frequency exceeds that in the !<Ieb1; P
f
is the
probability density at the nucleus, aver-aged over the }'cr:ni surface
4'~(o) II) 0... ~ ~ ~I d:;~~.
electrons, andSLis the atomic volulle.~Thcrc are other cont r i.but i.ons
to the Knight shift which are occasionally more important (chapter 6).
Nuclei at non-cubic sites have an anisotropic component to the shift,
which c-ivps rise to ] inc br-cadon i.ng for povdcr-s , This disappears for
liquids, which arc isotropic. Two further cont r i.but i.one to K (iI~p(')rtant
in some cases) will now be considered.
K This is the COTe po11Tisation contribution. It is an indirect-ep
contribution to t}w contact term (whereas I\ is the direct term).n
Consider the followill.':~: d eloc trons perturb the core W~!VCru~lctior;~:
differently, depenJin;; on whcthcr the spins nrc para l LoI t.o or Clllt.i.plraJ1cl
9to the core spins. 'i'hc electron dens.ity ,tt the nuc Lcus is t.he)] not the
same for any two po.i r ed s electrons, 10«6i1'1(0::to a non-c ance l.Lrvti on of
the contact i"terac.:tions. 'j~hir: can rCGult in pos i t ivo or nC£j\tivc
contributions to the total [;'lift •
•
K: This is an orbital component n}'i~3in.£s frorn the orbi bJ ;;o;'~cnt-0
of the conduction electrons, in an an81o::~ou:.;way to the term 2!'.lsi.nc;
from the spin momorrt , It if} concequerrt Ly ir::_port<:lr._t only ill SO~:l~ tl~2nsi ti on
metals and their oxides, wbc:cc; an orbi t.a.l component; of the 8U:.;cC'1)"tj biLi.ty
exists.
~lC orbital and core polarisation contributiollli arc difficult to
separate normally. Iloweve:r , <J, mot.hodwhich may be llSCo. Yiith CnC(~C8S to
separate and dis t ingu ish then wi l L be oisC'ussed in section 1·)·1. ~Jo""
the relaxation rate discussed ahove, arisillZ fraD; Gutu~l spin flipping
of the nucleus and conduction electron Irt:cy be de ecri hed by
1/~'1 :;:
where X e is the electron 8Yl'o;nQZl1eticratio, and k is Bol t.zmann ' fl
constant. A full derivation is given in (11). With equation 1·10, this
yields
This is the Korrin(3'a relation. For a fermi Gas of non-inter2.cti.ng spins,
it reduees to
= ( 11/41"0:) (Y / '0 ) 2Oe n
Although the contact interaction dorai.nc.tcs in most meta Ls, cqua+i.on 1·13
is not usually 8aJ"isfied. 'l'ho eLi screpancy j_s attributed to electron-
electron interactions which cnhnnco~ and also (t.hou,,-~·h differently)
o
affect Ti, since t~c rplaxntion pro~ecs invoves sc~tterin~ of electrons
from one part of 1.)10 }'ceni surf'ac e to ano tr.e r (and til'" exprc,;~;;ion for 'I'i
t.he k-c1(>~x>tldent. X. )... p
10
metaI or a.Lloy ha.a a. Quar1ru:1C,l8.r mome.nt. A11 extra C'ontril·l.1tion to
rel ....ixat i.on the1} C(WleS fran: the timc-v:-:r;rin:; elect ri.c field c:c:dicmts
pr-oduced by diffusir:C ions. Sir.dlarly, tlJere :,laJ' [\e orbital and core
po'Iar-i sa tLon contributions, pr-oducin.; J oca l ma:.,lil'tic field cC;~l'0;lent:_.;
of the required. frequency. 'i'he bchav i our- of tLe l:OI'l'inca p.:.';(I'l;,_~t upon
alloying may con;~eq'lwntly C;ivc Lnf'or.nat i on into the rrocC'3"Cc.~ oc(1)1.'i11G
in tho alLoy ,
T'nere arc 1..\10 d l sti nct appr oachco to the correlation of Knic:ht
shifts and susceptibility .discussed here.
It \7a8 mentioned in section 1·2·2 that there: i:: cre2,t di f'f i cuLty
in scpar-a t i.ng the orbital and core pol ar-Lsat i on 1.(:1:';,,8 in tLe Kni~;ht
shift. One way which bas be en uaed with ~UCC8SS by earl .i.er workc r-s for
tra.nsition metals (12) and for V20, (13) in t.he 1,Se' of the t.cmpez-a.tur-e
dependence of K and % . 'rhis process if: uacd in ch~'Ilter 6, wher-e it \:.ill
be fully explained. In brief, for R. narrow conduc t ion band 'the spin tCJ';.lS
in the susceptibility and the shift can be exjec ted to be apprec i.ab'ly
temperature deperidorrt , wherca.s the or-bi.ba'l parts of both are likely to
be virtually temperature-independent.
From equa t i.ori 1·10 it can be ace n that cO;'~:):'rison of expcriTilcnb . l
Knicht sh i f'bs and expe r i.merrt.a.l.I y dcr ivc d X, vo.luort in mcta l ~> and al Loy 3
p
yields Lnf'o.rma t.Lon about .o.Yfo Clearl;y, ill 01',1('1' to invu;ti,./Ltc CXI)cct<:'d
11
s-st~te direct tarm, K
s .i s ,-1i8"81-.,. related to the pr'oduc t of'\( and~ \. /"1)
the conduc t i on el ec tron wavof'unc t i.on delLi ty a t the nuc Lcu.: , 'i'wo {;en(~r~:1
latter quantity, both of ~hich will nov he discusspd.
Upon the introduction of an imrurity a ton into a pure 1'lct:-ll eo lvcnt ,
the electronic c;tructnre is perturbed in such a Vl8..J' as to [,(::rcen out
the excess charge of the :iL:purity. rl'1',is causes eleetron densi t,y
oscillations ar-ound the i;!1i~uri ty which extend for lnTc;e c1ist<~nces into
the mota'I , The solute i~3 rcp:!'c:c'cmted l\)" some potential vC::). The exact
forms chosen vary in +l:o po.rti cu lan a'l Loy system d i ecus sed , and will he
listed in the relevant chnpt er s , 'fhC' .i.nci.derrt [mel eca't t cz-oo wavef'unc t i ons
ar e ana.l yse d in terms of :,:phcrical wavo componcn tr., djffel'in~:: essenUaU;r
by a eh.i.f t i.n.; of phase. '1'11(>88 phane sh if t s , SI' whi ch c1epcr:d of cour-se




where ~ and J1 are Spherical Bessel and Neumann functions respectively,
and 1 refers to the ane;u1ar momentum :.f the par ti a I wave. 'i'ho change in
the contact density at a nuc Lcus at )',·,R. , due to an impurity at the
- -1.
origin, is Given by






where pC~·) :: g(r). 4 Tl'!.2 no ' g(r) is the radial dis tr-Lbution function,
n the number density of ions, c=c is the conce n br-a.tLon of 5011,te (y)o y
atcms, and c «1.y
Combin.i.ng equa t.i.one 1·14 and 1·16 yields
1 . CJl_P fl = ~ (AI sin2 ~l 1\sin2 & 1) e 1~,\+ I· Ii
_QPf dey 1
where
~ = (21+1)Jr(!;,) [ni(krr) - j~(l(r)]d3~ and
B1 =-(21+1) Jp(:~:) "i(kfr) j]_ (l':rr) d\: (1·18)
It should be noted that '\ and BI are independent of the mouel rotenti;,-, I I
V(:), and that the above equations ar e only valid for low ::~olllte
conccrrbr-a+Lone, l~or the evnIu ab ion of iiI and J\ it is nE'Ce8;;:n'~' to
obtain' the radial distribution function, G{r), wh ich is in tur-n (1cfino(i
in terms of the structure factor, I(y'). nxperimenta,l values of thesE'
quanti ties are not always available for Li.qu i.de , and so use Jf1 often
made of the hard sphere structure factors of Ashcroft and L(~l;nC'r (15).
In addition, g(r) for the pure sol vent is used (1" an appr-oxinat ion to
the quantity strictly involved, the d.i.at.r-Lbu t i.on of sol vent at ons ar-ound
solute atoms. Tne structure factor, r(ro- ), is
I(Ko-) = 1 - n C(Kcr)o
where er is the hard sphere diametez and C(K<1') is the direct cor-re Lat i.on
function in momentum space, given by
e(Ka' ) 3 I82 (t1 2 (1·20)'" -4\1(5" sin s!(cr +t2s -,t3s ) d8
sRa-
J1 2 ::-6 ? (1 + 17/2)2 1/2 '1(1 )2 (1· 21)Here, t1 + 2r!) t2 t + 2~]ea)4 , ). t , 3 )4(1 - 1'} (1 - ~ (1 - !)
where? ,the pack i.ng fraction, is given by
? = (1"(/6) no(j3 (1·22)
~ .
The va'Iue s of? and O""are ob t.aincd from Q~xlioH~H~ ~(15).Intcr;:r1.i'i.on of
equation 1·20 Gives C(}=a-) expl Lci t.Ly in terms of t1,t2,
K(1". 'l'h is in t.ur'n yields I(I;cr-) f rom qu;>.tion 1'19; c(r)
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{;(r) = 1 + (1/~11 2n r)J' (I(K)-1) sinKr dKo .
where K is tho sea 'leering- wavcvcc toz-, 'I'he [;'(r) values calculated in this
way are substituted into equations 1·18, and the values of ~ and El can
then be calculated for any [lost element. 'j'hc:se coef'f i ci.errsc are cva'l.ua+ed
by !11('anGof a co.npu te r proc:cz'Jn, f'ul Ly do acr-Lbad by Host (16).
Orthcgona'l Loat.i on of the conduction electron wavef'unc t i.on to the
core wavef'unc t i.ons r esu.l ts in many oscillations of the conduc tion
electron w<lvefunction inside the ion. Physically, this correspondo to
a hiGh kinetic enercy. }'urtllermore there is a high potorrtiaj enorgy ,
and the two contributions effectively almost cancel out. 'I'hey can be
replaced by a Yleak "paeudopo t er.t i.a'l ' and a corresponding smooth
pecudov-avef'unc t i on, Outside the Lon core, the pseudof'unc t.Lon behaves
as the ordainary function does. Thus, this approach greatly simplifies
the ce lcu'LatLon of wavef'unc tLone outside the cores, as the use of
per tut-ba t i.on theory is possible. To zero order in the pseudopotential,
the pseudofunction is a plane wave. To first order, the pseudofunction
is perturbed by tIle pseudopo t errt t a.l , The expression for the true
wavefunction inside a. core is obtained by orthogonalising the pscudo-
function to the core states and renormalisinc. The squ;J.re of the
wavcf'unct ion for Fermi surface electrons at the nucLeus is ca.lcul.a.t.e d ,
and averaged over ionic positions. This yields .n_pf. This approach, which
is fully described in (17), is not limited to low conccnt.ra+Lons in
alloys, as is the partial wave approach, but is applicable both to pure
Ji1otn.ls and concentrated a11oys.
~lis calculation has been m~de, exact to first order for alkali-
alkali notal alloys (18), and has been ex tended to polyvalent [c'YGten18
by Fo:d: and Styl('~~ (19). 'I'h« approach w ilI be briefly described here,
1~.
and the computer pro;;-ra!:1for tt.e evaluation of s : Pf li::,'\;ecJ.in Apoendi.}: 2.




where l (l;) is the pseudo.Cunct ton , +a a core f'unct ion f,)r which' a' is
an abbreviation, and C is a nOrT':Cl.lisat.ion constarrt r t.he BUTrl is tr·1~\-l) over
all Lens and all core states. C is obtained from the no.rma'l i sa't.ion
condition, <fill;. :0·1;y and y represent aol vcrrt and
I 'I(,,)! 2 •= c2[ ,1*(,,) ! (,)-2 He~:~I' '.,*( r lla (r-R)
solute atoms. No~,
'=" <-':"' it' I! , if-
0" <,- ,-.~ ~ ...-, "'~,' ( ): ( \+'_ 'C •. C"f/' -J: •... -R ; 1,,.·'1 Ii,j t : ! la: ~ i 'u . I'il
H. t c-tf
where, to zero order in the paeudopoterrt.La.L, ik.r:::::e and at a
particuJar site, R t
's
i'l'(~JI2 c21'1_2 Re :2. <alk>e-ik.Rs 1"l(I{ -R.)
,. OJ _ i,a I CS],
--=; ~ I .! I I 'I
• "': e, I <:a 110 <: a k » "t/ (R ~n , ) . *.(R - n . ) I
1. ,J a, a 1 I a ..S .]. I a' S - ~I J+
N 11'- I" ~.v( -» ik'r, ik.R'Ii"' I .IL( R) j.l~(r-n,)'(. I', )ow, < a (.-> ",,";' r-l:; e _, ur c: e - oJ. .;" r- 8' 1. . C. ~._.H'_ Cl- J.. I ' a - '-i ' ._ -'1
= eil'~'~i' <aX!k';(same for all ions in pure ~r.).
I
Then equation 1·26 reduces to
1..J:(F_l~) I'2 = 021'1_2 He~ (aXi' le) + (0) + ?:' .<axi k': < aX; k> I; (0) ! *( 0) 1r ~ L a a a,a I • a a> ~
= 02[1_ l <aX!k> I'a(o) J 2 = 02.\~(k). «aXj k>, ",/0) both rcnl).
'1'0 .first order in the pseudollotential,
"k(r.) = eik.~ + ~.' _~.'--~u...!__!t ei~'.r
E -E. I
k k
4:k(!J being norrnaiised to unit volume. Heplacing the nUf,l"lation by an
integral, introducinG q=k':"k, and then subtltituting equation 1·27 into
1· 24 yields
oj) (~_) cl'ik.r I'd. r( ) i(k-fq).rT t:t le . - + q 9- e ,_ -
$ If' () i(k+q).r- ._ < al ldq_ f q e )i,a ',j- -
~ ,..,Ik·'_'_" (». n),0- • / 1 a -"1.'i,a
~. (r-R.) 1a J. _I
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For an x-type atom at 1\[:, taking tho square mocuIu» of 1·23 y i.eLde
Ii.1" (R )12 I C2. i1~.R ~: ik.R ~ x ' ' -j) (0) id1 ::l' e s - ~. e s, a .k /' . + I 0x's La. a ,J ~
.?: (a If(fl)ei(~+(~J.r > 1 (R -R.) II" 2
1,a I , a S 1 ;'
Now, as before,
f( ,i(k+q_).Hq rc '.. s
terms containing f(q)2
1+ (R ) 12.: C2 rX2(k)
I x" a I l~'x -
(8ccond ordEr terms),
+ 2 6 ~~)He id.q.f(q)eiq;·~e 0 x(l~+{JJ-:
J -
In this expro8sion,
Now O(I.;) is the sum of the ir:.diy:tcll!~~l ionic potentia1s;
~ -iq.R. l'dC' 1") ( R) -:iq.(r-.R.).e .~i r- t , u. r-l e . ..J.
1 I - 1. 1.-. i .
> iq.R. () v (k )d'. e ._ ..1 U. q.'I +q. q
1. 1 .. ·x- - .-.
"~-Ek+q
x
Taking the time average of < 'I';; (R )! 2/, == (1 IN ) ;.'x -s ' x s
where N is the number of x-type (solvent) ions, and the summation isx
t.alccn over the x. ions._:_~_ the B-s~~~es. This J~~el~s_, ..,,_._...._'""
= C2iXx(1s)12 + ?~~_4)k.) [1 ~:leiq·(~s-~i) ui(9J tX<~+~)d'l





iq.(R-R.) ()e. -8 -1 Ui ~ 1 ,"::: - NuN . x xx





+ c r I(q) - 11 u +x -- x cy : I(q)
-,
1 '- : Uy
assuming Iii(q) = Iij(q) '"
Finally, this yields
I .. (q), thl; partial structure f'ac toxs are cqua.l.,
J.1 .
r' '/ (k+q)-
I ,x - - ()+ ,-'--,,--- I q
E -E "
k k+q'
Ignoring a small (18) reno:clilal Lna tion correction,
I ' 1-0F.'l(n ),2 (1 <:; (k) /\ (k )~ ,-;1"
f == ! ). .ll I + - + ,_ r t C = ..l,_-' f' X -s' , x - xy " y
wlJerc
and
1\L (k,c) ""xs : y
2 f'.,: (k+q):- I(q) -
--7. I'X .. ,'
(2 'i'r)) '{ (k} -----E" ,---~----
L X - k-~+q
1J rc u (q)-c 11 (q) 1 dqxx -, yy .. "
(1·35)
The first term on the right of equation 1· 34 is the cont.act densi t:V
for a single orrthogona'l Laed plane wave (OPW). The ,sQlf t,~_l:'jfi, ~\(k), measures
the effect of the ion pseuclopotential at ~x on its own Knight shift.
The final term, [j. (k,c) the <l:~gt_tI1g,t t~, is a measure of the influencexy y
of the ions other than at R , in the alloy.--x
A full listing of the computer program used to evaluate the contact
densit~ is given in Appendix 2. However, some important points will be
mentioned here. The calculations required in the following chapters will
be performed using the numerical core wavefunctio;'ls tabulated in (19). In
fact, the total core! function ls written as a product of a radial part
(which is intcg-:ratednu.merically) and an angular part (which is integrated
explici tly). Other input par-amo ter-a ar-e listed below.
1·4·3 Input par-arac ter-e for the calculation of np~_, ---- - '" - -----,1
Fermi wavevec tox..·• Fr ee eLec tron va.Iue s of lef will be use d throughout,
17
be tween the p\i.l'f' metaI vaLues ha s been ins-de, (>XC('Jlt where c:x~..erjl;:entoJ
resul tilJ_,3' f ro:n the usc of tJ~:e ?..ppr-oxj.r.at.i on of Linen r intc:rpuln.ti.011 e,J~·t:
t(:"n~pe:ca +uc:o • 'l'))e
t},c velocity 0" sound throu:_;ll nany liquid metals (20) as a function
of t~mpcrature yields calculated values for the isothcnnal compres8ibility,b






(wher.e k is ]"\01 t.zmanns C01~;c~trmt). Thin yields the tempera t.uro dcpcndc-ucc
of fj , the melt in.; point value being' taken as 0-45, as in the alloy
dc~endcnce calculations_ Usc of exp~rimental struc~lre factors is
atte~pted in so~e cases, an~ the results compared with those obtained
from the model value.
will bo use~ here.
vex) -A ?COB SX~
x~+ 8·f(x)




1: -i-D: 1 .is ._ x "':- + --, -111-1-::!; a J_~; the Bohr zad ius , ar--:l'.,r is in cc:i.\;; I,ll'
'iX .-_-\_ 0
28f/3. :3 acte:::_:1'1.incs tile Loca tiori of tile fir:3t node. 801_<2 vo Iucc of 1\c~.:rf~
'be
R
co)''' r 1 ..l( 2 0 2)/,.-° 2. -lA kf-!~f' hf J
be trice, faY' eaoh Loni.c spec:LPc>. ('llhe suffj x 0 refers to the j)~1j'C r\L~,J
Such an·.-.}'~Y'o~ch, \7hil:.,t an LT.l'rC'I(~n-2nt on the simple local V(x), j~;
not oLric:-:_>' n full introc'bctio!-.of non-Toea) it:r, but 18 [100n as t~,~~
next ster .in the Qevelo}1::12nt or t:Cis cal.cu l etLon,
values ;lre une d in "Lh0 evaI ua t i on of i' (0) in the
a
t (1:) tcrrs. (-'-'01' a
X
fuller c:c1Cl'iption of the ca.Lcu l Cl"cion, see (16)). 'I'hcue l)r;_rticul~,:r'
wavefunction~ ignore relativistic effects,~!ld this m~y cause errors for
eLement s with hiGh a+omi c numbe-r-s, (?2).
chosen b0~ausc in
~f>'TIicon'hwt'Jr b.·a'1~:it. ion in VO..,. C~3.pter 7 in concer-ned w i ih alll'/.
L.
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the final chapter the localised moment behaviour in dilut::: Galliulll a'l.Loyo ,
It is hoped that the unity of approach to these divergent systems will
be made clear, and the usefulness of the mutual comparison of J':?,';R and
susceptibili ty eva.Luat.ed ,
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Chapter 2
Expcrjncnt2,1 rethods
Lne.suremcnts have been made in various metal and a'l Loy systerr.s of
two or mor-e of the follo7iir:E.' propertie~~: magnetic susccpt:iJ;i.li ty, s tcudy
state r-:.R w i d thn 2-nd sh i f t.s nuclear spin r-e laxnt i.on rat.eD U[3:Lnt,; pu l ac d
rr.~H, and dene i.Ly , l;oth +he stcc:,dy state and pulsed l~;.Jl techniques
have been fully described eLaewhe r e and will be discussed onJ.y briefly.
The appara tus for the measurement of magneti.c susceptibi1i'Ly and for
oen!") ity will bo more fully described, as will the techn.iquca of sample
proparCltion ncce ss i ta ted by the various pr-oper t i cs of difJ'crcmt sys tems ,
It2(;netic :3u~lceptibi1i ties were measured by an adap t i.on of the
Far-aday technique (1). The appar-atus is shown scncma t i.ca.l Iy in fiGure
2·1. In this method, a small (2 g) sample is placed on onc ann of a
sensi t ive raic.roba Lance in a large I Lnhornogcneoue nagne tLc field. 'l'hen
the force on t.he sample (other than its weight) in the vertical Z
direction is
F-~
V dB,,"' mA,H .-xx -
- dz
where the ~ direction is that perpendicular to both ~ and t.ne pole
f'ac os of the ma{;net (fi[;-uTQ 2-2); m
"'-1is the mass of the sample, and :''-'
the mass susceptibility. 'I'he pole pieces used were of such a shape tna t
1? Goes throuGh both a positive and a neGative extremum as a function of
Z_ 'I'he origirwl pole piece de s i.gn aimed at a uniform :Q over the aan.p l e
voLurae near tlJe upper max.imum , but ~ was found to be suf I'Lci.cnt Ly
un i form around the lower maxi.mum also for that to be us ed for rnenrrurcmcrrt
purj.oaes , Conscque nt Ly as the: sample traverses the ~ direction,
sy:::r'lct:rica] Ly rlaeed 'between the pole piec ea in the ~ dircction, the
extra force F experienced will show cor-r-eapond ing maxina , 'I'ho sign of-z






























these maxima (addi t i.or.a to or sub t.rac t i.ons f r o:n the weiGht) vrill dc}xmd
upon the [;i:;n of X . I:::)",':,
(F )-z 1
where 1 2Dd 2 refer to the positions of the maxima. Since (n.1 - P2) is
fixed for a given marrnet cur rr-nt., then for two different eampl.es A and
B of the S'1.:l1emass, the ratio of the force differences, (~"1-F.2)A/(}T1-~~2)B'
will also be the ratio of the mass susceptibilities. Conaequerrt Iy all
the problci1in involved in evaluaiine the field e,Tadient accurately are
eLf.mdna t ed , by de f'Lning all suscpptibili tics relative to a known
s ta.ndar-d , The s tandard chosen W28 silver metal. 'I'hi s has a reasonably
large and nell documcrrtod susceptihili ty and is resistant to physical
de t.er ior-at.ion and chemica] attack. '11he value ofX. was t.akon to be
-2·34 x 10-9 m3ke-1,(2). Because the sample moves through the field in
the 2. direction, the problem of positionin6" the sample in this direction
does not 3. r ise , 'I'he po le pieces are parallel for 150 mm in the Y
direction (figure 2·2) and so the only critical positioning is involved
in placing the sample symmetrically between the poles in the X direction.
A mirror is fitted to the apparatus to eliminate parallax errors when
this adjuotment is being made. 'l'he rnagne t current (0-24 A) is
maintained by an ac motor/ de generator and Nullard precision current
controller, yieldil1:~ a current stability of 1 in 105• The balance is a.
Sartorious 4102 electronic microbalance, in which the torque due to the
weiGht is componsated partly by a courrte rweIgh t and partly by an
el.ec t romagnet ic counter-force which maLrrtaLna the quartz beam in the
null pod t ion, 'Phe stirrup aeacnb Iy has di amond pins and sapph ir-e bearings
to minimise wear. The balance assembly itself is rigidly mounted on slate
planks, which nre in turn .iaol a to d from two brick pillars l)y lead
shce tLng, 'l'his sysi;c: Vi:jfj desiGned to maxiraiae LsoIa t icn fro:n spur i.ous
viora. tio:~~;.
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subs t.ance of s ir.il ar- wei[~'ht tina buoyc ncy (sinc:c the ran,gc of the [)uh,:'c(
is limited to 200 lllGciifferenccs). 'l'Lc extra force due to tk~ n::1gnetic
field i~ read f':;:-O:.1 the ba.lance arnpl i riel' output pith em PJ~Cm'2cy of (,H:
eV2CUC1"Jle cla~:D system. 'l'llis enables measurement to be mF.rJe under a
variety of atr:;o;::f,l;cres, and rei'lOVeS cr-cblems ari~,in:; f'r-o:»air cur-rcn+s ,
The SHelp) c i t,,'cJ f sits in a silica bucket aucpcndcd 'by a pla tinu;n ho ot:
fro:n a silica fibre a t.t.achcd to the balance. Silica was chC)8en for tho
aampl e holder because its :m3certil)ili ty is hiC;hly reprot111c.ib] e and
ch:1.n~;es li t t lo with t.erapora ture; it is resistant to attack hy moat nc:i,C:t.;,
ma!:ing it easy to c I ean, '1'})2 bottom "cction of tIlE:' ay a t em i~; 8. fOili ea
furnace tube (fi[1,ll'C 2· 3) a round which is wound ,cl n.ichr omo wire he3.ti!:,~·
eLr-ment , suprlicd by 2. Robarid T112 dc powor unit. The f'ur-nac e is
Lnsu la.t.cd by r;everal Layor a of }<'ibrefrax paper. A chrol'lcl-nhJ..',:el
thcrmocoup'le is situated w i.th in 5 mmof the 02.:'11)le. It was determined
thnt the interior temperature gradient was insufficient to caue o mor e
t.han 5 deeK error, even Cl t the hie-hest opera tin,:; tempera t.ui-o (1500 K),
f'z-orn observations of the t.ompo ra'ture at which 'X. chan.je s d.iec ont.Lnuoce.Iy
upon mel tin;:; of some pure ne tn.l s , 'I'ho furnace tube assembly is mounted
in the magne-t gap. '}'hc r-el a.t.Lve motion of the sanpl e and field is
achieved by Li.fti.ng' the magno t on a hydre,ulic Jack which is driven by
an electric pll:~!p. 'rhe rate or descent through the positiol1i:l of uaximuJU
12 is cor;trollcd by slo~'ily blccdine bydraulic fluid out of tLc jack. Tn
practice, the n,Ct,',net is f'lo\'ed rapidly bctvmen th(~sc posi tiO"-l~; and very
slm:ly in trw~r ir~.:nediatc lwichbourhoods. The forces at thc~'C' })osj,tio:-;,;























of anti-vibr;ltion b811o~s) by a lar~e capBcity reservoir, designe1 to
increase control of the rate of ~:8.S flow into the sys-(.Ci.l. l~ormalJy ·cv:
appar'arus \';;:'3 run wi t:1 an atmoaphe r-e of 400 t.or.r of an iner.t Gas (n.:C;,on
or ni troccn), which was first passed through an a.Lke.Li.nc IWro2;PL1J.oJ:01 ..'.t i ori
to remove oxy.re n t.rac cs, EiGher pr cnsurea were found to cause convcct icn
currents at hiGh temp8:::atures d.isturbing the lalance, ~;.nL1running at
low pr'e suur-e s of gas or under vacuum sometimes led to evs.por-at i on
problems. The aamp'l es worc not sca l ec., It W2.S necessary to dll.pliG~;tf't,}1C
run exactly, without +ho aampLe, so as to sub t rnc t the effec·t of tlJe
sample holder as sembIy , l~O way was found of sealing the sanp.l e holder
while empty, and resealing it full in exactly the SCl.!--:1C y,a.y. ::;O~lC i~;;:.:..ll
differences were bound to' be Lntroducod , In fact, nomina ILy ic.ontic:~l
buckets were found to vary appr-ec i.ahl y in mass snsceptiU.J.ity,
the holder is responsible for a la..rge fraction of the o1'8C'rV(~df'o rc c , ari
appreciable error would have been introduced bad aea Li.n.; been 24< tterrll,·~ec,.
All samples and ho Lder a Wf.'J.'C measured. over the ter!I)crG.ture J:'dllt;'C
used for the sample and also as a function of magnet i.c field (2.t one
te:nperature at least). The presence of an inverse field dependence ('X
proportioal to B-1) is indicative of f'er r-omagne t.Lc impurities. The vi:.J1.1e
of D at which the measurements were made was about 107 Nr:l-3, at a m;,cnet
current of 12 A. Sa:nples were d.iaca rded for which the il1terc('pt of the
'X versus 13-\urve (corresponding to the value at infinite field)
differed from the value of X at the ope rat ill[,' field by mo:re t.han 1/.',.
'l'be reaSO!1S fer not opara t ing at the highest field avai Iuul e are i.Iwt
above 15 A the field i~;no Loriger linear with cur-rent (:"<ltU!',ltion) ,,{,(~
that magne t ove rhea t i n/; became a problem in g shor-t t Ime, A voltmeter
is used to check on the rrllsnet ooi 1 resistance, in oroc'I' to monitor
the temper.:ttu:::c.
At le<t:Jt t.hree :.'e,dincs were t.akon at en.eh tcmperuturo and W'.l:CC
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poas i.t-Lc several sJ.:'rples of a Ci veri compos itd on were meaeurcd , In the
absence of oxi da t i on or evapo.re t Ion prob Lems, susceptibilities were
1 . ... ..
obtained with a pr-oc i si.on of -~>or better.
There is a \':i(~c variety of me thodo for detcnnining the deris ity of
liquid r,;::t;:,ls. Eo,lever, two r.o thode are Bore commonly enp.l oycd than most.
:Both of these were attempted for the al10ys investiGated.
In this Jrptbor., the up tlrrus t on a sinker when it is imr:ler~ed in the
liquid met.al is deterr::ined.Thc effect of surface tension (between the
Li qu id metal and the wire sm3pendinc- tho s i nke.r ) can be eLf.m.inat cd by
ua i.nr; two oiffe::-:l'nt s i nke r 8i7'('8, with the same diameter sllsp'?r,ding wire
for to t}-;. 'I'he ba Lance to whi.ch the sinker is attached and the sample
must bo t.h be co nt a ine d in an cvacuab I e oys t.em, corrta.i.n.Lng an inert
atn.or.phere , 'l'hiG was achieved 'by using a 8:na11 (1 g) sinker and the
mf.cr-obo.Lanco used for the sus cep tLbi.Li ty measurements. 'l'hesinker \'Ia.s
made of tungsten carbide, dl'illed with a snark cutter to accept the
tungs tcn auape nrs i on fibre. 'l'hes materials are both resistant to attack
by the metals whose density was under consideration. However, difficulty
was experienced in ove rcom ing the surface tension, and the s i.nker tended
to float on the metal. It seems likely that the scale of operation of
this technique needs to be larger for success. A larger sinker, and
consequently a much Larg'e r sample than was available are nece saary ,
After repeated trials this method was abllndoned in favour of a
pycnoa.e t er method.
rl']~is is rrobr~bly the oimp.Les t technique in principle. It errta i.Ls
fill.1 rr: a known vo l unc wit]' the Li.quid met.aI or alloy, and \,!cighing.
f'h i n tt·d:niqtw ,,;:1.,; employee; v:ith succes-s and a d:iai:ra,nl of the appa ra.tus
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is ahown in fipl1'c 2· IL l. pyrex pycnome t e:r of known internal voLume and
mass is ir'·.j~C'rsed in the liquicl rnet.a I under vacuum, ArrjoYl i3 then Lrrt roduc ed
above the canpl.e , ana the pycn:))::cter filL.>; it is w.i tllrJrawn, co011;c1., and
weigr.ed ( ~~.fter cle;min,; any dcpos it from the outside ). Such Cl.
technique dor-s not V.Ol'~: for r.o tal e which expand on frc(~zjn[~, auch as
hi stnu th ::-,r:ci c;;lll iU:7!. '1'110 error introduced by the inerri ocus -which w i.Ll,
be different for vari ous conc cntzra t ion a.Ll.oya- and that due to the
expanai on of the py rcx ,':'ore calculated and found to be negliGible,
'l'his technique is limited 2t present to t emper-aLur-es up to about
830 K, above which pyrex soft0ns. Silica pycnometers proved unsuccesnful
because t!~e expansion coefficient W?~S so different to that of the metals
Us to induce s tra i n , causing cracking of the vessel upon cooling. 'I'hi.a
was found to occur id; co oLi.ng rates so slow (10 dcgK pc r hour) a:;.>to
make the rcquirccl cxpor i.nerrta L time Lnpr-ac t i.cabLy lone:. However, Lhe
possibili ties of us in; ci ther a ~:ta.inless s tae L ve aae I. or one made of
an inter:n'.:diate gla:.~smean that the tempera ture range can probably be
succe ssf'ul Iy extended up to 1100 K or above. I'he sample size for this
technique is not cr.itical. Witb a campl e of about 10 C, densities were
measured to a prco i sd on of },0.
2·3 Ste:::dy s t a t.e n~1__ ~ __ ~ v •
'l'hc c ppnrn tue is shown schematically in fit,'Ure 2·6. A connnc rc La.lIy
available Var i.an V.E'.16 wide line epec t rome ter , having a frequency rarl{-o;e
of 2 - 16 !:liz, and utilising t.he nuclear .induction mothod (3) , is used
in conjunction with 8 12 inch Varian electromagnet. 'l'he magne t is
capab Lo of supplying' a f.ield of 1·5'1' wi bh a homogeneity of 1 IJi1:L"t in
105• 'I'he aud i,o modulated field is swept throU£,'h the value required for
rcsonancr·, \,l1:ihlt tr'1C frequency is constant. The sipnl is amp]i fied
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fed into a phase se ns i tive detector and pen recorder. The maxinum
r'e sponse and sweep times of the instrurr.cnt limit the sensitivity, and
for WC3.k sit;nals a noise ave ragi.ng device is used. cline Lnat.rumerit
ava iLabIe was a l:orthern l';S-544 digital memor-y oscilloscope (Computer
of Avera:~(Jd Transients). The 1 024 storage channe I.e of this instrument
are opened in synchronism with the magnetic field sweep. Random noise
increases .IN times for N'sweeps, whereas the signal increases IJ tiLles.
C1h' '1 d . 1 t " t f' h!. A Venner '1'8,' "'4)761 18 Y1C_ s a slgna 0 n018e ~mprovemen 0 ~" A /
counter is used to r.;easurethe operating frequency. A subsidiary
Watkin,,-lound spectrorr.cter .is used, the probe in the mac;net Gap
corrta Lni n.j a eara pLe of 2D in heavy water. The gyro"iagnetic ratio of 2n
is accuret eIy known, and by observing the frequency of the aub s i.di.az-y
spec t rone t er at r enonance , the field value can be ascer-ba.i nad , Uaua.l.l y ,
two dout cr on r-esonances are superimposed on the signal, at two fields
in the neiGhbourhood of the resonance.
Tho sa~lple i tsclf (apP:l'oximately 1500 mm3) is contained in a. pyrex
tube. '1'hesample tube is held in a eas flow furnace, similar in design
to that described by Schrci.bor (4). Two compressors are used, one to
provide the hot f,'as flow to the sample, and the other to provide cooli:nG
air between the furnace dewR.r and the probe. The specimen temperature
was de torrn.ined by a Pt/Pt-13~'Rh thermocouple located irmnediatoly below
the s<l:'T!pletllbe. 'f.:XpE'rimentshave shown tllat the temperature eradient
across the sarr:plednes not exceed 5 decK. A chromel-alumel thermocouple
moniiors the probe t.empora tur c , and the maxLnum a t taLnab'l e t.empera'tur-o
of tho ~~1.mplewas about 780 K. For the low temperature measurements the
furnace asnemb'ly ir; removed and a fingcr dewar- Lnaor ted into the probe
directly. This dewar is filled. w i th liquid nitrogen, enab l ing
men3urc'cnts to be takcn at 1'7 J{.
'.i.lw a:pparC'L;:-~ u;_~ed if. ;~ c omncrc.i c Lly ava iLabl e Po l ar'on crcci;romctcr
and a Var i an 9 inch eleciro!~<!;;·net. 'l'ho r;ealeo sXl:plc is placed .in a <linsle
rant_;'C'of 80 r: - COOK and t.l.r ce fixed frequencies, 7,11, and .rr TIIlz.
A sr-quor.ce of hi;;h powe r r.f. pulses at the Larmer frequcncy [l.I'C ?opplied
to the coil. The 2'jfOtem is desicned such that d,lrinG' the pu'lso the reCCi'iL'l'
is oren cLrcu i t aG seen from the trans.ait tcr-j at all other tir,,0S , the
trans!ni tter is open circuit ns seen f rom the receiver. Hence, the need
for or.ly one coil , The receiver output i~,fed, via a pr'eamp.l Lt'Ler , into
a r. f. ph"l;;;8 scr.s i ti ve detector, a l on.; with a reference Si[ji1:1,1 derived
f'r-or: the free-running oec i lI a tor , The detected. si:;n::ll is then fed into
a boxcar inter-rator, ana. finally a pen recorder output , 'I'he "I.'113.ratu.s
is ahown in fi{.ul'c 2· 7. 'l'ho t cchm.quo used for '1'1 (longi t.ud i r.a I
relaxation) noar.ur-encrrt requireR a T,UJB8 sequence of If - r -11 /1.
The aup] i tude of the sign:d is proportional to 1,~1', the Longitudi na.l
magnet i sa t.i.on ex.is t i.ng at tine l' :
where: A is a cons t.ant (idec!lly equal to 2). The va l ue of MOis
determined by s\':itching the field on and off resonance. 13y cban[;'ine
the pulse separ<1.tion,1', by stn;:es, val.ues of M: can be de t.erm.Lncd, A
G"I'aph of loge(~':o-l;r) against r yields '1'1 from its slope.
'i'he alloy 32.:::ples for m.:l.;;netic susceptibility and density measur-ement.
Vlere pr-epar-ed in bu.l k form, b;y mel tine tocether the coria t i t.ucnt metals
undo r an inert a i':csphere in a pyrex (or silica) mould. The nc t.a.Ls used
were all of 99- c),)9i', puri 1.:/ or better. They were cleaned in aci(l and dried
in cF'pr prior t.o alloyin:;. ~'hc sanpl(;D were hold well above t.he liquidu:;
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agi t,) tr- d to eI'n::YE' co-np l e t;e mixing. For t.lie 1{<Rmennuremerrts , powder-ed
sarr!r1cr1 \i0.rl~nc-ccsoary, In or.der to facilitate pene t'ra.t i on of the r.r.
sip;'ll, the r;;.rticle size must be lem, than the r-adLofroquency sl:in
depth C~e:JC:~211y 10-100 f1:'1). '],he powder-a raus t be pr-cpar e d thi~ fli?;e or
Ler.s , <1!"·dnixed w i tll powdered quar-tz to prevent electrical cont.ac t and
st~:!" c:):11"sce:ncc in the Li.qui.d state. 'i'[l(; samples \';0.1'0 not pJ_'c}l8.1'edl)y
par-t i c:.c~: whi r-). oo not pack \70.11. Ii'urtba', phase sf'par3tion of the bulk
may bive taken place, Lead i D:::: to Lnhomogcne i ties in composition. 'i'ho
met.al r- \,'ere forr.red into an ;1.1Joy ingot, as above, and this was t.he n
SW['C··:·1 ,10';::; to [. Lon.; rod of d iaue bor 3/16 inches. 'I'hi.s rod v.'at3 fed into
a ?~(l.i,11j<:".ticn ;.:-,:5 Sl)rRyin.:; p ie to.l , (TJ'..i3 runs on oxypr opane fuel and
cor.prc ..':-''.:C1. a i r , rl'he rod is fed into the f Lame and is dispersed into
mol t cr. ;·:ctal dr oj-I e t.s , by the ccmpr-eeee d air spray. 'I'he droplets are
quer~.:hC'd in 0. l'~r~;e supply of cold water. 'l'he powder is then washed ,
dried, anc [;ievC'd.) YOI' the lead-bismuth and tin-cadmium a110:/s (which
thif} ])}'O:'f'3S waB used for) the yield of particles of size less than the
rcle-"['?lt s}~in depth was leu'Gc in most cases, reaching 90/'; for some
alloys. '.i'he r.1E:thod is very fast: a 10 e sanpl.e could be sprayed in about
30 s.
!<'or the £,:".11Ium-mang+nese and ga'l Li uns-chr-omi.um alloys, this method
cou l d not be ..wed , because of the insolubility of the transition metals
in c;:-:}] iuer: in +ho solid phase. If, however, the powder could be formed
I'r-om :: 11f!11id ~J)r3y, the ins('Illlbili ty problem would be bypassed. Al thou?,'h
the h';'l\::i tion r~et;~l mi;?;ht flC})arate out locally in each indivi(_lu8.1
pr1rtic)", the> l:iql;id woulcl recover the same dec;rec ('If homogeneity as
the inj t:8.1 J.i.c;l1L: bulk. A t.echniquE: discussed by Ho~~t (5) for spraying
fro:! tel': liquid \':[l;1 t:·ieu. 'I'll(' r;:olten nlloy is tipped out of a pyrex
ves. r; U~rt');:.,:_:;h[, llo:.:zlc, c:;'pr;:_;lng into a etream of nitrogen [::1.3. fJ'hi8
lead-liif..:ioJth alloy c , However, tile yield in Lhi s caae provcrl to be: ",Jery
low in c07;;j')arj_~~on v:i th the tr:,cLni~PJP of fcpr8.y:i ng f'r-om 1,11e solid cJc'3cl'ibHl
earlier.
The method \...h i.ch proved successful for the gallhlm 2J J.oYS \',,',-3 the
so called "splat" t.cchni que , I],'he appara.tus is shown f3cLcI:ial.i.cally in
figure 2· 5. 'The liquid alloy is contained. i.n a pyr-cpbyLl i t.e crucible,
and m~~jrJt;!.ined in 8 molten state by a r.f. hca ter , A shock W2..ve is
pr'opaga tc d t!lrough the samp'l e when a d.iaphragm si tU8;t.cd ;jmJt above the
crucible is Durst by high pre suur e (350 p::;i) n.it.r-oge n C8 D. 'l.'bis pr-cpe Ls
the aamj.Lo t}1rough 2.. sraa.LI hole in the cruo Lblo 18.88'-2. hole too small
to a.l Low the escape of the liquid at no rma.L pi-cseur-cs-r-nd onto a
copper block mai.nt.a.incd at tbe t cmper-ature of liquid n i trogcn. 'I'he
Li.qu i.d structure i::.~ frozen into the so I i.d , '.L'h1s solid, which is .in an
8..'110rph0113and sC"n.i-powdered I'orm, is kept at 77 K until it can be
powdered w i th a pestle and mo.rt.ar , aga i n uud.er liquid nitrogen.
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Chapter 3
}·1 Introduction
The procedure explained in chapter 1 for obtaining t}\G eltctroxd (:
contrihution from the total suscepti bili ty has been adoptr-d for ni.no
pure metalf, listed in t.abLe 3·1. Th'1 pant i.cul az' choice of 1!'ct:~18V,[n;
governed in part by a wish to test the pseudopotent.La.l thc(I)'), of sed'cl
1·4·2 for metals of different valencies, in part to invc~,tiiS·c:.te vo..rio.-,,:
discrepancies and gaps in the Litorature, and in part aa 2. basis for .,tl{~0
work on alloy systems reported in later chapters. In accor-d ..nee with
general aim to correlate l~£~ and mag-netic susccpt.Lb Ll I ty, i..h(: seeOEd_
part of the chapter is concerned with the behaviour of the KniGht shift
in some of these metals, as observed from present and some 0<irlier
,...,/
resul ts. The analysis of section 1· 3·1 (K and 1',--, with temperature a:J
implici t vari.able) is not a useful technique in these case [;, in view
of the small temperature coefficients of susceptibility corspa r-ed to
Bornetransition metals, end it is therefore necessary to use the
analysis of section 1·1·3 to deduce Yv values in order to extract
p
experimental ~~-Pfs for comparison with theory.
The direct contact Knight shift has already been defined in ter;::~
of the spin susceptibiE ty contribution and the contact dnnni t.y at tlw
nucleus,
Section ,·2 dea.ls with the deriva.tion of the Peuli contribution from
experimental susceptibilities; aec tLon 3· 5 ccrnpar ea the "cxpcr.lmenba'l"
.ll..pf values so obtained with theory for six polyvalent rn2i..::;.1f~
investigated. Since it will be seen that the)~ ana.Lysis {jives con[:5:;~"'nL
p
reaul ts only for the liquid state, the _;.i))f corapari.son ha;' beon r:Jack
only for tho liquid Metals.
A furt.her val.uab Le comparison with th0.01'Y can be made for the
,
Ke
of the Knight shift, using
1 d(.·).P ) 1 d)~.= - _\:_ f +rx- d-''I'; P-; P cl'l'.\..,.f '\...p
temperatur~ coefficient
assuming onl.y small changes with temperature. 'I'he thco:cetical
temperature coef'f'Lc i errb of llPf is ob ta.i ned (section 1·4'3) f'r-om
the tempcrr..ture dependence of density, kf, and the structure fact.oT.
The temperature coefficient of)( can be obtained ei thor from that ofp
'"'V --V ,j' <r » '-Y'/\..,with an allowance for ~. and assumi.ng /'0 = A... (l'-' given by final
1 pep
term in equation 3' 2) or fromX p deduced atone temp01"atu:rc and tbe
expansion coefficient asouming a free electron dependence on volurne.
Thus both the above quantities K and K' can be compared with
theoret:i.calvalues. Experimental values for pure tin, cadm.ium and
liquid gallium have been obtained in the present work and val.ues for
indium, b:i.smuthand lead taken from (1).
"',I
In the expression for the Knight shift, the spin susceptibility}",
p
is expresBed in volume units. DerivingA. from the measured mass
p
susceptibili ty involves a knowl.edge of the density. A consistent approach
was adopted throughout for the densities used. 'l1fleva-lues for the density
of the solid metal a.t room temperature, the liquid metal values at the
melting point, and the liquid expansion coefficient were all tah:n from
reference (2). The change on melting, yielding the solid density at the
melting point (with (2» and the solid temperature coefficient 'I'lere
taken from (3). These are all summar-ised in table 3·1. It will be convenient
to deal with the liquid me tal s and the solid metals ill turn. Fign:ccs 1-7
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X. will bo ;:-·cl'Jrtcd tllr0W;llOut (y",0 is zero, Fl*=m, and the ionic and
electronic tcr~8 are independent). In table 3·2 the liquid metal
~:11f'::,ertj b.i l i t.i cs at tLcil' re<_-;pective moI tLng po int.s are sunnar ised, All
v.::Jnc[J nrc:: quotcd in SI volume unite. As can be seen, the predicted a)'cl
m'::3~;u1.'ec1 VCJI1J'?S of X 2,}~8 Ln good acrecmcnt for the polyvalent metals
c
an.I tl'tis a{;rcc~ent is 1]:irgi11ctll~ybet tel.' than us ing the E'3rliej~~ r-csu'I ts,
quo tcd by (4). I.~.'heseresults for X will he d.isous se d in nection 3- 3.
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'l'hc behavi.our of the pure motr.I succ cp ti.b iLd t.Lce with te;nprc1':d,nrc
are compa.ce d w i t.h otho r Li. tCI'ahH'C values ;-Lndaf.so w.iLh tYe va.l uo n
pr'ed.i c t ed by 2. free electron ca.l.cu l at i.on fr om thermal cxparisi on , due
allowance being made for the ctan~es with r~ of the electron-electron.,
enhanC8r::ent .factors. (This last effect contributes about one thir:o
The quite reT:larkable degree of agreement between the expected and
exper i.mcn te.Ll.y derived electronic suscep t ibi Li.ty for t.he six poLyva.l orrt
liquid met aLs is considered to be a justifi.cation of the aasump tLona
made in section 1·1·3, and of the ccnera1 method adopt ed , In pa'r ti.cu l ar ,
the r-eaul ts justify tho belief that many liquid meta.l s can be acctrra teLy
described by a free electron model. 'I'he irr;plici t asnumjrt i.on that r.r*",m
is validated (see table 3·5). 'I'he noble metals (copper, silver and gold)
clearly do not fit into this pattern, and w iL) be di scusncd scpar-at.e Ly,
further, the value for bismuth, whi1e in sliGht disacreement, can be
explained by assuming' m*= O·93mj the conduction eJectrons arc not
completely free of the effects of the ion potential at tho meltinG point.
Further evidence for this belief comes from the temperature coefficient
ofX, which vrill be discussed shortly. '1'110picture iD more c omp'l i.catcd
for the so'l id f.)etols. There arc only relatively minor dif!'e:renceu between
the present results and those quoted in (~). For ne i thor so t of cxpe.r irncnt.a'l
values :i r; acreement obtained ..lith the f:ree electron pr-e d i.c t.Lons ; al I
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In b i smuth and r;allhun,X e is found to be negative. Bismuth is known
to he a semf-met al.Li.c solid, and the open structure of solid go,lli1JJrt
may be responsihle for tiCht binding of the elect.rons.
If m*::m v;ere true for the solid and Lf.qu id phaeca , only ema.l.L
chan[,'eDwould be expected on meltinG; this is not the cgse, as is seen
by compar-Lng tab]o 3'2 (coloumn 7) and table 3'3 (colou.mn 7). rl'hc values
for r:1'* t.abu Latcd a.re obtained from equrrt i ons 1'4 and 1·6, matching
"ex_rcrimental" and tl18oret,icctl}( va.lue s , 'I'he es t.imat cs for lead ande
cadrni.n:- ore not in(.!or:sistel1t with t;-:e low t.empe rat.nre Pe rrni, surface data,
(5) :::.nd (6) re81icctiv('ly. Howr-ver , for tin, the J'crr:-d_ surface data of
(7) ["lU,,'ccsts m* i[') less -er-en uni ty, \';hC.r-E;Cts the sueccp't.i.b i I Lty implies
a value of 1· 25. Tn <-:11caSC:3 t11e effec t of mel tins' .is conai s tcnt with
a revcr::d.on of m*In tOVlaI'ch; unity; ovi dcnt.Ly the rcvcJ:sion i.E; not complete
for Li qul d bi.s.auLh 8.t the m=lt i.nr; poin t.,
'J.'he tel~per:,t!.1rc coc,fLLclcnt.fl ofJ(, nr e derived from the observed
o
that the ionic term (in mass uni tt1) does not c11l1nC;'8. 'l'hey arc GO;;ll,a:red
with the prediction" due to thermal expansi on , O'ther ]_tterc:ttuTe values
are shown for comparison, where ava iLabl e , ('rhe va.Luee for l1i~';;;tnth and
gallium are over a ver:l restricted ranee, in the Li +er ature ), In the Li.qui 0.
phase only lead shows agreement wi thin errol' wi tIl the predicted value.
The three metals tin, cadmium, and indium show values whi.ch , t.hough
they differ in sien, are only di.fferent from the expocted variation by
a small amount i.n e.bs01ute 'terms. A poo sLbl e source of er-ro» couLd be
a small chance in m* with tC1T'.IH?rature. If nl'*' were to Lncr-easo by one
percent over a range of 100 clc0'K this wou l d be reflected by a net
Lnc rcase inA- • 'I'he temperature coefficient arisjll~~ from this process
e
would be of order +15 x 10-5• Clearly, the expe r-Lrnont.a.I result:., <,]:e not
Inconai s+ent with 11 value of m'X- which is Greater than 0-995, Lnc.rcae i.ng
towar-d unity a.t higher temper;:,.tures, and thus not Lncons i s t.errt with the
free electron predictions of table 3· 2. '['hiD type of explanation is
almost certainly applicable to liquid. bismut.h, where m* = 0'93rn at the
meltinG point. The larc;e positive value f01:)(' is consistent witb an
e
increase of 1 to 2 percent in m'*' per 100 d.eCK in the liquid. rJll1is leavesi
galliu.m which shows a similar ')C ' to b.i s-mrth , but appears to have a fre!')c
electron f.l3.SS already at the mel tin£; point. Fur ther , the temperature
ranee covered in the liquid, 1200 clegK, wou'l d seem to be adoqua to for
any levelling off due to the a+t.a.inment of the fre~? electron Wl~:;S to be
revealed. No such dovi.at.Lcn fro;~ linearity is observed, and it SCCf!lS
that an approach of m*/m towari1.s unity will not explain th:w rc:-:;ul-t.
Due to the apparent inapplicability of the free ol r'ctron [e.ppl'o,:;,chto
solid mota.Ls , it in not sur}Y;:'ising tho.t in genera] there is no agreement
be twecn prediction and obec rva.t i.cn forX'. The va lue for tin if; moree
nCGrltive Lhan expec ted, 'but it seems un'l i.ke Iy trlC1.t tllif; resul1.:' I'ron Cl
reclnction in rn-!(-w i,th .inc.rca.s i.ng te;'iperature, because of [;hC' }<'prmi-
surface data a.Lr'cady dLscuased, 'I'hc '.101':/ larUe vC;_11)'?~3 for b.i omuth and
G~llh;m conf irm the failure of free electron ideas in tbc aol id net:-:1n.
Any real undor-s t.anding of the va.Luos for solid ne ta.I.a requires a f'ul 1
band structur'p ca.lcul.c.t Lon , as has beon under-tnkcn (13) for cadmium
where the detailed effects of Lat t i cc v.i.bra't iono on the plY-?udopotentirLl
arc discussed.
In genera.l it seems that the values forXe ancl;( I for thee" .
pol.yva.lerrt metals considered confirm the iT'1])rC,,;~~:ionthat the free
eLoctron aFJroach pr-o v.ides a Sem~(111~lDtitat.ive (:x1'J anat ion for the
liquid met21s, but that tho approach is likely to break down in ~le case
of solid rnetDJ_s.
3'3';:> The noble ~etals
From the values listed in table 3' 2, thiEJ approach to the anaJJ'nic;
of macnetic eusccp't ibili ty measur-eracnte can be E:een to Give cood
agreement with tLeory for all the Li quid metals n.e asiur-ed , exccI)t the
noble mot.a.Ls, where 181'go d.i.ecr-epanci.es are obnorvud, Fol Lowing the
method of EI--Hanany and Zamir (14) fOT copper, the ef'f'e c t.s of s-d
hyhridisation on the derisi ty of sbth:s at the Fermi. level can be
e~~timated for all the nobl e meta.l a , from a kllowJedcc of t}18 band structure.
Such an efi'eat further enhance sX~ and rf!d'.lceu"{ d ' y i.el di ng a va.LuoJ) 1,-,
m'*/m = ( 3' 3 )
wl1eI'C the d band is appr-oxi.ma.t.ed by a Ringle Leve l., Ed,Sisthc face ar-ea
of t:~e Fermi sphere, Sf the face area of the cqui.va'l en t free el ec t.rou
}'ey"d sur-f'ac o, and. Vsd the band cap_ 'l'ho as sunp tLon is r.1:)(I(, that S=~)f
for [,'010. and cilver. U:-"inz value;; of V 1 (1'4 cV for Ag, 2-5eV for Au)s(
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"'\1 '-\1/\....1' arid /vcl shown in tal)le ).(;, a.long wi I.h va.Iues derived fro:'l t.l,o I~:'+/D!
ratio obtained in (14) for copper.
n~etal "'I ~X Xi "X C):pt "'x (,xIii <» tlwoA.p '-,cl '- c-J Lq '-' c-::_~ol /vc
eu 2·1 0'4 3'1 ?·19 2-<16 1 - 7
Ag 1· 8 0'4 4'5 1- 95 2' 40 1• 11
Au 2'5 0'3 G· ·1 2'96 3'45 2·2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Column 7 2 and 3.
of the cor+ec tLon for hybridh;iltion. Hovever, a.I thrL1~.:hthe~3(, 1('[',-,Ji<3 a ro
only an cs t irnation, they Lmpl.y t.ha t the c1i'JT!2.!jne tic component C):I tl18
susceptibility is overestimated by 10 p0rcent or more (or that the
can be sug:.:ested for this, but not qua-rt itat.Lvc Ly csti-;::ttcd.
POI' the noble metals, X. is domi na tcd 1JY the: contribut.i on f'r-o:n
1
the outer filled d she l L, 'Phis is readily Found to provide 86/ ofl( i
for copper, 83;{, for silver, and 82;' f'or- i.:·old. Clo~:i-d;cnet a.I (15) have
suecested. th~t this contribution may be ovcr-e s l.tma+od by AnGw~. Sla.ter's
rules (section 1.1) state t.hat all e'l.ectrona in she l Le lower than the
cl shell unde r consideration contribute their full char.:.;c to tl;e 8crecr:in:~
of the nucLea r cha.rge , Certnj nly this canno t unde rerrti.mat.e thc.i r flcrecnin::;
effectiveness j consequently X .
1
cannot 'be overcr,thw.teCi- the hetter
the ecreendng , the larger the di e tance of outer electrons frOlc, PlC nuc l Cllf:,
and the larg-er is"'X... . If the rul cc wsre nod i.f i.ed GO that S (t(](1J1 cl ectro;,~
1
of the same quan bun numbor were anaumcd to corrt.r ibut c about C)'SI:) of Lhe i r
charGl' to scr eerrl.ng , then ~L reduction j n'"X~ of tile Y'C!(lllired ;·,c.l:;nit~1clc
1
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would be obtained in each case. This change would ceri~ainJy affect the
nobl e metals more than other metals t because of the gre;·te:r: s:icnifiei:>)"lCC
of their d shell contributions. Howevc-r, its effect on the polyvalent
("'I
meba'Le considered in this chapter woul.d be to reduce ;'" by enough ~;o
l.
. ry
destroy the agreement ob ta.i.ned for /\J e in these cases. It se ems likely,
therefore, that the core va'lues of Ane:l1B are not nj_gnj,fj cf:nUy
overestimated, and another SO"o.11.'ceof the discrepancy for th,., noble metals
must be sought. For Lnat.ance , there may be a par-amagne tLo orllj_i;al
component associated with overlapping d sUb-bandH. This is only on0
possible sugt'sestion to explain the df.sc repancy , but clearly the siJ)'111e
approach adopted with succeas for the polyvalent metals breaks down in
the more complicated situation brour;ht about by hybridisation in the
noble metals, and close quanti to.tive agreement between tlJCOXJr and
experimental predictions is not attain.:.:.ble. For t.bis r-ea.son no comped son
with Knight shift data w iL'l be made for liquid copper. (No measur-ement.s
are in any case a.vailable 'for liquid silver and gold.)
~~4.Kl':ightElhift_s: experimental and theoretical results
110 113 69Tho experimental values of K ohtained for 7Sn, Cd and Ga in
tin, cadmium and gallium respectively are shown in figm:t;s 3·8, 3·9 and
8.9; individual values are listed in Appendix 1. Referonce compounds were
dilute solutions of snC14 and cadmf.um acetate for tin and cadmium res}18ctively
and the reference for gallium waa t::J:en from tbe Varian Associates In.Tt
table (5th edition), (10·219 MIlz T-1). The linci'fidths in the liquid otates
are shown in fi[,'Ures 3·0, 3·9 and O·8. 'I'heae all conf'orm to +he expected
T1T consta.nt behaviour, where it i3 assumed that (T1)-1 iD proport:i onc.L
to the linewidth. The value of T1 obtained for Uquid gallium at 30) K
from the Ldnewi.dth , 6~ B, is in Good 2E;reeD';ent with ac tueI measu::ce1'1enb3
of Tl' reported in chapt.er 8.
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11'-are shown in tables 3-8 and 3-9, column ?, alonG' with values for )111,
207Pb and 20913i taken from (1). The new values r eporte.d here appear to
agree wi thin co:nbined uncer-tafnt i.ea '7i th ear1ier. values. K and KI terms
calculated as described in section 1-4 (
.-,,/ expt
these give Good agreement between)" e
')1usiDg,~ s from table 3-2, Binc:e
p
')1 t.heo )and \., are g:LvE;nalso.e
'I'he input parameters for the compute r })1:0{;:ca!n (Appendix: 2) used. to
calculate .LP f are listed in table 3' 7. The 1;cmperature dopendcnc Lea of
k
f
, i. and? are listed in Appcnd.lx 1 ;~~\_P} values ace deduced fror'l
calculations of _\looP f at five different tempera_tures.
'l'able 3·7
.!np\.~t P3:1'arneterafor con+ac t dcnaf ty .p~::.-')&rara. (in a. u , )
meba.I Rcore n., (0)~S Ii" (0)·/s
Ga 0-884 128-7 1-269 338 105 40·7
Cd 0'710 165'4 1·406 651 210 91°9 40·5
In 0·772 192-9 1·323 679 219 97 43
Sn 0·837 201·6 1'297 696 227 98 45
Pb 0-833 204-9 1·474 1441 483 230 116 53·5
Bi 0·845 245'3 1'493 1467 492 235 119 55·5
....---..~-.----.-..., -----~~.,-
Values of R are obtained from (16 ) except for the ca.dmiumterm whichcore
was taken from (17) and for gallium which was ob tad.ned by fi tUng an
Ashcroft form of pseudopotential to one derived from rer:Jistivi ty z-eauI ts
(18) •
3·5 Discussion of KniGht shif~s
The fact that the calculated v21ueo of K (column 9 of table 3·8)
are I on ave rnr-e , about two third8 of the experimental values is probably
partly due to the adoption of a simple model pobent La'l and partly to
the omission of indirect contributions from the theory. 'I'he much cl ocer
rI'ed)] (': 3·8
Knifht shift~j of pure liquid. m.e tal~_.~~:L~_c:ir _2!~':Li:LJ.];_ pain t~~
meta} Kcxpt(~s) '\/ 2 1+:::. ~ /-', ;( yOPW (c") Ktheo (- ~,)fJ \ / I)E ':";;;;"'f -- P -I.", I" - ~j I.,1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
6ql"1 0'441 3,1'1· 5 o·6179 0'0104 2ll: •5 1·99 0'45 0'28'\_.rH
113Cd 0'799 576'2 0'7f)15 0'0609 Il13'4 1·76 0-68 0·1j9
115r 0·786 50G·5 o~850e 0·°354 If40'4 1·85 0·63 0' 54n
1190 0'743 492·2 0·8010 -0'0816 tlr 14· G 1- 96 0-65 0·54,)n
207pb 1-49 11(,4·3 0·6120 0·0762 799·4 1'90 1·47 . 1·01
209B, 1·41 844'4 0-6513 0·0757 613·9 1'96 1·13 o·so. J
)(op''v hi derived uo i.ng' ; P.; f r-orn ti;" or -r term onJ I « oct' 1;1)- _'. i .. n •.c" -';, - "J' d. lon - "j' ••
CoLu-nn 7 in un i ts of ( 1 /10 5) SI; co.Iumns 3,4,5 defined in 1-4.2.
me tr.I IC' ._r~_rf ~X:~ "\ / , K' (from 3,~) K' ( ('r-r.1 .2,2)expt A -thea .. theo :1. lJ.-- P
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
69Ga -8-5 -111· 6 31·8 -2·3 17-2 -16·9
113Cd 1- 76 5'0 2·8 -2·0 7·8 2·2
115 -7-7 -4'0 3'3 -2'3 -0-7 -6'3In
119" -1'5 -3-5 2·0 -2·2 -1'5 -5-7.>n 5
?07Jjb -6'7 -6'4 -6'0 -2'3 -12·4 -8'7
209M -9·0 -3'4 <'3"3 -2'7 19'9 -6'1
All (lJ)<:!'1Litj.E'r~ in 1(-1/ 10 5 ; co Iumn 4, "expe ri.mentat " va.Lue s from
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aC;l'cc:':cnt between cxperi l',2nt and them',r f'ound w_:JJJ!; only tho OP\'{tenn
in the corrtac t density (column e of the tables) if] a'Lmost cP:rCr'.i.nly
f'or tu itoun , since this iGnores the effect of tIle pneudopo torrti aI
a.I tosether", 'Phe va l.ue s Jn column B dLf'f'e r slightly fro:n t110:'08f'ound 'in
(1) using" a s.irri.Ls r ne thod ; tIlt) p:r'cGC'nt values are to be :prcf('J::;:ec1 a.inco
"'v ,! 2
they use an .impi-oved r-: p and a more rigorous ca'tcul.atd on of /.E' The
ereo. t a.dvarrt ago of the Perdew end ;,'t':i.ll:i.ne f'or.nu'La.ti on of the perturbu.tion
term due to the paeudopo t.ent i.a.I (1 + ~ +.6) is that a first or-de-r
calculation gives acceptf"'.b1e resul til in that ~+!~is s!2~li compared
with unity. '_2hiswas certainly not always the C1":.~;e w.ith earlier
formu18~ions (19) where orthogonalisation was not explicitly included
for a11 components of the paeudof'unct Lon (1). The va'Lue of ;-;__P f is
reduced by about one percent and t.he tel'lperat'JI'2 de pe nde ncr: if; rec11JCCc1
in r.l~;_C'nit1J(lc(to abou t ··1'5 x 10-5) when an experimental r;lt:ler than
a hard sphe.re rr.odel. structure factor is used f'or tin, (Tb: c: t ruo tur o
factor used W8S obtained by (20)~
However, it seems th9J:: a1 t.hough there may be considerable
l.Ulcertainty in the absolute macnitnde, relative chanGes in the KniGht
shift \\'jth te:'lpera tur-e (and concerrtr-at i.cn) can be pre die ted with bet tel'
accuracy. T..r'liswas also found by Pf'J~dew (21) who r:uegested that trle
reason lay in the par t i.a.I canc eLl a.t Lon of the electron-ion I\otcntiaJ.
and indirect contributions (both ma.jor causes of unce r ta.irrty I n .rlPr)
from the fractional ch;:,n,-;·e,'\_·,(rtPfV.c"":_rf,upon heating or alloyinc.
Certainly the values for 1~' (column 7, table 3'9) can be I):redicted w.i t.l;
lwtter 2.CCl1l'3CY hcro , and are quite cJose to tJ1C exper i.morrl.a.l val ue s ,
par ticul ar-Iy if Lhe 2.S;1U1l)tion that)(· comes Lii,ll)lv fro~ c. frep. electronp ~
rE'~;pOl!80 to t})crm'll eXTJi:nr;ion is f.vlq\tcd. ('Phir; h; also true for 1icl'dd
r.j~3:ll1th, and i1ppE'iJl"S to contradict. the ear1:i er rv:i.dence in favour of a
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using "experimental "X, values since ·these may contain other ef'Tects ,e
such as changes in the diamagnetism with temperature, which do not
affect' y", • It is particula.:dy i~ter(-;oting that the theory r-epr-oduce s
p
the exceptional positive sign of Kt for cadmium; this c(~rtr.inlySemT:B
to rrovide strong evidence of the eSLential correctness of tho theory.
This positive sign arises in the I_Pr term and is due to the divalent
state of cadmium, reflected in kf• Certainly if kf for indiUJllis
changed so as to correspond to a divalent or a tetravalent stat(~, the
resnl ting ter.1perahcre coefficients for "pseudo-indium" are' very cl.oae
to the values obtained for cadmium and tin respectively (5·9 and -3·1
in the units of table 3'9). This indicates that kf is the dominant
factor in determining the temperature coefficient, the main effect being
observed in the 1+;C: term (although pr-eaenf in the others).
It is worth making two final notes about Knight shift cnlculations.
Jena et 8.1 (22) have recently carried out a calculation foX' liquid
cadmium, using a formulation which is in principle similar to that of
Faber (19), arriving at a value for the shift close to that found in
the present work. With the swneX enhancement; factor as used here,p
and ignoring indirect effects, it is 0-52 percent (see table 3·8).
The values for all the metals were obtu.ined using the free interacting
~(s of section 3·2, since these gave excellent agreement with the~p e
values derived from experiment and theory. It is equally possible to
use an "experimental" X (I ,e ,X expt +r::~dl). This causes neGligible
p e m
differences except for bismuth where Ktheo becomes O· 7/tpercent.s
Finally, the N1'!R of tin and cadm ium show anisotropic lines in the
solid, which reflect the non-cubic environment. '1'he values of the.
enhancomorrt s of the Korrinrra products are 1· 08 and 1·16 for t.Ln and
cadmium respectively; these are similar to results found for many other
metals (4) and are bc.l i eved to be due to e.l.cc t.r-on-c Lcc t.r-on c!l1hr',l'c!:'.n:ent
effects. There is a similar (1. 21) enhancement for gallium. 'llhe N>'i!~of
'theee met.als is further di acuaned in the H:E::pective all oy chapter;').
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The correlation of exper-Iment aLl y deI'ivcc1. ap i.n 8nsc,c].J"tHd.lities l,j th
cxpcr-Imorrta.I KnJ.ght shifi;[1 is puraucd in t.h:i.~lchapt6r9v!11C~rebinary a'LLoya
of several polyvalent nwtals are considered. It is intendod to exten.d the
successful calculation of the temperature coefficient of K in P1U'f) metals
(cection 3·4) to the concentration dependence in l'!.lloyt'!. li\n~the:J:'more,
the bebavf our of the KO.L'ringa pnodnc t (secUon 1· 2) in simple alloy
['y;,:;tern.sis ~'Jtudied. In trca:{;ments of syst~ms in which quadzupo'l.az-
inter-actions or partial localisation of conduction electrons occur, it
is generally assumed that the Korringa relation would have been obeyed
in the abacnco of these effects. It is not obvious that this must be so
with the changing electron density, upon alloying. Tin and cadmium both
have ir:otopcs with spin quantum number, I, equa.l to i, ar.d consequently
for which no quadrupolar'contributions are possible. Both metals have
convenient melting points, are neighbours in the periodic table, and do
not form intermetallic compounds with each other, (1). ~1he expez-Imerrte.I
variations of the 113Cd and 119Sn Knight shifts in Sn-Cd alloys have
been conpr.rod with the theoretical expectat.ions in both solid and liquid
alloy phases, and with the info~~ation available from the phase diagram
for the syste;n (1) shown in figllre 4·1. For this, experimental observations
of the 113Cd and 119Sn Knight shifts and linewidths, density, and
m:3.crwticsur;eeptibHi ty were made.
Further, earlier experimental results of the 207pb And 209Bi Knight
shifts in liquid lead-bismuth alJoys (2) have been correlated with the
GusceptibnH~r and l)Seudopotential-approach contact density changes (in
orde r to g:m::;e the eucceas of this method for heavy elements) in the same
45
way as for the tin-cc.dmium a.ILcya ; the appr-oach is exp'lni.ned in secti on
1 3 4 F· 11 ., 1 . I' f 209}3' d 119. . +h 1. . ,• • . _ a.na y, expor-amem.a Vc.rln,·,lons 0 ~ an 8n a.n Ii e J.<}l.1 J. ( ..
tin-bisrnutll system (3) are tr-eaiccl in the aamo ''lay, in ord·21.' to compar-e
the behaviour of one el.ement in t~10 distinct 8,)'StPlTJS, and. because of the





In order to obtain /'v in the by now familia:r expression
p
..... /
Ks = (2/3)/\..-p ,C_Pf (4·1)
it is neCCI'ISClI'Y to know the density of the metal, since )/'0 (in voLumep
. r·,/
units) must be derived from /'0 (in maes units) as for tho pure meta.l.e
of chapter 3. lleasured values of t11e densi tiE:'fl of a.ll.oys are not ava i.Labl e
in the Li,tf':r.ature for many binary syat ema, '1'he assumption that VegaX'd' s
law is applicable mayor may not be true. (This states tha.t the density
of an alloy is given by a linear interpolation in concentration between
the pure metal varueev ) For systems whi.ch have been investigated, the
law was only sometimes found to be obeyed. Coneequerrt Ly the densities
of some alloys of these two metals were measured, by the pycnometer
technique described in section 2'2·2. The results are shown in figure
4·2 and Appendix 1. The rr.ax:imumdeviation fro:n the linearly interpolated
density is 2 percent, indicating that Vegard's law is not gr.eatly in
error for this system.
4' 2· 2 If.agnetic susceptihili ty: experimental rcsul ts
X in these alloys .,as investisa'~ed as a function of both concentration
and temperlltll.re in the solid and liquid phasec , 'Phe results are plotted
isothermally across the system at 293 K and 618 K in figures 4-3 and. 4-4
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temperature dependence of l3ufJccptil,j.li.ty iD non-lineal' .i n thE' solid
""',/
phaae , showing a marked decr-ease in /-\,...betvcen about 300 K and the Li.qu Ldua,
In the liquid the suaccp tLbi.Ldty increasco linearly w.i th ter~pel.'at.un";
""\ I ""'.1
the teffiIJcrature coef'f LcLsnt (1j.\.)(Cl/,,/dT) appears to ';~-:ry liJ1C'cu·ly
between the tvo pur-e mei.a.I va'Iue s , as shown in fiC;llTe 4' 5·
113 119 'Both the Cd and. Sn Kn1.8'ht shifts YierC moa!)urcc~ ',lith concontr-a't.i.on
and nt diffel'€nt temperatures in the alloys. ::::imilarly, 1ine7idth
measurements were made in the liquid phaae , 'j'he r-eeu l tfl fo:t~ these; qll"nti ti.es
in the two pure met8.ls have alrcho;y- be en givc,n in aec t i.on 3' 5. 'I'ho :r.<!S1Jlts
for the alloys are best presnntGd g"J,'aphically (ui t.h de ta.iJ.8d res\il:;:;
in Appendix 1). Figur:::s 4·6, 4' 7, and 4' 8 show the chau/;e in Ie with
concentration for the liquid a.lLoya at 618 K, ,-K/K ,.,".;-I- \.- 0 ~ ~ I,· nt., "_I. v)) conce~...;..:'cnJ.lO
for the solid alJ oys at 293 K,an(l the liquid alloy lincyJj.dth w i,tll
concentration at 618 K, reSI)Octively, for the 1198n re[301i~H1Ge. Fi&~nrcs
4'9,4'7, and 4·8 show the same (lwmtities at the same tCliJP(Jl:'atttrc~; for
the 113Cd r-csonance ,
The tem:perature variations of both vTidths and shiftrl in the al1oyo
were not found to be any dLf'I'ez-errt .from .thei:.c bohav i cur- in the pur e
metals; thr.t is, although both quantities wer0 e..ffectcd by (llloyirl{~'r
the change of the resonance line position and increase of width with
temperature were simDo.l.' to the p1JJ'c metal bc}'aviour.
4' 2·4 Magr:E:t:iGsusc~p~.~n:i ty:_dif!.~~Sf.don
The behaviour of ~>~ in the Dolid phase at :room teJflpr::r:...tnrc ~.'J
compatible with the inf.orma.tion nY8.ilablo on the SYSthl\ fro:;, figUl'C 1•
.-\./
'J'he lineal.' dependence of /\... on concentl'a.tion :i.s as e::-:pec-\;·"dfor G. f.:(/lid
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In the Li.qu.id a.L'loys (fi~ln'e 4·4) this litwar dependr'l).ec; 13tHl c)"i;,ts,
the su,,~ccrtibili ty varying smoothly be1.weeni;he two pl1l.'P. Fl(d:;aln, ~IB
expected if B.11. of the valence electrons form part of the conduction
band, none btdng used for any 80rt of molecular bondd.ng ,
~,.'
The susceptibHi ty is ana.Lyced in tel'me; of \, e and . '...-'i
,. das O_.1.DCU~:;SC
in section 1·1. The aa sumptLon iD made tll0.t :<_' i is a \,eic;htcd. sum of
'-', I
Si11CC /\. .. a
be expected to be affected by th8 electronic envdronmcrrt 'bo some extent.
the "pure metal core values. This is an apprc:d.qatj.on, can
However, it must be remembered that there will be some uncert.ainty in
'"')(
the abso'lut e magnitude of .1'-, for the pure metals. Thc~c va.Lues Etrc
i
calculated ones, found by aosnmi.rlg that the cores (of valence :i.nJica tecl
by the column of the Metal in the periodic tDble) and the conduction
electrons are Lndopendorrt , Further, the linearity of /'v with compoei,tion
",(
would appear to lend support to the view that;,,,,. cannot be behav.i.ng~
markedly differently in the alloys. Thus, the approximation is believed
adequate. ')<.. expt (in volume units) is obtained from the measured. )~,./ (in
e
mass units) and the measured density. It is shown in .figure 4·10. 'l'he
<.»
. ""\../exptchange an /-: , which varies smoothly between the values for the pure
e
liquid met.al s , is 4- :percent. The values of ""Y0 , the apf.n suscept:i.hili typ
'\,/
consistent with the /';.. s , vary amoobhl.y between the pure metals also.
e
Now, ,..x ~ytheo
'-J P = (m/ m*) I '\.d _. "vi expt+ r-;: e (see table 3·2),
'ywhere m* and the enhancement of /'v do vary linearly be tween the pure
metal vaJ.ues at the appr-or-Late t~~mperaturc. (These two corr-ec t.Lone are
smaL'l , GO the. t thA accump'tion of linearity is not of £.~rN;.t il11:por(,aJlce.)
X j s a] so shown in fi{rL"l.re 4·10. The value for (1/r.:<. ) (d)~/ c1cI~) inp l.> P V ;'
table 4.3 is deri.vecl from tllis result. The linear he.haviour of tb(~
tem,?erahn~e coeffic:i.ent (figure 4' 5) in th~ 1iquiCl underlines t.ho ~drr;ple






































11; 110The behaviour of the Cd and -'Sn shiftD in the Eolid a.Iloyn <~re
also consistent with the existence of almost pure tin and ceJmium p~asen.
The resonance signals weaken in intensity wi tb decreaf)j)'B metal
concent.ra ti cn, but the position of thG' line does not a.It(':r.. Above 406 K
(fieure 4.1) the 119811 signal d.iaappea'ra (re8PI)c"n~ing in the liquid),
b t th 113Cd . 1 '. Th' h J b " t t'"u e sxgna r-emai.na, .1S p enomenon mus G e Clue no vtne pr(";3Cl1Ce
of the P -phase, which removes most of the tin f'r-om its almost Jl1ln-'
phase; it appears that equilibrium is reachod within the timescaJe of
the experiment. It should be noted that for both metals the ref:10nanCe
signals ar-e f'-nisotropic in the solid, and tbe Ct~ntre for the purpOr;(;D
of definin;- the Knight shift is taken as the crossover point; of the
derivative of the absorption sicnal.
The main point of interest here ao far as the NMR is concerned :i.s
the behaviou:r. of the 113Cd and119Sn resonanCG sif:,"11als.in the liquid
alloys. As can be seen from figure 4·6, the 1198n shift changes linearly
113
by about 2 percent. Fron figure 4·9, the chance for the Cd re8onance,
in the same direction, is about the aame size but is d.i.st i.nc t.Ly non-Li.near-,
with a large initial slope. These results should be compared with the
X data, which also shows only small changes on alloying. The compar-Lscns
with predicted changes in .r:",Pf will be made in section 4·2·6. IJ.bo linewidth
data (figLu'e 4·8) yield values for the longitudinal spin·-lattice
relaxation ti.Il1es, T
1
, as described in section 1·2·1 (with the assumption
that T1=T2; direct pulse meaeureraent s of T1 «ere not found possible).
From this, the Korrinca product and its enhancement by electron-electron
interactions can be eva1ua.ted, aasumfng only direct contact terms ane
important. This was done for the two pure motals in section 3-5. Vor
119 2Sn, the Korringa product KsT1T appear.s to decrease upon alloyinr;,
changing by C-12.±10) parcerrt acr oas the whole compoaitLon range. Since
49
the size of the observed change is of the same order as the CYIK,riment8.1
error, it is probably trllc that no siE,rnificantCh9.n[;8 takes pl ace ,
Certainly, for the 11~Cd r-esonance tho Korl'inga produc t does not change
upon alloying. Thus, for this system at least the Korringa relation
holds for the alloys equally well as for the pure r.1etals.
4.2.6 Contact dcns~~y~ parti~ wave nnaly~i8
Comparison of expected and measured values of the Knight shifts in
the alloys can be made if the change in LPf with coucen tra tLon can be
obtained. Following either the method of partial wave analysis (or phasfJ
shift analysis) or the psel1ciopotential approach, both described in
section 1·4, values of this quantity can be evaluated.
The phase shift method relies on calculated Blandin and Daniel
coefficients (4) and phase shifts derived. from model potentials. The
method of calculating the coefficients was explained in section 1·4·1
(using a hard sphere model structure factor), and the values obtained
for tin and cadmium are shown in table 4·1.
Table 4·1
Blandin-Daniel coefficients
host ~O !1 !2 !,
tin -0·06 -0·02 O·BO 1·79
~O ~1 ~2 ~3
-0·07 0·26 -0·'3 -0·47
cadmium -0·22 2·15-.. --, -------. ---.'~-'~...,-,-- ~-.-----.-.~'-•.-.~- -._.-._.--_-_._----_,---_._.--.-,- , ..
The calculation of the phase shifts will now be considered, using
two different model potentials.
§qunre well .po~elltial. Thio is the simpler of the two models considered.
It has been adequately described elsewhere (4). The Schroeding-er equation
is Bolved both inside and outside a spherically symmetric oquare well
po tcrrbi.aL,which has a radius equal to that of tbe solute ion it is
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represonting. Prom the analytic solutions in terms of lmrtial W(~VC'D,
for the incident and scattered eJectron wavefunction~l, the phase Dhifts
£ 1(where 1 refers to the 1tIl partial wave) are d~tcrr(linod by mhtcb:i.ng
the electron wavefunctions at the> potentiD,l boundary. TIl(:: depth of the
\1ell is varied until the .\~IS satisfy t.he }'rierlcl BUnt rule
Z' El £ 5 (21 1) r (k )
T! 1 + "-'1 'f
"here Z' is the effective char.re on the iraplU'ity modified by vo.l.ums
dilation (ZI=: ;. - ZEC1r/rf'E)' E is solvent, F is sotut e}, This rnle
arises because the total screnning charge be l ow the Permi LeveI must
equal Z'.
Screened free atom potential. '1'hi8 model hae been fully describ8(l by
Host· (6). Briefly, the self consistent at omi,c potentials of Herman and
Skillman (7) are used for the impurity, together with a vD.riable paramet.e r
X which adjusts the height of the potential. Essenth',l1y,. X provides
the screening shell at a distance 1.' = RT from the centre of tho ion,
since the model potential meets the bottom of the ccnduct ion band j cb at
RT. At this point it is terminated. The Schroedinger equations arc solved.
as before, matching wavefunctions a.t RT. The parameter X is varied until
the Friedel sum rule is satisfied as
above. 'fk..t:o model potential (.Q ... shown
of (1/ _:Pr1( dL:"Pf~/dCi")' ~--:) 0, in
table 4·3. 'l'he comparison with the
schematjcally here, and the values for
the phase shifts derived from the two
models are shown in table 4·2, those
-- model
free atom




for the ini tie.l values, where E is the sol vent host, 1" iB thr;) impurity.
It is seen from table 4·3 that the !:loresophisticated approach of the
screened free atom potentinl yields closer agreement with the cxperimont'Ll
results; the r:impler approach gives the cor-cec t o:i..gn,but tlw wrong
order of m8.fsnitude. So far the ddacusr.si.on has 1,ecYl conce rnod Vi i th the
change in the colvent shift. A stmf.l ar ana'Iyai e i8 possible for the rate
of change of the eo Iut e sbift (extr'::'polated to the noLghbourhood of
zero concentrc!.tion) _ The results should be numerically the aame as for
the solvent shift. Phase shift analysis cannot 8.ceount for different




.?ys tern (host underlined)
r- ( , , Z'
~J 0 1 ~.2 '~3
Cd in Sn (ss) -0-1410 -0·2965 -0·oG45 -0·00'(5 -1·280
(SF),) -0-7311 -0·1511 -0·1651 -1-285
Sn in B1 (S\V) 0-3275 0·3768 0-1565 0·0263 1· 560
(Sl"A) 0-6185 0·6341 0·0091 1·634
sw = square well potential
SFA = screened free atom potential
Table 4-3.
Par-ti.a;!~?-~~l2~ysis ~~0t!:tr~o~!!_!:r~~..:L.<?! a1:~oy~~_on_!_r~;:_.119sQ_~:::r?-~1__~_~_Qd
!' "V 1 r- P1 1--'~:ie:!l~l .:_expt '-.':' p .).z: fE .;th(~o





Flb1.U:CSin square brackets refer to ~).w. r-eau.ltf.;; column 5 is obtained
f'r-ora coLumn 4 -t column 3; figures in brackets Ln column 2 are for the
~- ~-
th 1 t h t t
' ":/ 1 1
o er signa a tc same concen ra aon] /\.~p and .,_PrE are 2 nd and 3 rd
terrnn of equation 4.'-
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'l'his method has been fully described in aec t ion 1-4. '1'he Lnpub
par-ametcra are listed in t.abl,o 40".4. 'l'hese are slightly cHfferent to
metal ~f R R R R R+core -1s -20 --3B -4s
tin 0·834 203·6 1'297 696 227 98 45
cadmium 0·710 165'4 1·406 651 210 92 -40'5
---.-.~-..•..".- -..-- --.-- ..----~-.. -.__- . '."--- ...~-,.,.-
the values used in the pure metal chapter, since the calculation was
pe rf'ormed for a constant temperature 618 K in the present case, not at
the metal melting points. The aSGumptions of the model pseudopoten-tials
and st.ructure factors, and that the packing fraction is 0·45 throughout,
are as dencr'Lbed in section 1·4.
The values obtained for the changes in _::_Pr with concentration,
across the entire range are shown in figures 4·11 and 4'12 for 119Sn
113and Cd respectively. It is perhaps worth repeating at this point
that the pseudopotential a.pproach yields cbanees across the whole range,
unlike the partial wave approach, which gives only initial values. The
changes in -fi.Pr are, in both cases, larger than expected from the
"-/expex-imental K and derived Iv results, but are of the correct sign,
p
overall. The experioentally derived changes are also shown in theDe
figurc3. As explained in section 1'4, an attempt to improve agreement
can be made by makf.ng R energy dependent. ('11hi8does not strictlycore
introduce full non-locality.) When this is done with values of .-<.=0'25,
I' =0' 05 (tin as hos t}, the results for L_P f are in good agreement with
e)..--pcerj_ment(figures 4·11 and 4-12 again). fJ.'hese values of -"~:.and !_.
repres(>nt only very small changcfJ (a few p~rcent) in R over thecore
conccnt ra tion range. Thus R values are quite critical in determining !' :Pf·•core
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Values of the cnerf,""'YQ.0pcndcnce of R have been obt;J.in:'d from tho. core
thermopower for the e.Lkal L metals (8) which m:c similar in liw.gnitude and
sign to those above.It is considered tr,at an attempt to obt.ain a value
from the the:r:mopower of tin (and of cadmium) would be of int(~reF.lt. Such
an approach is under considera.tion (G.A. ~3tylcs: private conrnllnicatjon).
It ahoul.d also be noted that the values of •... and f. ob tained in the
prcaerrt work weze founel to be virtually inclcpenctent of each other.
That a non-local pscudopotential is neceaeary for cadmi.um Cit least
has been shovn (9). }'ig'ure 4-13 ehows the R concentration dependenciescore
d0rivcd. These results clearly imply that for both tin ana, cadmium, a
more sophisticated non-d ocaL psendopotentlal is requirecl to describe
the values fully. The effect of using real d(~nsitiH~l, rather tha.n Linc arLy
interpolated atomic volumes, can be studied 1JYmodifying tlw computer
proeram ~"iccorcl:~ngly. '1'hi8 was attempted for 11
9sn, using the values of
density given in figure 4-2. 'I'he results only mar-gi.na'l Ly affect the ~:':'-Pf
variations found (figure 4·11)_ Unlike the case of pure tin (section
3' 5), use of an exper:i.m.enta.]. structure factor 10 not posr::LbLe , since
the partial structure factors are not known in these alloys.
To summarise, it appears that both the pfJeudopotential approach
and the method of partial waves yield reasonn.bly good agr-eemerrb with
. 113 119 .
the experimental results for the changes J.n the Cd and Sn KnJ.ght
shifts upon alloying in this system. 'lbe agreement for the pseudopotential
method confirms the expectation of section 3-5, that this method is
better for fractional changes ill le than for Hs absolute magnitude.
4. 3 Lead-bj,s=A~lthsystcl1:rcsul ts and diE.cu:Jsion
1:2.:j_~xp~:r.imental resu~!~
The magnet.Lc suscoptibili ties of a'l Loya of lead and. bi.antubh were
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variation between the pure metal values was observed. AB 5.n section 4,2,
""..1
thene result,s nere analysed to yield the change in /\.. aero sa the T.'(ln~o,p
ua.ing the linear int~l'polation of densities discussed ef:l,rlicr which \JBB
found experimentally to be closely followed in theBe a.LLoye by K1.0PTlfi. (10).
'''y/'-' P var Lca linearly by 5 percent across the system (table, 4·6)
4·3·2 Discussion
Heighway (2) ha.s studied the beha.viour of both the 207pb and 209Bi
Knight shifts as a function of concentration in this sY:'.:lten. 'fable 406
. '"\1
summarises these experimental resul ts together with the deduced r v.p
variation and calculated _i"':_Pf va:dation. For this last purpose the
pseudopotential approach was again adopted, with the relevant computer
program input parameters listed :i.n table 4·5, and the -_Pf variations
obtained shown in figure 4·14. (A partial wave analysis is re8ervecl for
the next chapter where a variety of dilute Lead alloys i::: discussed).
Table 4'5
metal !ef JL. R R R R R R-core -18 - 2s -3s -4s -5s
lead 0·833 204'9 1'474 1441 483 230 116 53'5
bismuth 0·843 247'0 1'49} 1467 492 235 119 55'5
--_ .. ~~-.-----
1
It should be noted again perhaps tha.t )C is derived from m* valuesp
r~', I
(from comparing experimentally derived and theol'etical I\_. e ) and frome
temperature coefficients, obtained in section 3·2. These are slightl:'
different to the X variations, because slightly diffe!.'~mt values ofe
m* are obtained for the two pure metals i (~\<.1 is def'Lned in table 4·6.)
p
As can be seen from table 4·6, the experimental and expected values
for neither shift agree, even as to sign. A possible CD:UDe of this may
lie in the use of non-relativistic wavef'unct ions , Cert.ainly, when c.r;l'l~€-ment
ie sought by use of the !-:;:;,. and r:, factors, the values required are 10
(for lead) and 16 (for bismuth), this latter: value being the best fit,
but still not cl080 to experiment.
Table 4·6




K1 -y1 ," 1 1 theo/\..-p ( IP co Iumns (3+4):1~-;.:_fE
2 3 4 5
0·2! -0·05 .·0·05 (0·28) -0·10 (0·23),
-0·12 0·05 0·06 (-0·09) 0·11 (-0·03)
re::;ol1ance
*measured only as far BS CF -=0·7; values in brackets include cr. and :"
factors; K1 = (K.E(cF",1)-K.~(cF==O»/IC~(C -=0), simila.rly for )~~ 1 and ('\p1 •
, I , l'.J ." "1!,; F ' P - -. fE
The use of relativistic wavefunctions may well a:ffect column 4 of table
4.6 significantly since both lead and bismuth are meta.La of hiCh atorai.c
number, for which the rela.tivistic effecb will be app:ceciablo (11).
In vicw of this pomdbility, it was decided to carry out calculations
on tin-bismuth alloys which 'behave experimentally like lead-bismuth alloys
( 2) and where one might expect relativistic errors to show up for
bismuth but not for 1;in. It is wor-th noting that the r-eaul, ts for the
paeudopo't.errbd.ak method do not compare favourably with the resu1 ts of
the partial wave analysis adopted in the next chapter for diluto load-
bismuth alloys.
The magnetic st~sceptibil:i.ty across this liquid alloy system has not
been measured in the present work, but in view of the behavdour in the
other two systems, and the behavd.oux of other simple meta.Ls obner-ved
(section 3·2), it would be very surprising if the assumption of linear
variation of X between tbE' pure liquid metals we1:C to be grt12.tly in
error. 'I'he input pnramcters for the pseudopotential approach computer
56
pror_;"l.'cmat trw chosen +ompezature of 558 K are shown in table 4·7, and
the values obtained for the contact deZ1sit.ies given in table 4·8.
Table 4- 7
!Il.g-ta~ ~f
r- R ~1s R R R R_,.- +coz-e -20 -3s -48 -5s
tin 0·835 202·6 1· 297 696 227 98 45
bf.emrth 0·845 245·3 1·493 1467 492 235 119 55·5
The 209:8i awl 119Sn Knight shifts have been observed in this system at
~50 K ( 3). 'l'heae result·s a.re shown in table 4·8 along \'lith the theoret,ical
results of the present \'lurk.
l.·f;~OlH;-~_\.--:e.---.-~--~----
Ta.ble 4·0
Rn igl! t shj_f..~3}?:E:!1geU ol?_ 119Sn a.n~~:Bi
1 1 1 1 theo
K 'X rp columns(7,+4):K
- v p - .....fE .-'
234 51
119S'n 0·10 0·00 ( 0·1'7)
0·00 (-0.15) 0'07 (-0.08)
--_ .._------._--
The values in bnacke t.a are obtained when values of c,,"- of 6 (for tin) and
15 (for bi.snuth ) are used. These values, like those in lead-bismuth, are
extremely lal'ge and again imply that relativis-~ic effects are present.
Thir, , howover , should not be the case for tin, and a full explanation
of the poor a[,Teement for these last two systems may involve rela.tivistic
effects, a poor pseudopotential, or may lie in the asaumed distribution
func tLons, (In the tin-tisnmth sye tem, it in poaafbke that X may be
non-Ltnear L\.iJ a function of concentration.)
For the (:;i.r.lple tin-cadmium syst'?fl1,however, it is found tha:~ both
tl,c Il:Jcudopctential and partial wave methods give reasonably good ag:r:eemont
wi{,h expe r i.n.crrt ,
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lincwidth, nnd ~~gnetiG
r)tY·/
i.r:vc:-:.-,-}..ic[~ted :01' nJ_loy"s of Ipad w ith oj~-;r(lJ.th antl 1)):-;J.l:i_"ulT:; tIIC: ,I./{rt
ato~ic co~poEitioPS were ussd:
Pb 1r.,,'-,'- Cl,,["l, Pb - ?0';','1'l, and :;'b - 15;:::Cn.
\
-.:;: 2.-,-....
(AI sin ]1 si.n 2 1)1",0 "1 +np d
0' f Cl"
r-
.2(' \) 0.3where A1 (2J+1) i( ? (t;r) 1'(~) :t':::; - , I.... I..i~ v1 xr , ' ,
El := -(21+1) J 111 (1;:1') jl (l~r)P(r) (13r.\ ..
While tlic concentrations cho sen can har-dly be sai(; to be vel'.Y (Elute, r,f:'
required by equa t i.o n 5'1, it vms shown by HeigllWP':i and ~;cyr.lmn' (2) t}·~.'!t
the change in K :produced by these aoLute s is proport i.oria'l to cp;;ceY'ltrntirwL
the lC'r~-~('st poeaible effect of concentration is ol>1~Dinec1, the· ]jL!it.
beir!.:; set by E1()1jd s o Lub.i Lf t;)r c011sidcY."Jt-,ionc.
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investigated in pure lead as a function of temperature from 77 IC to
642 K, arid as Cl. function of magne tLc field at 293 K. l'he reSl.l.lts ar e in
agrec:':cnt wi th tLo~~e of (1), as can be seen from fi{31.U·(, 5·1, [1,1though
there io Eo~e disn~rec~ent over the exact tomperature depcnderce in the
solid. ;:0 field cl"'J/~ndence of tile width was observer]. 'Phc si t.ua t.Lon is
diff(::r',.::nt in the 21 :oys; 'cons idc r i.ng «ach in turn:
n) - 20~Tl. '1':'1evalues obtained at room temperature and above were
in S~!t.i2,factory ;,crocncnt \')"1th those of (1). Both sets are shown in
fiCltrE~ 5·2. The \'Ii dth showed 1i ttlc change on coo l i ng to 1'7 K. 'rl'(;re was
a small field dCpC!1d.ence; the width at 293 K was reduced by ~?OO..!:150/,rL'
a t a I ioLd of O·G(; T, compar-ed to ite. va Lue at 1'3 T ( the field at which
the tC'T('1:atUl'C (;c:p0ndencicG were investigated).
Pb - 18<'Li_. ;\s fiGure 5·2 shows, a Lthough the p:cu:ent rE~:T..11tsc onfirm
the r12.rroning with increc'sing t.ernperatur-e observed by (1), tl:e room
tC::Jlx':r;-::.ture w i.d t.h is much sma.L'ler-, 'l'he width was found to be fie>ld.
depenJcnt in bob cases. The w idbh at 0·66 ~' .is 1c:':1.'3by 1702:1'70 I,.T for
the prc~;ent wor-k, wher-eas it was found to be 400.±300 I'T Les s , when the
spec i nou used by (1) was ohccked ,
Ph - 1S·'In. 'l'rlis particular alloy was studied only at 77 K and 293 K.
The Te~llts are tn.bulated below.
Li ncv id+hs in the Lcad-d.nd.iu-n alloy
Condi tiona ~93 r, 1'3 '11, 293 R, 0·66 T, 77 K, 1'3 T.
*750±50 760.:!..40
obtained a width of 1000 I.T at a field of
I
o· 7 T, at. tr.is tr:;;:perature for a s imi Lar a.Lloy ,






































































A Pb- :rH., :preSfnl·t. vorko Pb-Bl. t rl:ference 1
o Pb•.'l'I t referencE! 1








}O~igu.re5·2 I,inewidths in lead al1nys; PJ.·(!B!'~nt work
and prev:i.ous expariJ.l('ntal datu
Go
r;(','7
of the bs',;:>viOt'r' of -Lit? <.v 1ft [,1'ift w ith tC::l>2')''ltnl'(~ dov.n to 77 r, .i:1
or cc r to clc'.rjfy t.h« C:Cre~d'2nCe of f' (c=K-1 d ~~Id cV
conc.arri.r-a t ion of solute) wi th teTIrCrai.ul'8, in these al.] OJ~;. 'l'}l'.] JC'~:L~J, t~\
in n.::7T0' :~.("nt vii til t}-:'~se of (1) and the 10'.'[ t.cmpera turc (;xtJ'il}Y)](, lion of
-,
t"cs~, 8:,d consr"t;llontly all values quo t.e d for! ar'e d(>finccl Y'el[:-t.ivE' to
t'.'.('>."C>.e1·'!;"~L'~J]·.Cl.'.1;.),·r.• 1~.,L'"'In<:.·.11.1.""',','.,c',.!tuf':. En t.h« Li qu i.d Ii arra.i.n ~l)r'come'" tr.·7,,-·,r:·,~"')tl'1"'C.·-_ • ,_ •• _ Le _ ~ . _ ., __ , ~,- •. - ... , .... "'J. __'.L., "'.,
indepedient (ri:';ure 5·3).
'l'n1)le 5·2
Te'''reTatm~c c00ff5 dents of X and the 2071,·!) shift, iJ_l_JC::~£.. ',\r:"i eJJ_oy3e
Pb Pb - 1~',In---_ .._.:__ ---
1100,:!:200 1500j:,200 1100+200
-110+ 90 -60+ ljO -1?O.±80
-95,:!: 12
15,:!: 9 7G.± 204. Y' (noUel, 1)(~10W30() K) 76± G
-92± 7
1 c,."x <:» <»~]l 1 . it ,.. (1(- 110 0)., ··e' ::: (1/I!vc;.o) d/'vo,.1•.. va ue s J.11 DIU ,S oi , ~, d frlJ. ,
suffix 0 refers to 300 K for so lid» and G?5 l~ for Liqu.i do ; sir;:L];:rly












































































r,. 2. 3 ;':1.cnc:tic slJsc:ept.ibili ty
;,'c:"surements of the susccp t Ibf.Lity were made for the b ismut.b and
thalliu.':; a'l loys in the solid and Liqu id pba!;30S (,fi[,'1.H'O 5'1;). 1'J1(:bchav iour
ofX rOT run~ le'al] has o.lreacly been di scusecd (sectio~ 3' 2). '['he
as sumpt icn that VE!Cs'2;,d_'S law i" obeyed (linear interpoJ.[j,tion of Li.ouid
a.ILov ~":)'n""',' tl' "0) ).,-.,made for t.he Lead t'I~"ll·l.·l'·"a.LI ay .'r."....~l,..,("·i:L)_.,.,.. (>•.. cl. (·j.e-n~"',·.·I· -I-]'.,'.'L",cc J ",.,,,,,_ r , t:'" .,c' n.c. -.. bI c c c.. - . ,0· . ",'. ..., ~ .t. _ ,_ L
beinG avai Lab'l,e for the leac'i.- bi smuth systc'" (4), and pure meta'l va l.uo s
taken from the Li ter~: 'tur-e (5).
~xperj,.,;pnt2J.
Table 5'3
conc~ntration coef'f'Lo i errt s of 207p1) shift ::,ndX----..-.-. e
1• Solute ,F. Bismuth Thalliun Inc) ium. - ---_.
2. (X-1dX Ide ,) 2·0±0·4 1·4.±0· 4e e Ii, sol.
3. (X -1 d"x._ IdcF) . -0· 06.±O,O!~* -0·10·I·J·OOe e Liq ,
,..._,')r)'7
01. I ('''' I rb) -0,06.±.O'015 0·06+0·01r- 0· 03;:.1.0'02, sol. - )
5. 1"(~07Pb) . 0.16.±0,oo5 -0·24.±.0·01hq.
r / 1* this value compares favourably with that of section 4'3, for /.~,p'




5'3'1 Ar111ysis of thE' 207pb linewidth
In polycrystallin0 lead Utero are t:rrco main contributions to the
linewidth: direct and indirect magnetLc ir:teraetions between t118 nuclear
spins, and tJ1C spin-lattice relaxation process. Lead hat; ap i.n quantum
number, I~,,~-,and a cubic structure in tlw so'l i.d , so there are no
quadr-upo Ia r or anisotropic cont r i.but.Lons to the Li.nc shape , ~low, t118 shape
8nd ..vi dth of the al)r;o:!'ption linr? 2t room tCtnI'cratnrc have 'ber'I) a"!'ll YDc(l
(3). The contribution of the r:uclear dipoJ.oJ' inter:':lction , C~lleliJ:d,cc3.
fro''! the Van Vlcck formu.la for the [>pcon<lJ:Jo:r'ont (6), :iEl 35 It '.1\ r.Phc ,
~ Lead
o leQd-h:i.::;T,!dh a.lloy









L-_'~_u ~~ ~ _' .~I ll_
300 500 700
Figure 5·4 Electronic susc~ptihility in lead t Fb-1f.)~:ni, and.
Pb-20;~'f1
rl">'~'o"r;"'0' (p\ ,,{' Lhe cLans i.ca.t:~'.! _ }I' !<~ ,_l) \_jJ_ 1.1 .. 1.. c..~.).:: _'--1.>._
ca'l cu l a.tcd ttp c orreLat Lon -t.j,l:!~ for dlI'f'ua Lvc
(0\ c-r' "11)' C'./ , .-__ v_ -_l..) Qli2.L ti t-:.{ •
Snodgrass and Bennet t (3) have also d.i scusaed the na i.n :l.'r()pert.J.(~s
of the 207Pb Linewf.dth at room temperature in solid eoIu ti.ons , 'j_'heir
cone I usion was t.ha t the r-api.d Lncr-ease in widt'l \,li t.h solute cor.ccrrbro.t.i on
is _oriF,arily due! to rSE'uclodiroJ.ar Ln'te rac td one and indirect cxC:,.s.l:f;e
bc twecn the sol u+o P..1,dh~acl nuclei. Ano t.he r- contribution c ome.: f'r-om
anisotropic Kni~)ltshift broadening, ttis term heinz field-depend~nt.
'I'ho va.Luee f'ound in the pr-enerrt wor-k are in qua.Li ta ti ve 0 :',Tcc!O"!cnL I'i i tl,
'Ellis l'n.iscG tlJ(' :!:'ossibili ty of inhomo;:enoitic~; of cOr1})o::citi on in the
n10tiC':n~~11~,-n::,Y"~o"Ncd, 2..8 for pur e Lcnd , ncar- 500 J{". '_Ph(~ r(::~'~jdll;'ll ·\'1j.cltllD,
0'" l'''~'l tivc id;r'!]';j ties of tLc signal V18.~; made for thl? le3.<l-th;d.liu:n :lI10;;,' t
2.1"2 ()'.;il',: :01:' t"C' d.i rec t effect of te:npec!lturc t thpY'f-) 1'12.8 f'ound to be
'l'1Jc' ':q'oetR t i o- t};;,t in the Lowo r teLlper:.::ture case sene nuclei might
r'• HoweveX",
"~7hic:~.i if~ not ol:sp:rved.But, if in the caso of t11G low tem:per?t.tl1~,--e La.tt i co ,
Lrrt.o OJ' he·yond t.hc wil'.(,;s Of the observed r-esonance 'by Lnbe rnc t.i.ons with
'1.),8 :3C;.'o.-'rir\,; e'f·et.ron c'louds around t.he soIut e ions, the r eeu'l t.8 'lay
'
-1
true line centre, caus i.ng to
~l)";':'i;r t.o ch8.n,:,;e i.'~J this re:j'ion. Since hypc rf'Lne Lnte eac tLons increase
] Cri":; t118'1 '10['.t ot.hor solvents. A. calculation f'or- a theoretical C:;i;l:.l3.te
of 1-' for the lic'l,id a'lLoys wiL] be presoded shortly (section 5'3'4)'
afte~ t~n ~iscu~sion of the maGnetic GU8ceptihility.
is :C<:"CJc here, aa 5,!'! section ~·2. Hcncc>,)( the
r
is e:dr~!,et0d f'r orn X f'o'l.Lowing trw Tlf'occc'illrf'
'\/
'.1112 vcr ioti ons of )\.1 ,t}-J~~
C
[ .. "
.-' ' h.~/ /', of )(_ e
r, ,
:.-l~·'::::~.rrh:_) ex ..-;t....ri'-.~)~j1.;~:1 "'l:l~_U'~' for r; fcn~ sO~!..i~l ] ;:-t'.d .i s r.o : cor:,·,j.;~~tei-~t \';5.t:-i
'-"''/
i_n Iv • r.r::,:~ "'\:-,J}1.:'-'.l~ ("'.}-;.''-<il,·~·Z''· ric ....ouut.s _1\.;.:_-· o:-}l~!
f::'
'..~ .. h-'
.. ,' ~.J •
cor-f'f'Lc i er t c;1~~'.:?", 0·,::: l<;rce cocfLlcicnt of tl;e cliac'C1~:1'0tic
1
CO:/)0 ~Uon (t~,l'] C
7v -1 "Vv \., cl /\_" /
(' oof
'(I 1 r ,
~rl}i.s l·!C_"'.'\~,:r·tl1rC' from f····c(~ cl ec t ron l., _'l",-:r' l' bl t 1 . 1-1, " -- , ..~,; ---, _,' "i.;'u.vJ.ourfJ pJ'cc:u:'Ja .,J COnJ1CC cc JIIJ,'ld
in Ijq1.1id
h5.ornu.tl-; :-"t, .tl:i(: ~,:'CJ r- t_tll,._-.-: .D,.oj_nt. Yolo woul d '[)f. r'I.\' (' J'-d''''' '] l','l 'It• v " __ • ...: '.;hl-J..";: ll' <,[;, rC'. a ';01.' reSll ..
e~:I)':;]'.i.;,',i.! 'J. unccr-L"inLie;:l. :C'OT t.he tlLllli11;~' :1P OJ", the oh"r;.L"vcd
"\/1'-".1
(./,.~- d: '.' / dc".,) is not in conln-ad.i.cti on with +he free eLcc.tr-on pr-cdi ct.i.on
(-J e .1.'
vi -0' 06_ POl' both J ir}11id a.Lloys , P. :?uh3toy,tiJ.l part of the o\)fJc-rvGcl
'~1.1 I,. 11-j;·, so lLd-"--~f' .. '.~ ,-, .. ,





(;l;,i:, "':,1;/ duc~ to /"'}.). 'l'hue , the solid d<~[;;;Jpoint inc':;cc'l,cl.bl;y to t.he
~To.: ) f l' ,)(o: .\ anu. v e
are cO~:lInJ'cd with the calculated
J-) ~, r-e .! v r . - ,.:f' (...1.L1. ...\,...; equa t.i.on and f'(jll:ition 1-10 , dc:,:['jn:ing K•
','<t ue s of [.he con~;t,:.nt:~ Al nnd }\ ii' oq11ation 5·1 \':e1'o cal culated frcWl
n:c OXl,;.-ri_r·"'l'~~;...l r,].cJin.l (lj_~,trilmt,j.on fUTlsi;ion of Ko.plow et aJ (10), for
c
used to calculate P;c phase shifts) () i ' .in th.i~l case waF :,3 fed 'row:).
The valver: of '; 1 W'c':r'C' obta i.ned f'r-o-n t.ho solute vn.lCl'C:'y, l1r;ing' ;1])
ef'f'ec ti.vo so l.ut.e ("'>".l""''''r~,-' plt)dl'fie(' bv l)]att· (17)) and +l,1f.', ".,·\'·l.'J.'.t-.,,(_l,.~.. J. ,",(';-1,",] 1.'U,"..o ,,-,.. '..'" .'.' v , .. n. Oj~' " • _, • "J". C, , _ _ v. - ,_ .
(14); P-\'!2Ve scattering- aLone '\,'('\.8ClF.;SU)1)eo. 'That is, :1Rt11T'[~ti(<1l ,~f' t.he.
s-contcrli; of the aol u+e cell osr:n!.>flcd, and d and hieher Flrt:Lnl w: Vt'S
bble 5' 5, coLnmn 4. lJ1j:e
predictions for (:")'fr1d'\?}'.f/dCp are r,})(l,,'f) in






since, 0:1 a free electrc:n approach,
1
Xe
view of the conclusions of scct~on 5'3'3).
1'·0 Po
, 111 A~1.1 -2
Solicl o·04 -0·:?4 -0·67 0'70 2-29
Liquid -0'04 -o·:?o -0·23 0'50 1·69
------_._ ..._-'.... ., "-_.-...... ,,_ ..,,.
Dolute,--- ;C'ffective
ThaJliu!I1 -0·61 -0'54 -0·10
:Rismuth 0'22 0·12 0·12 -o·oc 0·06 0·1(.
G',
(section ;")'?'), al tnough the Pe:nlmr and 1?iJk5.ns appr-occh if) not 1inilc:d
to Low ccnccnt'rat i.onr , and woul d aPl')i;-,ar to invo1 ve Less unncph i s ticn t.C'(1
l..
aasumpt i.onu. r~'he expo r.imerrta'l va'lue s i~ the so.l.Ld ~Jre /");1:o;11c1'by a
factor of about 3 or 4. A~_',it ha.ppe na , th~ t:loo.retical vc.Lue s of rr ,1:CC
c~)vcr:led ma.inly by tile coefficient, £1' Since t.lris is 1;l1'(;cr jn the ao.li.d ,
(tallle 5' 4), the difference between t.heory and c:x:p0r:Lnent in i;lw f~O] id
alLoy s is Cl" order of J;l~',cnituck ,:'l'C'[ti;cr bhan in the Li.quid , again
em~lasising the inado~uacy of free electron considerations for solid
Lead and j t s alloys. A diecuuo.ion efX in the solid 1'101<10.i.nvol.vc a
p
in add i tt on , require a knowl.edge 0,':' Lhe f'z-acti cna'l S-c1)clr'octer of t.ho
electron ~"prr08.ch gives r-ea.sonab l o results in both] iquLil cad and its
alloys.
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Chapter 6
The semiconductor-metal transition in va-- .-..--.---.---- -.--- ..-.---.-- ..- - _- _-_ _--2
6·1 I>ltrocluction-.~-----.-"..'-.-.----
Vanadium dioxide, V02 ' and other oxides of vanad.ium (e.g. V20;)
undergo reversible semiconductor-metal tra.nsitions i the temperahu~u of
this change for V0
2
is 341. K, (Tt). The Low temperFl.tt:lre phase is monoclinic:
in structure, and bhe transition invol vee both crYI3'Gallographic (to a
rutile structuro) and magnetic changea , The electrical conductivity is
. -1 ·-1
observed (1) to increase by four. orders of magnitude at Tt' from 10 ohm m
in the semiconducting region to 105 oluu1m-1 ill the metallic state. All
these oxides are insulators in their ground stnt(~D, in contradiction to
the band theory of solids. It was decided to Lnves t i.gabe the mclgnetic
properties of V0
2
in order to a.btempt to compare these with the current
theoretical model predictions, both above and below the trandi tion.
The general technique of compar-Ing Knight shifts and n.agnet.Lc
susceptibilities, developed in chapter 1, will ac;ain be used, but in a
different fashion to its use in pure mdals and alloys. The orbital a.nd
spin contributions to both these quantdb Lcs will be estimate(l through
a procedure which irvolves the temperature dependencies of theae terms,
(section 1-3·1). Once estimated, the relevnnee of their values in terms
of the band strueture of V02 will be discussed.
In order to explain the procedure fully, it is necessary to consider
the various possi.b.Le contributions to the susceptibility, in this particu}::,.r
system.
(T) dia-\ I vV'a .;. + l'. •
; ....'~ I\"~
<» dia(n)+»;d 1 ,..)/+ ., '-,0
The ana'Iys i.a depends entiro.=dy on the ubili ty to reeoE;nine wh'ich component-s




0This is the ion core contribut.i.on, calculated for one V_:-i .
and two 02- ions from the free ion values of Angus (2).
'Yvv~.~i' This term arises from the depr~ri.ure from spherical symmetry
of the ion cores, associated with the oovalcncy of the vanadLum-oxygen
bonding. It is a paramagnetic Van Vleck-type term (section 1-1).
~/ dia(T)
~':-'d • Thic is the conduction electron diamacnetic pa.rt. It
should be noted that since y4+ has a 3d1 conf'Lgura.tdon , there is no fl-term
in the conduction electron sUf'lCeptibility.




Since there is good evidence (1) that m*>'>m the free electron mass,the
diamagnetic te1~ is quite negligible_ Thus,
The reason for the temperature dependence of the conduction electron term
is as £'01]0\71'3. Xd(T) involves an average of the clensity of states, n(E),
over a range kT at the Fermi level (where k if] Boltzmanns constant). The
d bands are quite narrow, and the width of their structure is of the same
order as kT. This has the effect of introducing a strong temperature
dependence into X d.
'x . The orbital contri.bution is known as the Kubo-Oba ta (3) term.
-- 0
It is the analogue, for itinerant electrons moving in an orbitally
degenerate d band, of the Van Vleck paramagnetism. In fact, the orbital
magnetic moment is normally quenched by the crystal1ine electric field;
upon app'lIca.ti.on of a magnetic field there is an adm:i.xture of higher energy
unoccupied levels into the occupied levels jn the d sub-bands, unquenching
part of the r.l.oment.This term is essentially temperature-independent,
71
since all the d electrons contribut'3, unlike the situation in the case
~\/
of /'-"d(If), where only those in the vicinity of the 1i'errni surface are involved
in thermal excitation. Thus, equatJ.on 6·1 may be rewritten as
"",(== / ' ..
~
(6'3)
The Knight shift can be expressed in terms of a core polarisation
term, le (T), and an orbital terril, K ,each pr-opor tLone.I to the
~ 0
'"' I ( ""\.1corresponding susceptibility term, A"d T) a.nd/\_.,orespective1y.
K(T) ;: le (T)cp
1""
=r>' /'v ('I')...... d
Rather umlsually, there is no direct contact contrilJution, becnuue of
the absence of s conduction electrons. This enables the shift to be scpar~~ted
into one iclenti:fi8ble temperat1.1re del)Cndent term, and. one ic1.ontifiable
temperature independent term.
The core polarisation term arises from the fact that t.he d electrons
pertu.rb core s wavcfunctiolls differently, depending on whether the d spin
is para.llel or anti-parallel to the s spin (section 1·2). COl1lJequently,
the electron density at the nucleus is not the same for the two paired
s electrons, leading to a net magne tLc field, arising from ncn-cance'l.Lat.Lcn
of the contact interactions. 1:<,' is not easy to calculate theoretically t
but an eXperimental study of the temperature var-Ia tLons of K('1') and)(. ('i')




where i1 is AvogadroIs number, and (1.'-3) representa an average over a uni.t
cell of the d conduction electron - vanadf.um nucLeue separ-atIon, r. This
expr-eanf.on aaaumes that the radial parts of the wavef'unctLons of the cl
'{2
sub-bands are tile same, and neglects a small Long range cont r ibut i.on to
thiG shift. It may be appr-oxfmat.ed by ca.Lcu Iating { r -3., for the 301
eLecbr-on in a 0+ ion. OnceX i a~d f:I are known, a plot of K aga.i.ns t
X with t.cmpsra'tu.re as an Lnpl Lcdt variable, may be used to yield va.Luoa
I "( r" /for " ,J .J' d(T), and 1\'0 (as well as K (T) and K ), fo11o\":5_n;;the Ft'ocednrcep 0
used for some trans i tj_on metals (4) and for another oxide of vanad.ium (5).
This technique is app'l Lcab.l e of course only if K and'X,8.re both appr oc i.ab Iy
temperature dependent.
6·2 ~~rjmeE_tal resu1 ts
Measurements of both K and><".- in the ranee 290-480 JC were obbaf.ncd
for a powder-ed sample of V0
2





in'the appropriate proportions under vacuum a't 1070 K. All susceptibility
measurements quoted arc for the powder, but anf.so+ropf,c f;uscepti·bility
r.1easurements on a small single crystal gave excellent aGreement with these








where II and L refer to the axes of the crystal.
In the semiconducHng region below Tt the suscept.nili ty is
paramagnetic and independent of temperature, (table 6·1). Detailecl mat
obsnrvationa were not made below tho transition; the derivative of the
absorption line shows many but not all of tho features defjCribed by Umeda
et al (6), who explained their results in terras of a second order quadrupole
effect, a traceless chemical shift, (anisotropic), and an h;otropic shift
of 0. 2S.±.02I~" 'l'he poe i,t.ion and width of tho pr eaerrt obaerverl line (fi;.~urc
6·3) did not va.ry wi th temper-atur e ,
''''./At Tt /~ changes discontinuousJy and deG1.·c<lc~es linearly witb furthe:r.'




















































0 8 0 0k\ lA.~ .-i
in the range 341--470 K ie civen In table 6·1. 'l'he Krri.cht nhifL b,'c~)c\l:'n
negative at r.P
t
' and t.hen changes Li near-Iy 'with tC;~jll(?r"'tl)_:L'e (fiCll:C8 6-2).
The results quoted are derived from six cbservat.Lons in a sinn;,:c' h·!:nIl8:r,·t;j(';·
rango. The resonance line (figllre 6·3) is quite cLc.eeLy Lor0nl.:::i.arr in Bh;;}_,
with no siGn of the structurE: visible below the tr,'1n,sition. ~l'l)": }l8;:J-:: to F:}~
derivative width decreases as the field increases, h~ing (3'0:·0·2) mr,llat
6·3 Discussion
The obser-ved chta are ana'ly'aed in tcrr:18 of cCllw.tions 6'3 and 6-4.
The iorde susceptibility was taken to be the observed (7) par,J);1!"~;n(>t::_c
susee:p-libili ty of iso-structural titani'llm dioxide, Ti02 ' whi r.h has no
itinerant d elec+rono, (Tita.nJum is next to vanad i.um in the p0·d.o(~:;c 1;t11,',:::
and the Ant,~s value for the free ion susceptibility is close t.o that for
the valve for vann.dium).The value found "8.S (0.84.:t0·02) x 10-9 m3kc,-1
Table 6·1























Clearly this is only a small fraction of the total B1WC~;J..yl;nUi.ty in trw
meta'l Li c state. Thnre is some uncertainty in assic;n:in:;- D va.Luo to
of the effects of covalency (if present) on < r-3" .F'or [m electron in
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r" 5 -3 4+(12), I' ::: 5'38 x 10 k,sm ; fo:c a V ion in 8. rutile t.YJ)8 Cl'y~ltaJ, ;._;rdJtJ:i.L~'Ll
(13) c2..lculates a smaller value of
l -3 \< r ..> aasumi 11g' 30/ covalency.
This yields ri'= 3·77 x 105 k[{ln-3• The experimental r-euul ts give a value
I 5 -3for r:;J.. from equation 6·5 of -(1.07+0·04) x 10 kgm • 'I'h.Ls may hi, compared
with the corresponding quantities for pure vanadf.um meba'l J -( 1· 3:~±O·20) x
In figure 6'4 the experimental K -')( curve (a - b) is extrnl1C'la.tt~d
t 'V ",Io meet a line drawn from .A... i with slope r . T!~e p:cojectio~s of the two
segments onto the susceptibility axis then Give 'X, and ')'''d('l'), ino .
accordance with equation 6'4. As can be seen, thjs haG been dOllG for bath
values of r;'with the following two alternative sets of re~mlts for the
metallic phase.
For ('= 5.38 x 105 kgm-3,
=(12.2~0.6) x 10-9 m3kg-1 >
=(0.66+0·04) ~s
- J
.indicated by 1 in figure 6·4,
~ /)(, = 0.124_.+0-006o d
K '"cp
For r; I = '3. 77 x 105 kgut 3,
=(16.3+0.8) x 10-9 m3kg-1- )
indicated by 2 in the fib"11re,
o = 0·173:±O·009
K :::cp
In principle, since both the orbital and spin interactions with
the nucleus give rise to spin-lattice relaxation, a choice be tween the
derived sets of values of ')(0 andX d ahouLd be poss ib l e , by !eea[fIlJ~in8'
the V51 spin-lattice relaxation time, T1 ' in V02• Attempts were TII£~de to
measure this df rec t.Iy , but they were unsuccessful. 1'110failure was <l.t.tributed
to the shortness of '1'1 (the apparatus haa 0. "dead time" ot appr-ox.lna te Ly
10-15 I's). However an approxima.te check can be made '~hl'ough tho linewidth.
This contains several contribu.tions in o.dclition to that, arisinc f'r om T1
processes (section 1· 2). The combf.ned effect of the anLJotropic Knirsht




























































































known at 373 K f:ror,! the singlr:; c:rystal data of (6) ) Leaves th,;; eCJ1ll.'D.l
~--)-h t:r.ansi tio:1 I'dth a compLex Lineahape for a povdc red sam])l u ~ as
discueeed by :BauCher et a I (15). U~ing tl:·e data of (C», trw 1 inc at O·8 ~'
should show' two si"ncula:ci tie~J sepa.ra ted. by 2· 2 mT, I'Lanked by 8\ I01.JJ.(le:"~8
with an overall scpcu·atjon of 2·8 m~1'(fj.f:',"Lu.'e 6'5a). At 1'4 'I' one
singularity .f'Lankod by shoulders separ-atcd by 4' 3 m'l', is expect-cod (figurc
6'5b). The lineDhal"8s are similar '1;0 the third and ei.x th dia{?:ra1::u of fiG'L1J~e
2 of (15). Also in fig11re 6'5, the effect of folding the predicted cui-vee
wi th a 2 mT Lor-errcz.Lan line is shown. The sing'ularities have moi.e influence
on the rcsul tant width than +he shoulders. 'l'he shape and width arc both
conai.stcnt with t118 experimcntD..lly observed lines. Since the nucLear
dipole-dipole Lrrt erz.o t.Lon contributes only 0·4 mT, the bulk of the 2 mrr
broadening must come from T1 ef'f'ec be , Now t.he core poJ.Drir;at.ion cont.r i.but ion
to the relaxation :rate can be conveniently estinated from K (1G)cp
through
4,-: kT,,2 2( _- .,,_., on) K
h \ 2 cp
- e
\'i'here k is Bol tZ:01[l.nnh constant, \' and'e
",:
.In the gy:r.omagnetic r".tio for
s electrons and for the nucleus rN'Ipectivcly, and f is the fractional
t2g charecter of the d electrons at the Fe rmi, surface. Here f Ls 3/5.
The expneea i on yieJ.ds 0·' 5 InS for (T1) in the ternpl;'caLure r-angecp
investieated, from the expcrirrlcntally derived val.ue of K • ~'hcrc; h1 nocp
similar "Korringa-type" relation for (T1) and K ,o 0
(T1)o can
fJirel? Ko
related to D(l~f)' where?;:: ttb is. However,
(T1 )01(T1 ) cp =.; ('.'/1',;)2, since both reJ.ax'Jtion rate;;: tn'e
be doduced .from (11' )1 c;p
using
relat(,d to the TC8TJoctiYe hYI)erfina fiel(1r:!, H a.nd. H ; tb.ewe c:r'E' ino cp
I •
turn reIn. ted to 'J. and (~.(16). The factor ofiJ- arieCtl from the p~JT'tic.lllar
cholce of f = 3/5. The result is 3 "S or 6
values of I considered above. 'fllese cOJ:r(}~3pond to line bro~ldenhoE: of 6 m'P
;























































is about 50 tim:~[J longer than the second value quoted above, which could




obtained forA'd is 16
for DCEf) for d states deduced from tlH-! value
-1 -1eV molecu Le ; tbis quarrt iby in puz e vanadf.um :is
-1 -1 ( ) () 62 eV atom 13. 'l'his is Independent evidence for T1 0 t:: /'s in V02,
which amount a'l ao gives a reasonable fit to the Li.newi.d.th daf.a , 'l'hua , the
-3value derived from the estimate of (1' '), including cova.Lency effects,
~J
can be regarded as a satisfactory fit to the total NMRdatu) and the I\,-
o
d K bta i d i th· t: 't, t b th tan 0 0 arne us ne 113 Ij are aken 0 e e cor rec t 01188.
It is of interest to compare the values of le and K with theo 0
observed suscc:ptihility and shift beLow '1\ (where Kcp and )(__dare zer.o).
If the degree of covalency were unchanged by the tI.'ansi tion, K (T > T )
o t
'-,\I , ...., /
would equal the observed K(T<.Tt)' andA'o(T >Tt) would equal )',,,,CT(Tt)
minus the sameX. as used above the transition temperature. However, thea
increased lattice distortion below Tt is likely to increase t.he degro€:
'X {.Iof covalency, thus ensuring that 'v. is positive and decre8fJingi • 'l'hi8
1
means that ;(0 (T < Tt) is certainly less than the total SUSC011tibility,
15·17 x 10-9 m3}(g-1, and hence must be less than rx.o(T)Tt), 16·3 x 10-
9
3 -1 () ( )m kg • Consequently K T ('l't must be expected to be less bhan Ko'!':;' rrt
on two counts (since K = [(,J xX ); the experimental values (0' 28 ~.~ando 0
0·61 % respectively) confirm this prediction.
AttentioCl. is now turned to the insight which ca.nbe obtained from
the above data, together with other existing dat a on the bend structure
of V0
2
which is clearly Impor tant in understanding the nature of the
trans:ltion. Cons Ldez-i ng each phase in t.urru
T> Tt. The existence and magnitude ofX.. imply that t.he electroni.co
processce responsible for the charec ter i attc J1rop(,)l.·tifH of V0
2
k,i:.C' pl.aco
in at least two par-t i a.LIy overlapping band.a , corrtaf.ni.ng J310ch [;i;[I-(.(.'8
between which the orbital angu.Ia ..T.' momentum oI/Grator liE.:f3 ncn-z ea-o n:atrix:
elements. (Orbital deGeneracy is necessary for the (:)~.istence of'.';( ),
o
Models requiring isolated d band.s , such as that due to Adler [Jnd Brooks
(18) are eliminated s i.nce the energy denominator in the expreasl on for
X (19) is large, oauai.ng X to be too arnal.L, (Hence tbe requ lremento 0
for partially over-Iappfng bands). As conjectured t)y Goodenough (;')0), it
seems likel..". that the bands involved are tho d"2 2 sub-band and an anti-
J :x: _y
bonding band, (cl rp *, associated with I i -overlap between catton clzx X .r ZX
and anion Px orbitals (see f'Lgur-e 6·6). 1'11eexistcwcl! of such byhridisatioD
-3is certa.inly consistent with the use of the value of < r .> appropr-Lat.e
to about 30 % covalency. Assuming tlk"lt them~ two sub-bands are parallel
across the Brillouin zone and overlap by 50 %" Hyland and Eear'n (;>'<1) hava
"-I
ca'Lcu.Lat.ed that the observed!v indicates a ver tLcs.I GD.p of a'bOl't 0-45 cV,o
a value comparable to that in.ferred f'r-omoptical absox-pt Lon data (22) and
to that given in (1) for the sepa.ration between the d 2 2 and d levelsx -y ZJ:
of an isolated V4+ ion in an orthorhombic electrie field, namel y 0·43 eVj
this latter value should correspond to the vertical (_~apat the ZOl1H centre.
The same, and other (23) t optical data imply an overall (cl 2 2) br.ndwLdbhx -y
of about 1·5 cV, whence it follows (figure 6·6) that the bottom of the
upper band must lie at least below the centre of the lower band. ~)ho
resul ting energy spectrum is thus conai st.ent with the existence of a semi-
metallic state in V02 for T) Tt ' in which the density of staterl ~1i:, '~be
}i'ermi level is about 16 eV-1molccule -1.
rr< Tt. The vaLence band is the bonding portion of the d 2 2 bandx -y
which splits off to a lower enerGY following tb(:) eElt:1.bli~'hli!ent of
a'l ternativGly long and short cation sepaz-atLoun aloN~ the' tctragon:'.l c-axi c
(1) on cooling through T.t• In this way a gap nppean:; in tho enfTC:Y sp~"ctru':l


















of the systern, which sepazate s this bonding band from the Cd :p) *ex X i:
anti-bonding band whieh still contains the ant i-sbondf nr; I)Ortion of the
d 2 2 band; according to Hyland (24) this anti-bondingCd·:
1
·2 2,(d rp )'I~I' -:x -y, x -y zx x' ,_
complex constitutes the conduction band. The depopufat Lon of the (d, ..: p ) ;':1
?,X x·
band at Tt increases the covalency of the system (since (d :p) 1* is anzx x'
anti-bonding band) and this in turn leads to a de-st.abLLiaat1011 of the
[d*2 2 (d rp )t*-Icomplo~, enhancing the gap which originated initir:;.lly- x -y, zx x -
from the c-axf s cation-cation bonding (25).
A.smentioned ea.rlier the observed susceptibility 5n this phase is
"V "I dia "..I VV ~v
A., = 1,-- i + J\.., i + ,"'- 0 •
Optical data (22) reveal that the gap aasocda.ted with the verti(~al
transitions between the valence and conduction bands, from which t:[[:msi tiona
X arises, liE's between 0·4 and 0·5 eVe (Approximately of -the same
o
magnitude as the vertical ga.p'for T)'l't). On the basis of Hearn's (21)
calculation, the valence band is no longer parallel to the conduction
band , for T< Tt ' whence the calculated value for '~ 0 is slightly reduced.
from its value for T'> Tt ' in agreement with the experimental deduction.
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Chapter '(
7·1 Intro,'i,:ction
Recent investiod;j_Ol1EI have be en made o.f tho NIm. propert:iec .i.n alloy
the Lf.quf d phaae s had been sugi~e8t(;d «1) and (2». Mcu[JUrernento of the
magnet ic GUE;ceptibili ty W8ro tb~l'ofore undor-ba.kon in tbc~nc systelJl!) in
order to provide further Lnf'ormrrt ion of their electronic; structurS!l (and
atomic a:cra.ngeJ:lents), and also to enable correlations 'I'd.th thcsf~ I:njCht
shift meacur eroerrbs to be made.
7. ~2 Nob l e nr>"ta, " a I Lov aL-!_' ~::':"..5 .:_. _=-_ J 2..
ExiGting x-ray d.iffraction and eLecla-Lca'l rf~sit'ltiv1ty data ::mc:(~est
tho poesi.b i.Lf ty of :i.ntermetallie compound t'orma tLon in J.iquid alloys of
the noble l:lCtals with indi1un, and wii.:h tin (1). The magnet i,c SUBc(!}yUbility
of some of these alloJ~l has been investigated as a function of tGmr)i.:~J'a.ture
and concerrt.rn ...tLon, The systems chosen were
1) liquitl coppcr.-indium, gold-indium, and silver-indium alloys, and
2) gold-tin alloys in both the solid and liquid phases.
The results for the total maas suscep·tibili ty are shown in fi.;-;ures
7·1 and. 7-2, along with the pure noble metal values of aec t.Lon 3·2. As
can be accn , all tho noble met.al-indium alloys have s:imHnr maxima in the
diamnenctic cuaoeptii.bi.Li.by at about thirty at.omi,c percent of LndLum, whether
plotted. Lsol.nermal Iy or following- the liquidus. The pO~;1[3Hlility of 8. ai.m.l.Lar
maxima in Lho g(,ld-t5.n system at between 85 and 90 at.cr.u.c pe roenf Gold
cannot be L'U] Ed. out at: 1'/3 K. (The tenrperatm:e coef'f'Lc icrrt of sm"'::ep-bibili t;y
of liquid C()lcl.-Appen(·I:i s: 1-is ElF18.11, and tlw va'lue for {sold conaidcvod
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for :'\ .. in the liquid phase gTE: ahovm in fj.Cllre 7· 3; the full fGJ:J':l:.imEH'tc:.·1.
date:. if.: liated in Appendix 1.
Oc.~q,t\ft.
All the s:mtcmo "\PP2£lJ: to exhibit a"maximlun ,Uac"Boe;Fiiii;ifJl.Q a"!; "'.;""9
wi th the Ld.nea'c bchav.Loun in tl1e simple D.1l0yS investir:;nted in Chapter 4,
and ifJ consistent Ilith a rcd.uctioll of the conduction electron paramz.gnet.i.b·,:l,
associated with some kind of bond fon:ation. (It io sin~~erto consider
mass sUGcept:lbil:l. ty than the more app:r-op:"'iate vof.ume c:lectron:i.c euecopt lb iI i ty
if compound forfll.J.tion is conaLdcr-ed likely, since under thGf.18 condLtions
aaauup tlona about the i.onic terms and interpolated denai t.i es voul d be
difficult to justif:,.) Moreover, from the meaeur-e d temperature cl0Fzndc;nci.c~J
,..._I
of )<., , it is found that as the temJ)81'[tt1iT8 Lncreaaee these maxima gT.8.tl\lr~11:y
di scppear , in keep:i.ng with the sugge[Jtion that o:cder is r'etai.nod from
the solid, being slowly lost due to therr::al fluctuations. Howe-ver-, none









) and furthermore the NMRevidenr;() of (1) does not
lend. support to the idea either •. Accordingly, sinc8 the evidence for
liquid. atomic ol~dering is weak , it W8B decided to look for other poasfb'le
exp'l anat.Lona in terms of random alloy behaviour i.8. as in eo.1'1101' Ch~tI,ter,s.
The r-esu.l ts were analysed at the temperatures at which the Knight shift
data \7ere obtained, and alae> extz-apo.La+ed to 1363 K, a t8mpcrablr(~ at
which all the nobLe metals themselves are liquid. Am'Juming rrmdom bchav.i our-,
linear interpolations of a l Loy densities and of Len-cor-e di2·J:;[1L"lwtir.·Jln
be tween the pure metal va Lues were made, and the volume electronic
euece p tIb iLi ty ob t.a.i.nad , 8.S e:rplainccl in nection 1·1. The rC::JUlts of such. ,.\,.~
an aus Iyai a 8.rE' shown in fi~,urcs 7·4 - 7·6. As expec bed, /',_, Ls evcry·whc:;:ee
par,:u';l!_.r10tic. 'fhere is a m.in.imum corresponding +o the maxfmum cJie.ma·C(leti:::1i
"·\1
in /,., in tho cO}.1pcr-inclillm and sil ve.r-d.nd.Lum a.lloys at 1073 K. 'I'he vE'ry
I typical error
o 773 KA 1363 K
18
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F:;C·,.lra 't- 6 El cdronic suecept Ibf.Lf t.y in In-ft.u alloys
r-. /
large increase Ln / ", o near the nob In metal. end of trJ: cone er, t.!'e.!.·ioll
(,7.
nange is Plirrored in t.he very 13re;e frrwtior.l.::l1 Lncrcase in the ,Jeu shift
observed by (1) in th:is region. ( Copper' VIas the only nohLc mekJ. for
which a resonance was observedv ) The minima di8flppEC·p.r at higher
temperatu.res in both systems. No minima arc obaer-ved for either of the
gold alloys. The aasumpt Ion of linear bohavf.onz- of the densi.t;.v- vd +h alloy
compoaf.t Lon is undoub t.abLy P...n approximation. Br-amal I (private (;()rrJlllu1lic.:=d,i.(,'.:.)
has recent] y measured the density acr ous the gold-:i.ndiuJ:l 3Y[1tem, UjJ to
r"\. i
1363 K (figure 7·7). 'I'he values of /'v deduced usinC: t.heae dt"N,:Ltie:3 aJ.'t=!e
shown in figure 7·6. 'I'he appr-oxdmatLon n.ppeu.rs to J)lf!J;.8 1ittle djff(~renee
" ../
to the behavi our of r-: , but causes a J,w.:(iI;runerl'O:C' of about +cn pczcorrte
in X in the L'1io.dle of the concerrtne.t i.cn !'cmge.e
The main problem in ana.l.yai.ng the resr.:l ts ari.fH:~s from the corup.Lf.ca.t.Lona
aasoc La'ted with the noble meta.l suscepUbilitieo already di[1cu:Jued in
section 3·3-2. The approach adopted in nec t i.cn 4-2-4 for alJoy::~, doducir~G
"""x. "v -'X~p from /\" e by oubtrac ting a calculated ,'\.,.d va Iue , is Li.keLy to be
inaccurate since it ignores the effectn of s-d hyb:cidiflation whi ch are
:partic'Jlctrly important near tht~ nobf,e metal end. HO'o{0VLC, CV811 with thiFJ
qualification, an attempt to give a possible explam:tion for the minimum
occurring in ·Y\., (and presnrr:ably"X, ) in the Snvl'r-:ll~dium and copper-e p
indium systems can be made. As discussed in section 3'3·2, the fl·-et
hybridisation leads to an enhancement of the denni ty of atat(w in the
noble meta.l. In the alloy thin enhancement de.)rCa~lf<) fa~d;Elr th,,'n the s:imple
free electron 5.ncrease of the densi.ty of states wi til .increasing .indi.um
concentration, ignor:ing for the moment t.he Glectrcili-olcctTon 01iln.ncc:rc,ent
(which win be similar for 1)oth pm'c md.aIA). Thei:;fO: om)odn[~ cffec1.s may
'"\,1
yield initial nloIJcs of /"-' with coneeni;ration wh:ieh o.re nCG;~i;i.vE' at
p
both pure metal ends, wi ih a minimum ElO!n8wh::rc nor.·,c the noblt:. ul!b.l (!ud





















































this effect may be masked , there beine H much 13T(::(~rchance
the concentration range. '1'liin approach does not exp.l a in the d.lfJDPP(~Hi:fLn(·e
'\. ,.
of the m.i.rtirnumwith +empcra.ture , nor the: apparent mnr3J.l maxIrnum in )\.
c
ncar- indium. It is clear, however, t}1at s--d hybr.icli:'mtion cf'f'cc t s wilJ be
present. The problem of comparing exper i.merrta.L J~night shirk and
Busceptibiliti~3 will now be considered.
7:2:3Disc:mssion of Pf: thepar_t~~~ wave approach
Table 7·1 shows the experimental Y..nie:ht shift change s , !' t' and tho. . exJ.l·
calculated initial changes in .elPf, obtained by (1). '1'h08(:; lp-tt-er va Iuc.a
were obtaf.ned from a partial wave analysis t ue ing a screened f'r-ee atop
potentia.l.From the general expression for the direct; cont ri.but Lon to K,
(equation 1.10) the initial slope is just the sum of the initi[1.1 V8.11'O:3 t
(1/ ~PfE)(dC,_pf})acF) and (1/)~)(t:<p/dCl?)' E and F reforLng to the ao.lverrt
and solute respectively. 1'he difficulties in obtginil'l__g the It',r:;t term ar-e by
t mh I f <» expt (rvexpt -./ . . tnow appar-en • 1. o va ues rom /"'-'e I''-''e' +.. 'd' ~cnorJ_ng 'he unknown
m* correction to 'X d-see section 4- 2·4-which will only reduce an al:rcady
small term) are shown in table 7·1, column.2. ~f'hGy are all poeLti.ve. ilnother
way of estimrvting this quantity is from the expected change s in the dee hem/
atom ratio and electron-electron enhancement,
1M
r - _ .•Jp (re)
y p dc'L'
/ v J,'
thus for free el.cctrone ,
=
where the first two terms on the right of equation 7-1 cover the chac.:e
in /'~J due to changes in the valency and atomic volume upon n.l10yinf~,po
and -, E is the electron-electron enhancemerrt factor for pure metal E. The
change in this last term is very smaI L, and the; assumption of linearHy
of '.-: with conc:entration can be made. '1'h18 expr-e os i.on comes from the
r, /
definition of ,l._.., foX' free interactinG electrons. Since froe electron
p
behaviour of liquid indium and tin is expected (fJ()ction 3·3·1) Eluch an
analysis may be useful. 'l'he values of the coefj'ici~nt obtairwd fJ.l'~ ::;hmm
in table 7·1, coIuian 4. 'I'hene aro a'lI small m'caf.;ive nu;,;lHH'.'3awl 0"'3 can
84
be seen give a better fit with experimental K values. Th:LBie not nl(~''J,:.d:·,inl,J
"/
and reinforces the belief that the simple analysis of'., adop'te d vith
r-, I
success in other systems, yield.ins' /,~ , doea not wor-k for noble Ji1ctnls
p
and their alloys. Furthermore, it muat be r cmember-ed th,-d; the meCLsm~ed
densi ty (in the Au-In system) caused Cl. furtlier sina'l L ehn.nc'e in tIlE: :i n.i ti:-11
"', I
slope of /'", • 'l"here :i.s thus considerable uncertainty in thb quant Ltyp
although it is clear that it gives a smaller contribution than
Table 7·1
.;;.C.;::_o=nt-=.:r=..:t.El_1t_j_.O~~_~.9_ r:_ _ j!1~_!101?1~_E!~::'~~~_€-1.;!._~.Y§I





tin gold (713 K) 0·35 -0·°4 0·17 0·52
indium gold (107) K) 0·45 -0·03 0·2.:1- 0·69
indium silver " 0·19 -0·°4 0·20 0·39
indium copper " 0·13 -0·02 0·15 0·28
')(1 10'p <» 1 "'F 1c and similarly for /\.... (fe) anddCF
, .'.I. n:'p "I PA.p -'·_-_1_'1"'_' __ ., '__ ._._--_._
7·2·4 Discussion of p~: the pSGuclopotential approach
..--.----- 1 -- ---- ----'.. ._-- ..-
Host (1) has also calculated the expected variations in
r-theo I-~ ¥,
(4+5) 1.'. exp t
7 8
0·13 0·28
O· 21 o- ~~8
0'16 0·22
0·13 0'11
concentration across tbe whole alloy range, using the pscndopotentiill
", P with-...f
approach discussed in section 1'4·2. Unlike the pbase shift mothorl, this
is not limited to very sma.ll concentrations, and it seems clear that
~I
there will be less uncertainty in the total change in )\_. thnn in :i. t <1
P
Y ",I expt"',·
ini tial slope. The values for /\., p (from,"\..- e -I- Xd) and .,('1. Pi' for the
alloys can then be multiplied to obtain estimo.tcs for tho variation :;.n
Ie across the whole range, and the results compar-ed with the (!xperjJncn':;,:~l
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main contrilmtions come from the .~·..Pf chan:~·:~n.COlnp8.J.'i::<m w.ith C)T,,·,,·~,·t
shows that the general trend in K is adequat.e Ly describ'::ll but tha'L '~h"
quantitative change is too large in all cases. 'I'he aaaump t.Lon of li:Jc·,.,'.i.ty
of atomic volume (only slightly different to lirwa:dty of dCflf>Hy in
those cases) a180 affects the values of the Fcrrn.i wavevec+or uacd .·~n
the calculation. This is certainl~r one source of flrror. ~'llu actu: •.1 v~'h'..~l
of the Knight shifts of 115In and 119Sn are both larger tlnn pre(U(~~.(.(i.
by this cal.cu'Latdon (69 % of Kexpt for 1151n, 74 ~~for 119sn).
7.?~ Conclu~icn~---------
It is clea.r that both the pseudopotential and ph£LS8 Ehift 3}Jpn.··.:·1,('..:J
meet with lim5_ted succe ss in describins the €xpcrimenta.l v;;~·c:i.aticn8 of
the Knight shifts in these alloy systems, but many ncceor;r~")"yaJ)prox.i,.i.·~f;ioJJ;5
and simplifications limit the procedur-es to a semi.-quant.L the fit. 1;0 f~rm




Marked maxima have been observed in the Hall coeffi.ci.ent and reci::';1;ivity
for liquid TeT1
2
alloys f as discussed by Brown et al (2) whose lil/iR :'Ttndy
of this liquid nlloy system was snpplemented by the prer::el1t author tx
an investigation of y", .
7·3·2 EJ.:}1eri.mental results
The magnetic susceptibility of telluriUl:\ was measured ,tt 750 K <:vd.
that of four alloys with thallium \Y8.S atudd.ed aa a f'unc t i.on of t8l'1po.\-"bl1:e
in the range 650-1000 K. 'l'he resultrJ are aummar.i.eed in f.:i{;v·cc7·10. '1'}::)
large error for Te arose from its high evapor-ati.on rate Gt the mO;l:;;urii<:;







These results have been compared wi'th th(~ KniGht sh if'b var-Laf.i.onn
with tempcrE,ture and concentration by (2). }i'or these pa:rt:i.cular [1110;),8,
which are semiconductors, it is not a straightforward matt.er to eubtract
r)/
the ion cor-e df.aaagne tf.sm, However, an oatimll,1;ion of ··ve f:rorn the
measured susceptibility was attempted by the following procedure. ':['110
I
electrical conductivity, CS- , is proportional to the sQU.!:1W of tho density




Also in mass un.its t the. ionic term in ')( is Lndependenb of t empera +urc ,BO
dY~ / d Te
of 'X, can be deduced using dA,/dT for
e
X at 800 K was fou.nd to decrease frome
-v I
is equal to (1."-' / d T. From the meacur-ed ,7" data (3), va Iue a
the var-Ioua alloys. In this "ray
-9 3 --1
2'·1 x 10 . ID ke; for TE:60'I'l40
x 10-9 m3kg-1 fOl'Te Tl and 0·1 x 10-9 m31··g-1 for Te '1'136 64 3 ' 34 . 66'
The volume susceptibilities were calculated from the known densi tj_~8 of
( -6these alloys (4). These give 15, 2·5, and 1·3 x 10 ) respectivclYr
in SI units. Thus, by comparison wi th typical metal val.uea ( 13 x 10-6
SI), it is seen tha.t the susceptibility data confirm a rapid deer-case
in D(Ef) as the composition TeT12 is approached. NeglectinG" any pODsible
orbital contribution to the susceptibility,
K ...
where Y involves the el.ec bzon donai ty at the nucleus, and will be
large for a large s chanec te'r of tlw conduction electrons. Compar-Laons
of the temperature coefficients of the observed
X c 3!'v /2, and obtaining)( as :previouslypee
shift and )~, (as5wning
p
(>xplail1cd ) yield values
for Y which are large (ccnparahl o with the values for the pure nl(;t;als
in the telluritl.TI1· row of the periodic tahle).
It was thus concluded in (2) that the conduction electron den.s:i';~,y
at the 125'j_1enuc Lcus changee Li,ttle on a.l Loy ing with tbo.l15:llfilt and Hie
var in.l.Lons of Knight shift and auacept LbiI Lty both with ccmcentration
and with tempCI'c:.tuTe are due principally to chunr.ee occUl·ri.n{S in the
dcns i.t.y of stE~Les at the Fermi surface. 'l'he large shift which tho authc.ru
observed in lJ1aTl", where the dene i ty of states Ls small and consequent.Iy
c:
tbe conduc t i.on electron contribution is small, is interpreted as beLng
a cherai.ca.L shif·t having its origin in bonding electrons. rJ1fleysay tho.t
thiH strongly Bugccsts tbat molecular groups of tb.e form Tern2 exist in
the liquid.
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Chapte r 8
M<"1gneticmoment s in free trans1tion mo ta.l Lona arlDp. from. the
incompletely f iLl.ed d 5h011:3 pr-eaent , If such an ion is clL:;~;ol' ed in a
non-ras.gne ti.cmetallic h08~ (such as one of the metals cono.i dar-ed in chap te:c
3) the d levels broaden due to the interactions with the surrounding
conduc tLon electrons, becoming resonance states since thE.'Y Li.o within
the conduction band of the host. If the coupling with these electrons of
the host is large compared to to the interactions between the d o.Iectcons
of the imptu'ity, the magnetic moment vanishes. I.Phisis the case if the
host has a large density of states at the Fermi, level, and also for
impurities for which the d levels of both Spill dir()ction8 are either nearly
empty or nearly full, and also for impurity levels which are far removed
from the Fernri level. Pr Lcde l (1) has discussed this behav iour- in terms
of a "virtual bound statel!; this state consists of the conduction band
and the 10ca.1ised.moment (most of the impurity electron wavefunction is
localised ncar the transition metal ion) modified by a weak perturbational
exchange coupling between them. Kondo (2) has su.c,'gestedthat below a
characteristic tempera.tul'eTthis state collapses to a "quasi bound state",
I<
in which the moment is counterbalanced by a cloud of spin polarisation
arising from the same a-d interaction which gives rise to the virtual
bound state. Friedel has formulated an approxtmate criterion for the
condi tions neccasary for localised moment formation (section 8·3· 3).
This cri t~rion leads to the prediction that Loca Llucd momerrts l.'.'ill
not occur in liquid galliur.lalloys, with any of the first series transition
metals as iI1.pu:d ty. Earlier work (3) on gallium ..manganese a.lloys had
suggested that a moment existed, and c:onsequently it wa.s decided to
invest.igate ::W1.1C systems with gallium as the host. By introducing vari ous
p, tte number of d eLec tz onc , can be varied and some insiGht may be cr,ni:necl
of local moment f'ormati.on, One easily id.entifiabJe cn,\rccterioUe of 10c,ll
moments is the beho.vf.our' of their magnet iC euacept Lbi Li.ty, \:Jd.eh var Ice
Lnver-sc'ly with +cmpe re ture (G8ction 1·1·4). In the pr0:3ent \:er): tlw no t
i .,....\I
susceptibility /i I~J (after aubt.rac t i.on of the hcs t c onponerrt ) of some
tra.nsi tion metals in liquid gallium was measured. The atomic conc cnt.r-ation
of the Impuni. ty \rya~3 kept ld , or below t about one IJ8I'Cent, GO 0.8 to minir.!:l;:;r)
the complications which would arise f'r-om irnpurity·-impurity Lrrter-ac td cns
at higher concentrations. The behaviour of the horrt lenig-ht [:b:!ft, linf'vidth,
and Longi tudfnc.l. E:pirl-lattice relaxation time were also inV'JDtigat!'!cl in
alloys of callium v:1th mangane se and f,"Cl,lliull1with chromium. 'J'hc~)e qurUl.ti'l;:if·r-:l
may yield Lnf'ormat Lon about the Loce.Li.ned state, including an ostimate of
its lifetime. Fur t.her , the susceptibility and NMRdata may be considered
together, as in E:<'..rlierchapters; such an approach night yield a self-
consistent pf.c.turo of the localised moment system. '1'his wi11 be d.i.ecuaced
fully in section 8·3. The overa.ll data. for galliuT!1·-filaIl.g<lneS8alloys will
be considered, and values for the characteristic temperature ,e,the lifethle
of the eta te t and the conduction electron-Ioca.l moment coupf.Lngconstant ,
J, (4) dez-Lve d , The resul t s will be compar-ed with those of the copper-
manganese sys tem (5) and those of the al'Wilini'tlln-ffi8.11ganese sy dem (6),
(local moment fo!.'n1ing and not, respectively).
s·~Exp_erimental resul tf!.
All the metals used here were of 99· 999 percent purity or better,
as in earlier ch3.pters. The net magnetic susceptibility of several
concentrations of mangane ae ill gallium was derived from total susceptibility
mea suz-emorrt s , The results are summariaed in fi,l-.,'v,l'e 8·1; they were ob ta.i.ne d
at temperatures bet.ween 1200 K and the liquidus, beloW' which point the
90
.i.nsoLublc in gal1:i.1U,j in the solid phase}, 'l'hla linea,r 'hGI1CtV:lOUr of
reeiproc2,1 net EU8cc'p'tibili ty Yd.th tf:;mper8.tuJ.'c is cha.cac t s.r.iat ic of
local mou.ents , and the nceu.I t s will be ana.Lyned in term'> of a Cu»Ic-t'cinr;
law Ln scc t i.on S, 3.
Fjgnr(~ B' 2 shove the exper-JmerrbaLl.y derived r-esu I ts 0bt2.imd for
the severo.I e;alliVJil-·ch:r.omium a.Il.oys investj_{r,atod , plotter} .l.n a s imi.Lar
f'aeh f.on ; [l,ga:Ln, line~;.rity is Ol)~:'8rVe(1. There Ls more uncer-taf.nty in tbe
illtercr~pt on the temperatux'c axf.n ,however~ becaune of tho shallow Glope
and Li.mi,ted t.empe.raturc range. 'I'he range was l:lmi ted at the upper; end by
ovapor-a t ion of the G;lllium and. at the lower end by the liquidus. ).']-;('[:0
resul t.e w i.Ll, be ana.Lyacd in tbe same way ae t.hoae of ~£i-En.
«<»
Fur the r , the benavf.oun of/jj·v[~S a f'unc tLon of irlpurity concent.ra t ion
and tel'lp::-rat.u:re was studied in dilute gallium··iron and gal1ium-copp(~:r.'
alloys (nguJ.'6f; 8·3 and 8·4). In thcfle syst(;ms,/;X. wew f'ound to be sma.L).
and virhi...u1y temperature independont, ahow.i.ng a s11Ght increase with
temperature. It is apparent that these two systems do not show local
. --\/
moment f'orraa+Lon, ( The figures show the total/v.)
}'igures 8·5 and 8·6 show the net susceptibility as a function of
concentration for the gallium-manganese and e;allium-chTomium f;yst8lJlS
respectively, at an isotherm in the liquid [,haDe. As can be seen, there
is no difficulty in ciissolving- the irnpurH:v, the addiUonal susceptibility
ve.ryine Li.nec.r ly with concentration. It is worth pointin,:; out that in these
alloys
X <,~ )( + X./ (0'1 )
Ga-Y.:n eGa Ga c,~ Mn..m rx .
where e it) the atomic: concentration. Fina11y, the original \~ data for
all thCLltO ByntcnJs if! listed in .Appendix 1.
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local moment b:: r: ...,.",:
of ek i.n depth pr-obLerm, 'l'he difficulty of obhdrl.:l1)C; pc;vidcrG0 ,d] oy.s in
systems in which the irapuri t:y :LG Lnso l.ulil,e in the Golid host br,~3 a.:Jl'erJ'T
been fully diacucr.ed (section 2'5)~ In OJ:cJ~l' to check V:PO:1 th: Gonr,,[:j_-t:t,(·,.c";
magnetic suscep t i hili tif)s V/ere Fteasu.rcd (fiE:,\U'e 8·,7). 'i.'bf:l::e:r, ,cCl1.1 ;3 she;'
the result of ourc;rcooliug. It should be noted ,ho'.',rp'\rcr, th;:\t a f'ow rlDT,ll'J, ,
showed a diecollt:t.m10u8 chanC') in (if.>~!~\.;heintercept on tho '(:(;UPCl.'{;:.t.tu::'.
arisi.ng from an End of supo.rcc o.ltng , rroul.d be expoc ted to ::·(~cl.uGe
observed behaviour. 'l'he nout NirR in th~oee anomo'l cna sa.r:;ple;:, has <'J.so 1)(>(,:'1
in....-estigated (f;;('.ction S-2·2). It is wo:r:t.h st:ccnsj,n;',' that the Cnrjc··V.'8i:'l~3
behaviour of the susccpt i.bi.Ltty persibtE~d down to r-oom teHp('~~:-:.tur(::- in t.he
powdered alloys, '1'his phenomenon proved invaluable in the study of th8
host NnR; since the ava iLable uppor limit in terrpsrahu'c Wa[3 '(SO K, thi.u
supercool iug v,,;.stly Lncr-eaecd the measur ing range"
S· 2· 2 69Ga N\lH da.t.a
'.Ph€) 69Ga Knight shift, linewidth, and npin-lr.tUce rr-Laxn.t i.on U.rnl3
were studied in 1Lqui.d gallium (section 3· 4) and r:Ol1'c Call1l<t';;··:i,·.,rt,!jcl.ncBc
th2.t tnero I c an addf t i.ona.L pc.·sitive ddft of tl'lc I:'E·~)on.;j_n0e in thfo'GC :~.U0:T".
I 'I 'ftrl~ tlOt\.
The value of I t (1/K)( dK/dC).En)' ir: O·5.:tC·2j .ib tem:~)crah;l'(k 01.' J.n,,,:k
of itt la uncc]:tai.n. The lincwidth shows 2..li incrc';'<.2 of about. 10 PEl'C(il'l






























in tile al.Loys becoming cLoaer to tho va.l.uo for pure g",lli.l'''' cd; ldgh t"";:lrCJ'it"LllL'C8~
(fi(','ure e·S).Tll"': sampleD whi.ch had ahown anomo1ous behaviour in the
ma{;rLoi;ic 8'll8cercil)ility old not exh rb.i.t any significant difference:::: front
the others in the NMR dat8..
Simila.r bchavf.our- of the shift and width was observed in the g-alJ.1'l'J;I'.
chromi.um system (figures 8·9 and 8·S :ct',spectively). The r'; obtained is
0.6j;:0·4,and th; lincwidth increase is similar to that in b;~11.1nrn-m(m{)1l1c';3c.
Becauris of the small concentrations uae d , the observed shift,e; were all
very sma.ll, but were obtained in sufficlent number to be convincing proof
of a real poeit i ve shift.
All these r esul ts Vlill be ddecuas ed in compaxf.son with the behaviour
of impurities which do not possess local ised momen ts , 8.S a contro,st, and
in relation to the m8.0'"'TI0t:i C S1wceptihility, in acccr-danoe with the general
approach adopted in earlier chapters. It should he mentioned Lha.t a sear-ch
was conducted for the 5\Tn resonance, in the more concentrated alloys; it;
was not observed. This failure is probably attributable to broadening of
the resonance; the signal intensity Was believed enough to ensu.re observation
if this were not; the case, and the search was conducted over a range of
0·1 T, enough to cover a Knight shift of .±5 percent. '1'he69Ga resonance
signals were ob:3erved in samples which were preheated to 1100 K and were
obtained at tempera.tures between 300 K and 780 K. In some Cases the hic,hest
ob[J8rvation temperature avaHable was a.bove the liquidus of the alloy, ill
others, not. Eo changes in r• were observed at the liquidus for those
aamp les for wh.ich meaaureme.rt above it were possible, apparently vindJ.ca.ting
the vf.ew that eupor-cool Ing is occuring below the liquidus, rather than any
precipitation of the impurity.
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gallium has aecent Iy been made (P.I~.Ca;nYlell: pr i.vat.o communi.c atLcn},
,-:",I
Figure 8·10 8Ui,clT!2.rises [\ \, for ono :o:.toJn5.epercent of' imp1.n:.i.t;v in ga.l1il1Fl
at 1173 K, for t!'lis transition serio:]. 'l'hif; :..~h:';ma d.irrt i.no t per:.k at
manganese , the Jf,etal with tile 12.1'G8st unpai red apin, 'l'his is the re[lul t
expec t.ed , with J:lfLLE'8.neSe and chroruron having thu larg8cit ef'f'cot.ive number
of Bohr r.l~.gneton8, and be ing the only' metals fo:cr.1in3' local uomcrrt;a, fl'b,,~8C!
two VI ill be diflcllsced more fully.
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where N is klOf,CtciroI s number, i:B the Eolrr mac,w)t.on, k Bol tzrne.lJ.n' s cons tarrt t,
and Cl the concent.r-ation of il:JPurity at oms , 'l'h8 value of tho moment (~)·9.±:
o·5' T;' )i.s not .i.ncona i s t.errt wj_ th the amount exnect.c d fOJ: fl1a.li,jlrJ<JSI?,t whi.ch
, .JJ ...
has a free Lon spin quantum number , 5/2. The: mecv:::uring ran;_;(:of ·tempera. t.ur e
-1
for whd.ch linearity of ("""1) witht:./'\...~was above (~: (600.±40 K), the :r.an3'e
temperature is expected from the Cll.rie-1,Veiss law. It can safe1;y be concluded
that manganese in gallium possesses 8. localised moment, the BUBceptil1i.lity
of which follows equation S· 2, neglecting irtlpur:Lty-impurity effects.
tha.t for gallim:l-manganeee yieldecl values for ,-; and Pefi.( -Lable 8·1) "1hi,)h
are concentration dependent. Further, the intercept was so Ipxge for most
concentrations ~onsidered that it wag outside the temperatm:c: range fr0ID
which the intc:t'Gept was derived. l,"ore E'xplici tJ.:r, H is derived from
extrapola ting the linear l'csul ts in the mea.3uri!1'; range bolel: to I~ero on
the')~ -axis. 'l'he ve.lue obt!-'.ined for ::" Ylas above the mcc.wurint_;' range,
yet linear beh8.viour of Yi)~-13 on1y expeeted above 0 • Clearly, this
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N o
7 !B for one atomic percent of :i.l:1PUTi ty) in 1;_;_rg(:r tlll'.n can be CYpE:'(:i;cd
from the spin quarrt.um number for chr-omi.um.. Both of the~l~~ l'etml'Lr.l point
clearly to til(! Lnappl Lcab iLi.ty of the simple Curie-\'/c::;.f33 law to the
galliUln-cl!:r(ll~lillm system, at the ten:per(l.turC'ic; rnewstlred. :::cvcra.l <-IILc:cn;_:.i.;ivc
f'orrmrLae for !~:/(in this 8Llbil:;-UUU8 region can be cons.idez-ed (<'C'''' for".1 ,.,\:_., .
instance t (7) and. (8)), but as it is poes i.b.le +o fit the m,scep{;J.bility
resul ts to a larGe variety of f'or-mnLae ove» such a lim:i.t8d. t;elnp-<['cd;ure
nange , auch an approach will be of dubious value. A posis.i.bl e cxpL}!.lotion
of these r-esu l ts may 110 that Lmpuri.ty-imlmrity effects wil)e out tho Local,
moment (i.c. a singl(~ crn-orc.i.um ion ha.a H. J.)'iO;,1E'!lt f two r,(~j.Ghbourir:.;:: onen
do not). 'l'his woul d explain tho behav.i.our of "':;I with concontration,
the interef:l,t va.Luc of about 80 K (fib'Ure 13'11) oo.:1n[;' iJw value of r.; f0~
a single clrromi.um ion. If Impur i '(~y-imp1U:j_ty effects \';(;:.r.'~:> pl'flsent r however,
4)lagair.nt conccnt.ro.t.i on would not be Linoar , but would be paxabo'l Lc with
a downwar-d cur-va +ur-e , FiLrure 8·6 does not appear to aho ..t this, ill though
the one point off the straight 1Lne , previously believed. to be 8 concent.at.i on
error (ll<it 6.11 the clrcoruum in solution), must be seen in a new light in
view of this poas i.b i.Li.ty, It does aeem clear ,however, that gall.ttllll-chromitur.
is on the bcrdez-Li.ne for local nonerrt formation.
Table 8·1
~Y8,tem I:: (K) d·'/de. (K) Peff d:Pe.ff(~Ei---~
1 2 3 4 5
ealliwn-m~~;anese GO'J;!:40 5·9..:t°·5
g:al1 iUTl!-chromiUJil 80.:000 -3 x 105 4- 2.:t0·4 3 x 102
ColUi:lns 2 and 4 .sITe for c.::
3.
0; tlw lTlv-:lent, ( Peff I;IB
8·3·2 F':,H 0.'::1<1 81.1SCFl'ti bil i ty- ,'-_ ~- --~------._.-.---_ ...--
'l'hc introduction of a r~onovalent irJ]llU'iby into £. trivalent host
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of about O·2 across the concentration range (NW for cX;:Pfll'le table
1·1). However, the change in the panamagne tLc electronic f_'.usceptibil:i.t.y
with concentration is very large; '(1;X- )(dC:"/)/dc.) ifl ilPJ-ll't'x.iJl";d'.~~ly
. P :..:/'~ 1.
27 (wher;X refers to the spin f.msceptihilit;{ of gall i.um GiYen In
p
section 3·2). Clearly this chanze is not reflected in the Kri.gbt sLdft
change in the gallium-mansanese syst.e,n. Presumably this means that t.he
effect of the moment is itself localised wi thin the inlTIH:diate neighbourhood
of the impurity. However, the moment does have an effect since f~ is
larger than wculd be expected from simp.Le valency cOllside~ation3.
The relaxntion data sug[';est that the pr-esence of the Loca.Ld acd
magns tLc moment contributes ano thez- z-eIaxa tion mcchandsm shor-terrlng
T
1
; at hi[;her temperatures this mechanism is apparently Leaa ef'f'ecl.f.vo ,
T1 approacb i.ng the value for pure liquid galliu ..n, This contribution
will be discussed in section 8·3'3.
?~3.·? .Compavi.con with. theory
The presence of a loca.l moment in gallium-manganese and gallium-
chromium alloys is in contradiction to the (admittedly approximate)
condition for local moment formation of Friedel:
p • _jE > W
where p is the number of electrons or holes (depending on whether there
are less than or more than five electrons) in the d shell, VIis the
hoet
effective width of t.he virtual bound. state, related to l~~, and
1.
E is th~
difference in energy between a pair of electrons on the moment of paralJ.el
and antipR.rallel states. rnds rule leads to a prE'dict.f~cl impurity ven:ms
host Fermi level curve which has a peak at manga.nese (8). Even so, g'rlliuTIl
ns host should be outside the local moment rc:gion that this cur-ve c1c:linea.tes.
The 1!:~-J1.n ~_1YBtem does not form local moments (6) , but aJ_ll11iniuln kB vfr tua.l ly
the aame density of states as gallium, and it is surrtr:i::,ing that it obeys
96
tbe criterion vher-eas ga.l] iWil doee not. 'l'he AI-Mn eY;3tem has been derH'ih-!(l
(9) as a Locat i sed spin f'Iuct.ua't.Lon, Crudely, its moment is too short-d Lved
to be ef'f'ec ti.ve , Daybcll and. steyert (7) show- tha.t the coup ll ng const an I:;
be-tween the moment and the conduction electrons may be estimated from the
densi ty of St~),t0S and the cllOracteristic temperature ( TIC= rilf exp -(I'.m(i'~.r)»:' ).
This yields J=1·0 cV for Q_a-rn. In 4_l-Ml1 J is not known with any cer+a.i nty ,
but one estimate (A.Uaret.h:private communication) puts it at 5-2 eVe ~'h:i.tl
would explain the reason why no moment appears in a.Iumi.nmm-manganeae t
the weaker coupling allowing moment f'ormatdon in gal1ium-malll;ane::le. In
the coppGr-manganese system (strongly moment forming) J is 0·6 eV (1);
J is related to /J E (equation 8· 3), the bigger is J, the smaller is DE.
Now, the relaxatioll rate due to the momerrt , (1/'1'1)1 ' is simply related.m .
to the local field caused by the moment, and a correlation time which
will be characteristic of either diffusion or the l:Lfotime of the moment t
depending upon wh i.ch is shorter. If those two times are labelled T d and
r respectively, two conditions may be considered.e
1) 'ld > 'r~.Here the moment is short Ii ved , and the gallium 8(H~8 an averac;",d
(over sp~ce ann time) local field:
H
_- 1 H I·IHC.', 1 • I-a
~ oc 3kT
where'J is the number of nearest neLghbour-s (assumed to be 10), H the
a
applied field, Dnd Hl the instant.aneous local field at the nuclear site,oc










-, 2 \ (E I: H ) 2 ~I'd\ c . 'J "I .;- a
o n ~ oc 3kT
(8·6)
2) r: -. "",' ITeJ'" the m "ent.; lo""~ Lf.ved and th" r'~lll'um l'le'> :d· ..,~ .01., ....s ~ ... t; . '" b';', mlc._el. sec e.n








(or,t:.i,;;n::~ El f'r or; equation 0·5) and estimates of I'd from di.f'Fua.i onoc
and v:L:::C()2ity J.:·ta (10) of 10-11 s, it was found th2.t cond.i t i.on 2 i11
o1)C:.':,(l) cr;.nd.H;ion 1 b8ing aevcr-a'l orders of magrd tudc out. This s.hows
<. -11 f' Ld 1 d' 10 s , No r.e a. copen ence ViDS attemrted because of signal
e
inte:'u:i ~~:'{preble,'.:; f but ano+he r Yi2~y of di[~tinguisl:Jj!)5 between the two
condi, !_-;_O~~:l comes from. the dj_ffcr~nt tempc:rature dependencies of T1 predicted.
HOYiOVCT. the di.;'ference was found. to be Lnsurf'Lc i.ent to enable a doc i s i.ve
cho i.cc ",0 be made (,7:po:d.mcilt~dly, and thus confirm (or contradict) the
above conc Luoi.cn t.ha t di I'f'ue.ion governs this r-e.laxa ti.on rate.
A eiH1.ilar appr-oach to the linewidth data of the Cu-M.n (5) and Al-Mn
'T'
e
the \U18CTLair..ty, p:?lrticularly for the Al.-1Sn system, is very large. Values
(6) ['y:::.t8;'18 yLeLds the result that .....-12>' 10 s in both cases, but
of HI ceriw::d from equation S·5 were about 0,1,1·5, and 5·8 T for gallium,oe
aluI"t.;T!.L1Jl:)and copper hosts rc::;pectively. Moreover, an estimate of HIoc
for rS2,llillI:l-manc,;mcse from the susceptibility da ta , putting HI equaloc
to (5·9 /;B/r3) with r as the nearest neighbour distance, also gives
H ''': 0·1 T.
loc
Unf'ortuna t:€'ly no re18.1~atj_on data are available for the copper=
man,:'~.':'!.' ".nd a.luni ni.uzi-manganeee systems, so it is Dot possible to say
anyt.!l~_;: conc Lue.i.vo about lifcd:;5_mes in strong, wea.k and non-Local, moment
sy::.~t,:,:-;:., but it appear-s that a localised homent e:dsts in the gallium-
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Conclusion
Wifh th,) exception of the noblc metals v.-llJ.eh must be expad.ncd ill
t erms of E-d hybr-Ld iaat i.on , the sueccpt Lb'iLl ty of the Li.qui d meba l.c can
be well undcr s tood in terms of frE:c electron theory. JJo such anaLva ie
works f'or any of the solid Pl.sb.ln con:·,;idered. Tho ca'l cu'Irrtion of tl:(~
of the conduc tLon eLcc trone , V2.h)(~8 derived for the ab so Iu te magnitn1c
of the shift in the liquid meta.La show disa.ppc.inting rg:i'CI2Jl:ent with
experiment (being about 70 percent of the m888ured quarrt ity in a.L), C,tD(;S)
but the far 1.ettcr agr-cemerrt for t1w temperni;U17e coefficients supports
the view tllat the cause Li.es in the r~~latively poor pl'::c:udojJoi;entlr:l and
neg'Lec t of Lr.d.Lrcc t contributions to the shift. The f'r-act iona'l chaw:e
wi i;h comporri t.ion in the tin-cadmium system (in whdch +he Korringe. p.roduc t
was found to bee constant upon a1loyi!18') Ln also quite ""811 l:c;pref:;c:nted
by tbis technique. The agr'c emerrt is poor j hor.ever , for alloys of V(!l'Y
heavy metals. 'l'his aLso is seen as a limi t~t:ion of the input data rai;lHT;I'
bhan of the method. In systems suspected of liquid Cl. tomic ordering (G01Ee
containing the troublesome noble metals) the ana.lysis of the SU1.>ccptibility
data is more difficult, and the comparison of shift and susceptibility
of limited success, althoueh some confirmation (or denial) of ordoring
is possible. No direct comparison is of use in the local moment (G:a-Cr
and Ga-Mn) sy~'!terns, but some correlations can be made indirectly ( in
the calculation of the local magne t.Lc field, for exampl e },
The only solid :in which the appr-oach i:3 applied vrLt.h eucce as Ls
vanadium dioxide, for which the mutual tempfH'nture dE.'J)ellc1ence enables
a spin-orM t diYision of both the shf.f t and suscept fb Ll i ty, and
predictions about the band structure in tbe neta'l Lf,c and sl;)m:i.0oncluct.in~r,
phases, to h~~made. The general appr-oach of compar-Ing N?,;R and su::;ceptjbility
























































































































































































motal ~~;, I'E'~~<'i:t·u~·~ <. metal t:cnJl'(:rl'l t~l.l!·<: 1v._-- ---- ..~--
(}: ) . ~ -1 I 9) (K)
'j- 1- 9
(Jr.- kc /10 (J~-J.r!.- /10 )11 ~.t) .
cadm.i.um ?9)~5 -2·251.:t0·020 Cilumium G53:_t5 -2-1'1G~O' 020
" ry(",() " -2·2(35 " " 6T) " -2·077 ",-:)0
" 29'( " -2·212 II
It 601 " -2·109 "
" 30[i " -2·?32 II " 707 " -2·101 "
" )13 ff -20224 II
II 36,:; " -?'179 " gold ?93±5 -1· e5:tO·01
" 383 " -2·192 " II 293 II -1·85 "
" 418 " -2·145 II " 1073 II -1·82 "
" 483 " -2·108 " " 1298 " -'1082 "
" 4<)0 " -2·081 II " 1363 " -2·00 "- .I
" 503 " -2·091 " " 1403
II -2·00 II
II r: 7~: " -2·05° ":J f .)
II 593 " -2·0G5 It Lnd i.um 498±5 -1·0r;+0·01----
" 603 " -2·13° It " 618 " -1000 "
If 603 I! -2·111 " " 815 " -0·9tl "9
" 618 II -2·122 "
mo t a'l tC['),lerd,turc Knj:G1]! ["hift line ....:idth-.- _ .._ ..----. --~ ------...-----
(K) (~~) ( T/104 )
e2.11ium )03±5 0·4405±O·OOO5 0·41±0·O5
II 348 " 0·4398 II O·/jtl "
" 411 II 0·4382 " 0·44 "
11 427 " 0·4368 " 0·47 It
II 443 II 0·4376 II 0·47 "
II 496 " 0·4373 " o- 5'3 II
" 628 If 0·4343 " 0·,18 II
" 64(, " 0·tt315
II 0·54 II
II G53 II 0·.1:51? II o- 5·6 "
" 699 II 0'43°3 II O·Sfl "
II '/15 II 0·429° " 0·61 II
II 723 II 0'4300 " 0·6·1 "
II 7Y-\ " o- ~267 fl 0·61 II
'I'ab l e 9·2 (conti nuerD----,--.,.------ ...--.~-.--~..---' -
me t.a I tf;:.1-;)~~:t(~'t.ure l:d~;htshift Linewicth---_._-_ .._--- -~--. ------- -----_._. _._.__ ._--------
(L) C~) (T/104)
tin ?9;i,±.J O'7193±O'OO1O c~·6+o·"'S- -
" 38~1 II 0·7293 " 2·8 "
II 4Gf, II 0'7485 " )04 "
" 505 II 0-7530 " 3'4 II
" 50j " 0·7430 " 1·~.±O.1
" 518 " 0'74313 " 1·I!G+O·10r _
" 537 " 0'741.6 " 1·70 "
•" 560 I! 0·7418 " 1·7±O·2
" 572 " 0·,{424 II 1·75.:t°·1O
" 61C " 0·7428 II 1·9j_O·2
" 64Fl " 0'7428 " 1·77j_0-10
" 661 " 0'7/,19 " 2·03:tO·1O
" 669 " 0·7433 " 2·0+0·2
" 68:J " 0·7ljW " 2.23.::°·20
cadrrium 293 " 0·1[175 " 1•3;).::0'10
" 393 " 0-4617 " 1·40 "
" 493 " 0·5252 " 1·78 "
" 539 " 0·5552 " 1·72 "
" 5'17 " 0·5826 "
" 595 " 0·7991 " 1·39±0·10
" 618 " 0·7981 II 1'40 "
" 650 " o- 8004 " 1·85 "
" 689 " 0'8017 " 1·92 "
" 713 " 0·8004 " 1·77 "
" 739 " 0·eo04 " 1· 8·:-0·2
Table 9·3 Cont.~~.~_~~nsi t_~~~~_!~~~):!~._r:lt:'.·~~cl~_
'l'in Cadmf.um------
ternr. • KF 2:~;!:,.:3- eta. G_J:.;n[1. !:~:'1:p-. KT Q_1.~~ eta (2i?n~~.-
(K) (a.u. ) (r' .• u, ) (K) (a.1.J.) (a.u.)
505 ·837 201-6 ·45 lji!r·GO 5~4 '710 1G5'4 ·45 1~13'3G
605 ·83-1 203·6 ·428 1<13·22 694 '706 167·7 '452 4·15'02
705 ·832 2()f)·6 '406 411·06 79lf ·704 169'9 '415 417·79
905 '026 20~1. A •36? 401\·10 994 ·697 1'14·7 ·380 421·e4
1105 '020 214'? ·310 4°4·3° 119/t .690 180·0 ':54') 4213001
I ,. 'T", bIr o , -,; (C' () 01"', i r; l' c: C~\ lli~:';:n (OJno _l'11TT, .!. Lv ~ •. ~.... ./ / ,I . I. .. c .A d • j---- --..----.--.---.-.-~-._._-,-_ .._--.-. . ' _._--_ ....
t_CE.P- i':? ~(~{:.:"l. eta dcno , t_~~_~i'l• ""1:' Of~:t.\/.·;·a et" (_ 'I c: 11;: ~ "1\ t'
430 ·n? 19?-1 '45 0:;0'/i) 5,"·1 '845 2,'15- 3 '45 (·1.5·i17
530 '7C9 19ii - 8 '432 1:3::;'1,7 CII: -°42 2 ~n r) • iJ 3 1 C'l ~·90tru"' c ,
630 • ';,67 197- -1 • It1it 43(:e '/j 7,~/1 ·058 2)'i .,- '41? ()())'74)
830 '760 201 ·n - 37f> ~3/1·89 91\4 ·831 ~:~-;L3·1 ·371j ()o6· 10
1030 • 7:)5 2C)h· .~ • 342 /~)1.70 ~144 • O;~4 2G5'? ·336 ()O1 - 151
G·;.,11;.~):~ Lsad
tem;~. ;<ft' O"~1'2 _':"-~ eta dcn~;. tC'~u , "fri-1 O!:lC\,)'I~'. eta de~,1;3It1\.1'
303 • H'~J/; 128-1 •~5 2111,'5,1 6cr) '833 20i~ ·9 • I[~) '197' 7-1
403 ·380 130· Cl ./: 25 21 1• ;>3 700 • El30 207'2 • 4 31 789·;j6
503 -c:n 131· 9 - 399 203·00 800 ·1326 20,)·6 e.~ 12 7(33·64
705 ,870 134·G ' .:148 202- 0,1 1000 ·821 214'5 'j'l4 7Gu'53
903 -060 137 • 1 • 297 197' ;~9
'I'abI s. 9-t Cont.ac t densities I'cr "0S8110'J"-inciimll
ter.'p. Fiji o;r;er;;1 eta de ns • ~~':-p. VP 0:'10('.'.1. et.Cl dens."".1
430 -675 192 ..~j , ~5 ~'03'2~) 430 'S50 1s: :,:0 9 '45 39)'4
530 ·672 19.';' [; '4:52 504'9 530 • 8/15 1 c)_,; "8 F') 39~,n,/ " '. J c
630 ·00 197·j ·1;14 soC· f_'5 630 ·£144 197- 1 '1,11; }92,'7
830 -663 2()1 .£3 '378 514 '4 830 ·837 201·8 '37d ;90' 1
1030 ·653 20(,'Ii '342 521 •1 1030 ·830 206'4 • 342 3()!3 ·0




Sn - 11 at.,,~ Cd
Sn - 26 a t.'i'~Cd
Sn - 52 at_~,~ Cd
Sn .-76 Pot./, Cd























Ct:) (,J. d)d. !,.•• ,: (l:)
r /,.-, ....
-O·t;SO±O·OO) 8n ::;2Ccl 67;,+) _16 23~·)l.0·OU~)Li._1),±,J - /_-
:;GG " -':;' cri! " " ~)71 \1 -1·2?C3 11
1:63 " ·-0- ~~56 " " 404 11 -1'516 "
4;)? " -O·IC3+0·001 11 443 11 -0· 9~)5 \1
)C'{ " +0-075 tf 11 345 II -0'901 "
?j8 II ,0·061. " II 305 " -0- 917 H
673 \1 -0· 671.±0·003 " 288 II -0-929 "
?93 " +~>02Z,+O·OG1 S11 - 76ed 6-19 H -1·6)6 "'-
663 " -0· (i:;:"_:tO ·003 It 519 \I -1·691 1\
573 " -0· [387 11 11 473 " -·1·713 "
533 " -0·901 " II 453 " -1· 725 "
I:;;6 II -O·SL:G II " 371 " -1'547 iI
1:7 " ·-0- ,j01.±.O· 002 " 295 " --1· 592 "',. J.J
)'(2 1\ -(1';"'(0 1\ Sn e(Cd 660 " -'j·eI1 "
?98 11 -'J. ;-~74 " 11 553 II -1-837 \.
" 493 II -1·£159 11
11 413 11 -1·836 II
11 366 II -'1· e03 "
" 288 II -1·852 "
CO!Pp~.~).!.jor' t_el~pe..!:~~;\l::,e_ K}}il7ht .~l}iLt 1) n.elvi_dj;h
(at.~;) (K) (;:) ( T/104)
Sn90 - Cd 544.±5 0·7LJ51.:!:.O·OO10 1'70±O'10
II 618 " 0-7425 " vn 11
Sn80 - Cd 293 I' 0' 71 ~;.:!::J.001 2·6,±,0·2
11 3?3 11 0'717 II 2'9 II
II 373 \I 0'720 II 3'3 II
II 513 II 0·744~)~tO·OOIO 1· ~)2:_.tO·10
" 610 II 0'74"15 II l' 92 II
II 669 tI 0·7433 II 1· 98 II
Sn70 Cd 515 tI 0·7379 II 1- 60 II
II 618 II o·7::8 5 II 1·91 "
Table 9- '7 (conti':\'H'(~)
...----- .----~ ---------_ .._-_ ......_.
CO!flP(~L~j:'? ~:..:!. t_c::_~:rt~r(!_~:~r:~,: ~~~:!i2'11~L_ .ft II T~(';\;)51il-~
(a t.~') (A) (/) (Ii,!10-1)
Sn60 - Cd 2932'5 0' 714.±.0·001 2·9±O·2
" 325 " 0'714
II :5' G "
11 583 " 0'725 II 5·6 II
" 517 II 0' 7401i_O' octo 1·59_±O·10
" 618 11 0-7381
II 1· 83 II
II (.(,3 " O' '(:;)81 " 2'03 "
" 693 " o'7369 II 2·7.:t°·4
Sn50 Cel 525 It 0'7391 " 1058.:t0·10
II 618 " o- 7"577 " ?·O2 "
Sn40 - Cd 2°.t. \I O·714.:t0•001 3·6iO·2/)
" 375 II 0''{22 " 4 -/jiO' 4
" 395 " 0· 724 11 3· :i_tO' 2
II 543 " o- '1371j..C·O()10 2·03.:t0•1O
" 618 " 0'7)54 11 2·10 "
" 680 " 0-7343 " 2·S.±0·2
Sn30 Cd 565 " 0'7379 II 2·1
II
" 618 II 0'7345 " 2·6
II
Sn20 Cd 293 " O' '(14.1O'OOi 3·6 "
II 377 " 0'720 " 3'9 II
II 5s6 II 0' 7361.±.O·0(;10 2'2 "
" 618 II 0'7334
II 2·6 "
Sn10 Cd 620 " 0'7318 II 2 .1.±.O·4
~orl1.PQi3:iJ~i9.n t_~!"1pe_T'~1~!:~ l~~lic:l~_ f";bt£}; linew:Ldth-- -- •.._--_ •.._-
(at.~~.) (K) U) (T/104)
Cd90 - f;n 61!31.5 0.8049.1°-0010 1· 37±O·10
" 675 " O' 8097
\I t- 95 "
Cd80 - Sn ~93 II o- 417.:1..0' 001 1· 26 II
II 3/,9 Il 0'439 II
" 399 " 0'·162 " 1·43
II
" 424 II O' 4'(8 " 1·5·6
II
II 573 II O·O123_:1_O·OO10 1'32 II
II 618 II 0·8114 .. l' )4 II
II C89 II 0·815/~ II 1'76 II
(..,~. ")r.• ...,. I
1i 112'.'!}(1 Lh
(K)
Cd70 - Sn 559.:!j 0·01:::6+0·OG10 1·32.:t.0•1O
" 618 " 0·8126 " 1'46 "
CdGO - Sn 293 II O· If1 ).::_o· OO'j 1·)0 "
II 353 " o· 'lA'l II 1·25 II
" 412 " 0'4'10 " 1·2+0'2
11 540 II 0·O107.:.!:.O·OO10 1·2 If
11 618 " 0·B115 " 1·32.±.0·10
" 686 ,. 0·S·115 " 1·68 II
Cd SO - Sn 525 " 0·8108 " 1·15 If
" 618 " 0'0119 " 1·60 "
Cd40 - Sn 293 " 0·~i7.±.0·OO1 1·65 "
" 40,1 " 0'467 If
" 526 " o· Gn.;~1.,O' 001° 1'40 "
" 619 " 0<)'i01 " 1· 71 "
" 669 " 0'30C9 " 1'76 "
Cd30 - Sn 522 " 0·8092.0·001
II 618 " 0·GI19±0·0020
Cd20 - 8n 293 " 0·423.:t0•OO2
" 514 " 0·Qo:l.±.0·oo5
11 618 " 0·8102+0·0020
Table 9:9 CO' J :.;.::_c:t.. ~~!2!" i.1..;LQ:~...?-_t..._!l.Q,:,j: ..lJ.~t£!l_ .!!:,~cJ.c i
metal ~Y~t(~l~ OEl term dens. ):',etal ~Y~:..tcm On! term del2_C_.___ O_p ___ ._--_.~---.-
(n t. :) C..,t <I)(_....• ji)
119Sn Sn 493'9 413·8 113Cd Cd 576·2 413·3
Sn90-Cd 509'5 428·2 Cd90-Sn 563·1 422·6
SnSC-Cd 52,~• 5 442'4 Cc180··;31155°·0 426·2
Sn70-Cd 536'9 45<1· 4 Cd70-Sn 536· 7 425'7
Sn60-Cd 552·9 465·7 CdGO-·Sn 523·3 422';~
Sn50<:d 566'5 476'3 Cd)O-Sn 509·6 416'9
Sn40-8() 579·8 483'9 Cd40-Sn 495·5 408'8
Sn30·-Cd 592'8 489·4 Cd30-Sn 481·1 401.6
Sn20-Cd GG507 491· 3 Cd20-Sn 466·2 3911'9
Sn10-Cd 618'5 400'7 Cd10-Sn 450-[) '578, ~)
'rai,ltc· n'9 (cont mv=d)-.:_::_:_-:- __\_---::~.~
metal [=)~\'~~tC:!l~ (;~-'·.l,' t~J.'m cll~"'rl~3 <8 J'1et?J. 2.YStCHl or:! Lecm d(~l·lr3"---- - - .._---- ---..~-- --_._--
("1 :" (a t .~:;)
L. ,'. / J
207pb Fb 1i 6/f• 3 799' !, 209·,. Hi 84,1' 4 613'9bJ.
FoS:O-Ji 115(; • '7 79(,·0 13i90-Fb 849-2 618·6
Ph~:Q-I!i 11,:-9· J1 7~)2·4 BinO-Ph [35.1- 0 6?2·5
Pb70-'_)i 1 -'t I·~~·3 787') 11::' 70-Pb 05fJ' 9 6;~6· 4-
fb6n-Bi li)~-It 70~"'_· f? BiGO-Ph 863-9 630-0
I'o:j(l-JH 1" r.c- -, 'In·1 13i50-1'b 869·1 G:i3'3I"'~)· I
Fr),~Cl-Di 11/2-1 773-0 Bi40-rh 874'4 G3(l·O
l1)jO-Bi 1115·7 7G':)·6 Bi30-Pb f179,g 641·'{
11;?O-bi 110:;'5 763-7 13i20-1'h885'4 '6il r; , 0.Jtj ./
},p10-Bi 1 '103· :1 7~n'9 ]3j_ 1O-Fh 891·1 6!jl3' 9
1190 ~_~rl9 ~J- F) j L·~J;~·7 415'3 209-·. Bi90-Sn 8,~~;i'6 614'3...,D J)J
f)~jr>J-13i It ~)1• 11 41 ~)'5 BiBO-Sn 046 ,[3 615·3
C' "r, 1;· l't 9;1. r) 415·i\ Bi70-Sn 84D·0 615'3un (\_"-~...Jl
GrGO-Iii /.~)J·2 41~'9 BiGO-Sn 349·? 61)·2
::::t:!-!)-}jj_ ,.".... r: 4'1 s·n T3i50-Sn 050'4 6-1 ~)' 0/!,_,). o
S~t40-:),j Iji';~. 9 415-6 13i40-Sn n51 ·6 61~'B
Sn30-1)j 'f?i3' ) 415·4 13130·-SnB52'B 613'9
Sn20-1H fj 'n' '7 415<? Bi20-Sn C53'9 612'9
Sn10-";i ,~c\7'O 414-3 Bi10-Sn 855·1 612'1
Tahl~_ 9·_,!_O__ .Q2EJ.:_~cJ c1fo:2si tJ__~:l 'J.os ,,;ith ._~on-7.ero aLp_b.~nd l.?~_~.0:. (sf~_I?_.?~i'J2 SI~_.?1)
T'letalmetJl_}. ~Y,2_~~~ dU'>l.
119c.' Sn:;O-Cd 1;?3 - 6....n
:.,.. ==0·2 Sn20-Cd 1t)3·4
~ ",0·1 Sn'{C)-·Cd /D~)-4I'
~;r6C-Cd V4'8
Sn;,O-Cd t.!r9·6
~;nI:O-c.:~i. 11 ;,'0- 9




'''- .,0·1 CePC-Sn !(50' 0



































Sn10-Cd I~ 7·1 ·3
Bi -0·51C:tP·OO3









Table_9 ·21._ ;~~:C:?0p!~~~~.~~Y._9_f._c:.. i)~;t.:_)2.;~~~!!lY~.




Pb-18}jJ3i 77eJ...~) -0· 8?1.:!.9·004 Fb-20,:':'1 77G±5 -0.7562.°.004
622 " -0·°52 " 623 It -0· "(56 "
579 " -1·118 " 473 " -1·030 It
463 " -1·218 It 372 " -1·131 It
3GG If -1·304 If 778 II -0·721 It
773 " -0·B81 11 613 11 -0'748 II
649 " -0'901 II 421 II -1·126 "
4)0 " -1·257 " 322 It -1'190 If
329 " -1'365 " 787 " -0'728 "
616 If -0·697 "
467 II -1·022 II
293 If -1'240 "
293 If -1·2°3 If









1 _. rt (')
~!.~ j~_~,..:___ L.:
1·??5 " 9i~) "
tt '1'1 " 1'210 " 293 ,. 1• ~!28 " 748 II
m 'l." 1" Cl. 1" (C '1 YJ" ,; "''' P ll')1.1. I'_' t_./ "t -1",. ........ .:.1.1\. •. c.








Pb-20'l'l 1 • i9(' II 71 II 1.213 II 293 II 1'222 " 8Yj II
1·2~n " 948 It
Pb-151n 1.166 " 1'1 II 1· 231 II 293 "
'* sampl e uacd l!y J.H.(rc:fercnce 5.1)
T ') Q 15 l' 1. ' t'1 '1 . , 1 51T,! l' . '-I- h i f1 . \'0a. '- I""J.. ''', , ...... (.1 - le <.'<'11"C -'r ' '1 I ' ~/ (0) \'~, ! ...·11 "/) <:'"'\ ., ..,..._' _":;" " _ .':_.'J~.:':_,':_'~,' " ,~.: '.: __ ::.-:.::'.f ,~__"'::' .. _ ...... ,," _ l,_'."_, ..~_,~: .>:H .. _ )2
K
(K)






363 " 110'5 "












Table 9·16 l:.?,[:l}~tic [~l";C9p~i bi~t!_:i_f~:E_0J_!~~E~'?_.I2_t~t~,1aJl.9Y!2
~ystcm tcr~]lCI'''. ture ~u[;ee:ntihili ty flyst_~!!1 t~.r~p~!'_~-t:~~E~ SOl: [~~ ~ ptJ:.1i5:U1:Y---_ •..._--- -(·~;~g:1i1-~9)(at.5~) (1: ) (at.~~) (K) 319(m kg- /10')
Ag-17In 11JCJ_0 -2·61.±.O·O4 Cu-20In 1073.±.5 -1'72±_0'O3
A€;-25In 1073 It -2·68 " Cu-30In 1073 " -1·94 If
Ag-30In 1073 " -2, '/4 " If 993 " -2·04.±.O·OI;
" 990 II -2·00 " cu··37-i\·In 1073 " -1'78 II
Ag-33j-In 1073 II -2·65 " " 992 " -1·88 It
" 9S1 " -2· 71 " Cu-45In 'lO73 " -1·66 "
Ag-40In 1075 " -2'49 " If 962 " -1'76 11




Ag-55In 1073.=:.5 -2·06_:tO·C4 Cu-5?;,In 950i~5 -,I • )s_:!:,o' 04
" 7)G II -2·16 " Cu-60In 1(7) It -'I' 38 11
Ag-66In 1073 " -1·62 n 11 923 11 -1<~~) "
" 7~;) 11 -1'71 " ell-751fl 1073 11 -1 ·17
11
Ae-8OIn 1cT~ II -1·3'1 11 " 8n II -1·19 "
Ag-90In 10'/5 " -1·11 " Cu-·90In 1073 11 -1·00 "
Au-201n 1075 II -2·10.:'.:.0-03 Au-50Sn 712 " -1·GC+O·02
" 10:;3 " -2·10 " It 754 11 -1·67 11
Au-30In 1073 II -2·19 II " 78,) II -1·()'( "
" D?3 11 -2-38 II Au·-293n 567 11 -2·?2i_O·03
Au-40In 1073 " -2·09 II 11 (,05 11 -2021 11
" 71:; " -2-27 11 " 629 It -2·20 It
Au-50In 1(7) It -1·91 " 11 638 It -2·19 11
" 83:) 11 -2·02 II II 690 " -2·15 11
Au-6Gln ICD It -1·62 II " 694- " -2·15 It
" 877 It -1·67 " " 730 11 -2·14 It
Au-80In 1073 11 -1· 37:!:.0·O2 " 767 11 -2·11 It
" 816 " -1·43 11 Au-BOSn 553 11 -1·11.:t0•02
Au-90In 1073 fI -1·14 " " 612 11 -1·08 II
" 731 " -1· 21 " " 699 " -'1-06 "
" 759 " -1'03 If
Au-6Gsn 601 It -1·42 If
" 659 If -1·39 "
" 705 " -1'37 II
" 754 II -1·36 "
Au-21Sn 789 It -2·2/r 11
811 " -2-22 II
Table 9"yr ~_:~:.0~~i1ihili ty of t;~~,11 iUl:\- t e111.1l' Lum ~l1oy:.?- -.-.-~.---- -,--------
§ystf'll tr;::::~:'I';-..1u r c suscc nt ib i 'li tv ~:,~-::~2:5:!]l~ tSEr(_,E~,:_~_\!:!:~ s~:::e(,-TtA~~j!j_~:y--,_. _. -,!. - ........ -_._.....
Cat.n (K) (n3kg-1/109) (a t .';'») (le) :5 -1 9(m kG /10)
Te 7~1_:tS -0·S4_:!.O·03 'I'" 34··'jll 683.±5 -2· 70:tO· 02
" 773 " -0·73 ,. " 711 11 -2·67 11
Te60-Tl 673 11 -2.09.:1..°-02 11 745 11 -2·62 "
" 773 II -1·85 " " 816 11 -2· ~)1 11
It 023 " -1·7° 11 .. 876 11 -2<~7 11
'Pe40-Tl 723 " -2'57 11 .. 979 " -2' 41 It






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































~~~le _9~ ?~_ Contact densities with non-eerc alpha and bota






















































met~l system dens. metal systE!!ll dens.
119Sn Sn90-Bi 422·1 209Bi Bi90-Sn 594'8
c:.(.,- 6 SnSO-Bi 429'5 ./.. tc:15 Bi80-Sn 578'4
Sn70-Bi 437'5 Bi70-Sn 563·1
f3 .15 Sn60-Bi 445'7 I:: "" 6 Bi60-Sn 550·2
Sn50-Bi 453'8 Bi50-Sn 539°5
8n40-Ei 461'9 13i40-8n 531'4
8n30-Bi 469'8 Ili30-8n 524·8
8n20-Bi 477'4 Bi20-Sn 521·6
Sn10-Bi 484'2 Bi10-Sn 521'3















~~Y_~_o._.~A~nif i era ~
l.C Number uaed tc set concent.rc ..tiOHj K:=O (pure eo tvenb}, JC.,_11(purr: :~oJ.ute),
~2
~ distance from nucLcr.a (in a.u.), r ,
~~:a0 r starting value; of SimpBon's zul e intograti.on, before! convcrrrt.on to ~_1·.
~L Overlap integral before it is €(ruated to over-Lap inte{;ral pJ.'CCEclt.'):,C' rOIT:,l·;;.
F Simpson's rille intervRl pa.r<wi0-f;~r.
~!.,,:".!?4 Irrtormedt a te eums in Simpson's rule, IH,L procedure ,
~Q_QNSimpson's rule interval in ]31,1procedure.
~.~RQgm~ starting vs.Luo of Simpson's rule inteb'Ta tic!"! (in a.u.) in BLL.
Q9.J?J_Q_E.IY Inter;;t~dia te sums in CO procedure.
DELY Intervol in y in Sjmpson's rule in CO procedure.
~H CO procedure parameter, str.rting value of interv·al in y.
DELy':!.~~~!p startil'l_g values for interval in y. used in CO pi-ocedur-o ,
'! y, abscissa of y - integration in procedure CO.
2
q •
YA YE.-~._-- Starting val ue e for y in SiJnpson' s rL~le in CO•
~!!J_!""AJt Ranges of inte{;Tation for y in Si!:1lJEJOn'l3 :rule in CO.
CZ,C.!VFirst and last terms in Simpson's ruln in CO.
KFA kf for pure el ement x.
KFB kf for pure eLemcnf Y.
OMIDAA OV'E{'~'1)___ " '_~~~ ..,,_~.!.::-LJ Ionic volumes of pP.re X and Y •
RC~'!!Q_B Core radii of Ashc rof t l)::!endopotentbl for X and Y.
PI 3.14159.
g.AMMA X (k).,. x
~ERMA,TEmm Norma'lLeaticn terms for X and Y clements.
~~J~P Intermedia.te sume in Simpson's rule integration of uoLf and ui:;;tinct tCJ'r:1:1.
l!.3 Simpson's ru'le inteGTf'.tion interval divided by 3.
SIG Hard sphere diameter.
s.1,R r(k :7) - 1.
~ In !(1-q/2kf)/(1+21:f)!
Xf.L (q/2kf) times FL.
C~~ I"";(k,q), the angu l ar' integral in the self and distinct terms.
•
RB_rl1C Intermf'diate sums used in evaluation of CAPGAM.
!A,~ Ashcroft potentials for X and Y elements.
GS?.9'_l? Self and distinct term integrands in Si:npl3on's rule.
~S_~?_J.>~~Final S1F.lS in Simpson's rule integrntion of self and distinct teri'l'::l.
'i 2 )~~§ !J x(k /N(Cy)
~ DENS/.['2..
QRA Rx-- q core
QRB RY--- q core •
VAL Alloy valence.
N Principal quantum munber of core state.
1.1 Angular momentum quantum number of core state.
~ Abscissa integ·er for core state.
~ Running integer used in integration over q.
KIJ!l' k-vplue integer.
~z.:~!!O Intee;er reprNJenting starting r value in over-Lap intergral.
e,! Integers used in ELL proced11re •
~,~ Integers useu in COprocedure.
~ Integer (1 or 2) representing X or Y element.
NJ! t '!' Integers used in q-integra. tion.
J(L) Bessel function array.
p(1? I "l' R:AD) CC-",'~ sta te wavcf'unc tLon cr:t'<i.'V,·.-,--,,',1,,1 ,>'- -
Concenta-at.Lona of X and Y elements.
Volur.:e per electron.
13ETA(K) N (c ), normn'l Lsat Jon f'ac t.or-,, k Y
OF,'I(K) :', ~ Nk(cy).
H(T) Simpson's rule interval, q inte~:-rtion.
A,r(T) Starting q va'luea for S:i_l~lK,onI s rule q int'2[;J.'ation.
P!'(K) 1 +;~+ i:' for a gi'rul concentro ..tion.
OMEGAI (x) Avera,ESeionic YO Lune at a ,;iyen concerrt ra tion.
XS(N) R (0) for ~ core fu~~tionB.no
BLK(N) BLL f'oa E=k
f
, ove rLap inte6·ral.
QQN(E) Oonver-s i.on factor for Herman and Skillr:i,~n wavef'unc t icns ,
:NMAX(g_)Haximum n value for cor-e f'unc tLona,
?l:_AX(E) :Maximum 1 value for core functions.
~ll!~(1p,,:r,_,:t;r) Number of wave function ordi.nates for a given core etat.a.
liIW!'_(E) Number of core stateD for given element.
R.9AZERO Starting value of RCA •
RQBZERO Starting value of RCB.
~LPHA,nETAR ~l.. r:, I
ALZ1t',HO,W~ZERO Sterting values of >'" e .
DEu;nA,J)~LLErrA Intervals in 'r_ and t' .
U,y; Humber of int.eger steps in chang ing ~'- and i-" •
II '8']1 " 11a: r ~,·11 1,' I ' ( 1 • C) C',· .; ~." C" 1 0; r, \ ""J. ~) r ( 'I . ,~,0'·" 'I'''; ".'" 0 )1. r . _(\." .U _JA \. • c, , .. /', I ~ ), '. ... "/ ~~ . < e e.., J , .... \ ,,(, ,- .. ) s • ./, ','. I U ,
C'· cr) 0-""" ,., ",'"' 01 " ,. 'T "1 ""e r-. ,,' '[('A 11 \ .. " "1 "(1 1 '\ ( "'1 ,.,'1).'t U, ~',J ..·'T_I;_ ",L_,J.!1., ""tr .. ,.'H '~"'_',.l. f,,;,,·,).u·:__ I: ),)'·~~-),L,...Jf'.:.\: b)~. _;O;~\ !(·}f
"Lrrt .:··,·C''['""..,,·,,:·,/tl F""V\,'~ .0) 1... ... '-_ ~ . (_~.)__,_ ,0.: '" ,:11 i .. , I • ,_ ,. _ .:. ; y (1 . ,) '1' r:') n;' ',' ( , • r-, c., 3 1'; \, ,,'I '1 • r. \ •l ...... ,, ~)/,"_'; __I.!-\.l;\ i .t'.,~.I .. ,'''))~l'r'i \. .L)'i
in self 2nd diatinct t0n~s;
"real ""procec1nrclt GO(::);
"integer" N;







"for"B: =1" a tcp" 21!until1!9" do II
"bc.':in "Y: ,-YZ:-;:W'iS~ m;::LYx'~3j
KI Vi" •. -T,"""I;::) ( 'I ()*0~ ')'" (1') , ',' ') I,rCl{\~Cy)) •..... J .-.Jl.l riLl, _ d...(.!,.J ..',,_T,:_C··-!\(_OC(, ,
"end"
"end";
en ('" "j 0 p "-1-:'<") " (")')' 1(,c,,;,,polY '1)'IJ: = ;jl..:.:~ \ , , .;,.\J 1\. l.\ J. ~-~:J.Jt\ l\; I i :,of_J.~ .. \ I ..~- ,
ci: (-nJ"('j O}l 1'1"';) ! •.;>'(v»/('1.!,: ~ ~ ..J.:.: "J"I, ...\,. J.\.r ........ - ....!..\. \ 1J I • "I'll" 1)..-.', A- ;
"C!l:1"
CIl]':-.CINj
"on-I" of pr-oc edur-o GIl/'l' j
"if":'C>1 "thon"CCl::.:: CIL~T(1,O.00000018,-i) "else"
YA:=X-tO.OCCUC02;
YBR:=YB+1; YAn:~1-YA;
"ifIlYiI;{ <O. 0000002"-(hen" CO: ",Cn~'l'(YB,D;:;LY}j)-1 )
"else II CO;~,CIN'l'(YA 5Dl';LYA, 1 )+cnn' (YJl, DE':.LYIl,-1 );
"end";
"end" of pr-ocedure CO;
"connnerrt" !rocedure S calculates structure f'uc to.r using cnrrent alloy
values of }:~,Iand SI~;~-\. The pack in: fraction E'TAis .45 initial1y ;
"real""prcce:c1ul'c" s(Z,!:~'l'A);
"real" Z,1;;'1',\;
"if" Z <0'5 "then" S:=O·O~:'5 1;818011
T1 : 0, (1 +2-X}~'rL)t2/ ( l-ETA)t4;
'1'2:~~..()X:;!lI',,*( 1+ErrA/2 )t2/ (1-;i;'l'f') t4;
'l'3 : ,01 / 2F~'I'AK- ( 1+2 t' ';'';1\ )1' 2/ ( 1-F;'I'A) 1,1 ;
R1:~T1+2*T2+4~Tj-24*T3/ZZ;
112: 'Cc_ (T 1-lT2+'l'3 y:-Z-:·( 2 *'1'2-+ 12-'(1'3) IZ-24't.-'j_' 3/ZZZ j
R3:=-2*T2/Z+24*13/ZZZ;
R4: ;";:'4-X-E'l'A/Z"~/;;
115: o;}:~n (;{ 1*SJI'l( Z )-tR2-*COS(Z)+H3);
S : ;=1I(1+;15) ;
"en5" of rrocec1ure Sj
appropriate co.re radius. It is truncated at the second node;
"r(>c.dl!"proccdlrce" v(Qn);
"rca l." QH;
J)"',"',;,:. - ¥')-,.,,,]-.;, (rJ• 5-0. 'H.C/. (1.-Y2)·~1-;'T/Y) •••L.l,.._-. •• --.o"d. \.\. _ L_J \..J~ .1) _.0.. ,
"enc.lI;
"end" of proccuure Vj
""C',,11lIlp""occl'11ro11 BFH1(1; T,;llD T.')...... .. ._.- .J.. ~ • _ . . .., ..I. , __ , ,_ • ~ , ~ J ,
II in tC,~:(~r";;,I" nAO,:S;
"if" L.>Y' the n" .J Cl ) : ="3( 0) //,;':H-COS (Xnl) /Y;;ll;
"if" I,>'l"then" J(?):~:)-)(J(-j )/): ',l-J(O);
"if" L>2"then"
"i.f" L>3"then" ,J(4):=-7Jt-J(3)/X}H-J(~!);
BIN'l': =4*3' 14159-Y-R j('P(E, L,}; ,TU.D)'*J (L) ;
"endl! of procedure BINT;
"real II"procedure II 13LL(J'1LV:,' ......)., ,. \ --'~.J ,
"beg in" RZr;;riO:=-0'05; }3L::~0;
"forll C:==1"step"1"untUIl(NHAD(E,L,il)_1)"divll 10 "doll
"begin" F: ,~O'01'* (2k )/2;
B1 : =]'] 2 : ~0 ;
HADZERO:~10*(C-1);
"for" I: ~.11l:3telJ"~~lIur;L i..1",;)"(10"
"1 U1 'PI"'r('" I "'-)")1) : =.JJ +_iJ j'~ ~'! J ,i\ '-11 ,l!l ;
"end";
1),) "') '[31"'(' I ""~ ")i): :::-:..nL..-~_ • ..1 l',._I.h.l\L,":'1 ;
"cnd"
RAD: =I1ADZ;mO; H: ",HZEllOC0N;
H)1); :':R.~m~i';HO-i-1o i
B /" t' '( ',~',(>,T -1' \) AT) '<' 'I "
-)~t';::.,1-),,,,,~~.J \.J..l, J,.U}_', ,.L_I/:<
"end";
l~LL:~}lL;
"end" of pr oce dur-c BLL;
"for"S:=1,2"do"
"becin""rpad" CON(B) ,N"iIF(:~) ,J.J:~,1;X(l~) j
"S'or1nT• -..1" at ep" 1111'n·1'] ItlJ,CI, Y (r,1) "do" "r-ead" I '-', v(l,' l\T) •.l 1,\. - 0 .4. l,._. .U.I. ..........! _/ .-'..... .L_ u' .. .r'v ... '_l\_ :.:.I,.h ,
IIfor"I.1: ",1!1stepH1"un l:iil"lJWl"(E) "do"
"bcc;in'l!lread!lN, L, l"mAD(F;, L, N);
"for"HAD: =O":;tep"1!tunti1" EHAD(n,L, N)-: "G.olI
"read" P(E,L,NsRAD);
"for" RF:;:cO"st.epIlO·1"untilIl13·Olldo"
"begin"KHlT: :~B:~TII:R(1Ox(KP-IO' 0001) ) ;





"beginllllprint" "L' ELE1.'iENT=I,name line, J.~;
"for"N: =1"otcp"1 "until"l'("AX( E) !tclo"
"begin'll'p:rint" l' L' N= ',sa.meline,?-J;
"for"L: ::::0"step" 1 "unt iI "L'.~AX.(I'~t N) "dolt
"begin"llprint" "L' L= ',sameline,l.;
"for IIKU;r.r: :.cO"step" 1"unt i I "130"doll





"read "KFB ,O:'EGAB ,RCAZ)i;I10 ,HCJ3ZEHO, Ar.:';:~;LO~B}';;7, '<LW, D.'~L.FIIA11'; L:L~'!'!,,U ,'.'f;
"pr i.nt " "I·' Tn,Tj)",' aamel i.ne fr-eeT,o'int(4) J'-'I'~3 II~i':" (l,"):'!"i'I'"..4. . ~ 1\...1'..'J , J C'_._ .l..;, '., __ \ ,),.1 .• , ~~t_ .1<.;.,,1 ..1. ,'_'
O::,~x}A:B,' 'S2' RCM~~RO,-; ',RCAZl~nO,' '82' HGJJZI,;liO," ',HCJ::Z:':HO,
, '82' ALZEnO"" ',ALZERO," 32' 13EZj;:rfOc-.; ',::r~Z!:l~O, I 182' m:Llij\'" '
DEM'EA, I , 82' D:i~LI3ETA= ',D.i<:I.m~TA j
"f'or "1',:· -1 II" ',' '~J",111 "unt l' 1 1'" r: Y ( " )" l'''~ t, II rc' r.,~")"r~(\,) •_ .~_ •• _ •.1 oc.. , .'. __ ... "./1.\.\ -'..I' _ .. 1.........1 .. U .l., ,
u> u v ,.1 t· 111" t·'" ....,·,·_·(·l)",.·lot;i:]·.L'.·.·"lt." "J·.,1 -..(:.'.,~ , '1'lor ;\: "" :: 'C, 1) . ;1.)1 ,l... _-_ L· _--' - , ~;~:.rc, li'e,
f ..v r: i· + ( .' -r (. ( -.;) •1(.( po.t.nt if) ,J_J\!. ,
ItI')rJ',r'l'v'" "-1' '.· ..·'1·'·' ~~ ..rc-I ;,.,' fT'e""'''';'''(1') \-'1"1 "('')'lY'',_;~','~ ..''!'-'"'' ,(·,'.:.~,.I..·,n'l" •.'_,_ .J •• ~ ... -- f:::cL;i :._.L!J,_;, ) __ -J;:' j.J, ......... 1....1.' 'r ~.)_... ,,' "')L ,. ~ • .._I.' . -_ - ..
"f or"D: =- 1".:Tl(~ IJ"1 "urrt i.l. 11'lflt (';0" IIbE: ,,;.i ))"" fOJ""G : '" 1";~ i,(';j) I!1"UY1tiL "v." c.o II
"bcrrl'r,tl:,.! ::';,\ . __j.T.'7":·!)"I .. f"1)l'-·(·',",i': .' •• t...J J. l JwJ.. .._.-· _ JJ,_~\..-I\.'.J- ,-' 1. ..;:\,
"comraerit " '1';
V;J~· =( Cil (K) *0', rc,';: 'i.ll.:* :,'r ~~/.-'.,"'R tv )1<'0"':.r: '11':~"l" 'T"!'"" ) I ( 7,''''}'I*I'1 ~ •• _"L..J',.l .:~ -, _i. '-/~_., J'\. ""._l.h ..!_ 1.. [ .!--) I ~i I'
L?:::: (3*II*rI/O:J'Y;/J~ (K) ):; (1/3) ;
','rr: =0· 318;5 1/KF; KIN'I': ,,-,:>~~Jl'IF,H (10' (L 1'+0·0001 ) ) ;
"print" " L4 'CA; I ,s8i'.cli!le, freeJl:1int e4) ,CAel<) , I '82 I KF'",,' ,1::T;
RCA: =:}lCAZ:~[lO* (1.-.\Lpj!/, )CC v";"*'r\'-',' _l(J'" A-¥.';,:T1"f,)/ (KF-'J\'X.;t,.l:, ) ) •_ ... ~. J _ 1__ ..'1..~. ~l. ..... \J.. ,1. ,
G/'.n:A: =1 ;
llbccin"GA.:,'·, ";.: ,.._.~~!J.n,TA-( 1/ (~,yvI))':-X~) (:'J)'~}iLL(;: ,O! I;}' , '1) j
J)L}: ( :Z) : ~l3LL (},; , () , ieV , 1 ) ;
"fo,·,1f1·-0"···~·l;"'JII-1"1.1rl'Ll'-111'·'·~Y(1 11)"0""...~ • _.. ,) t. 1- ',.1 J.'.Jl..I\. _ ,~'i ()
'rB!i;'.~j~: :J~':;<'L~((2-f.1+1 )/(4':'TI) )X'l3lX(;I ,IJ,KF, 1)~2;
II rv' ~,1I )'.1. - ~ 1! ,,1 r,' ..," '1'" " .. , '"Li tt"-' ? (2) "0' ott_ .J,. ••• - •• , ~_)ll'_.!, LLlll,.'_ .• ,. 'i)., ...J ...,
"encP'j
l:,Y~'A(K) : .1- (C." V )*'1';:-:: \1 Cl) (i,) *rr';;:~,[:)/ el'.'l.:; />1 (;~) ;
"print'" t L' GM:i:J:~,
;-;..r-l'(lr) ""')' -)-,-, ....
J~~' I h. ,To., I )(_ l.l II- , ,01';,' (;; ) ;
L ("1 ) : -;11 ( /0) : (1. 0:) ; II (2) : "~L(9) !,-,0, 0:: 5;H3) : =-H(0) ; ,<J' 0 1 ;
Ji (.': ) ~ ,-,li (7) : -,0, (\\f 75; H( 5) : "-HCr) ) : ",,0·(l00!15; l{ ( 11 ) ~,-0,10;
I..1( 'I ) : ,~O·0:;; i.: ( :> ).: ~o·5; J~J(::;,) :~o·9; j,,J (ij) : ",0, 9£3;
Lt (~. ) : ,"0, 9~ 9 i·,·T (G) : "~'1• WO 1; AJ (7) :""1•001 ;AJ (8 ) ~,--,1·02;
t. 'j ( C \J • ·-·,1 e ,1 o- : T ( '1 () ') • -~) • )~'o. i T ( 1 '1 ) • - 3' ft 0 •..:u ../.~ 1'-"~~t.\ ....',,-.~~ .}-,,( ,_. "1""
"J f ~) • __o , "1 t : \. ,·-16, -,11 (;,). __C'. VT( t)· ..-'\T-J'('1 \ '-4'
.i . ~.I .-_/".!, .•J\O_j .. " ),JIi\. .J~ f.-()~L\, t, .~.-.)"l. ) • ..._,
-j" -r I r '\ ,_ ,. " ( < \ • _'J • ~r r (81 . __~'0 • ' , r (0) • _ ~ .. ,r J ( '10) . -1 0 • 1;'I ( 11 ). 06".
~._I ".J I • :C:-:':\'~J t·l" '*( ,. ~n..,' . I ... ~)".J ,.la ..,; ./ • _.ill{., .,.~. _. -. Cl, H'. • =L 9
"c;:-'::·'_'nt." P_'_'ogJ\'_-- r;~;','.' cut,'>I'i3 Q·-1oop.lntsgl'd.t:Lon meeh fi.nest
c J ,,_, re + n '-''; n '-" '1'') r -ii "\ (U- :;>1:.},,'!;')' •~ •. ../ •• _.... J,_. l-'.J.. U'_ L. __ r'_ \. .....: ~<.. -.L-. .....__ )
1'3 "("')/-'j ::::'11,1 );
""8, '-.-1'J1"';> ,- " T ('Ln ).,_ (T'_ ~I),~ lJ ('[l) .u ~.:.. .» f ~'. • I J." j.....,
"foT"j,l: =1"cte:p"'i "until "l\J;AX( 1)lfdo"
"bc'(:in"liB: ",IW 1.XS(F)-lt-J3LK(N) ;B.C: :c-HC+Xi3(N)->iCO(N);
C;,P::;l.J,;:::-:(X~IJ,*( 1- (1/ (4 *1'1) )-;'HB )-( 1/ (4-i<-PI» *RC )/C-;i\J[:,:A;
Vj, ; ,-"vCQrV,) ;{!3:;:o v( ~~l-m); CS: ",2*CAF:_;!'J.;~'VA;
GD: ,,-,?,-*-CAF~U,.f.-( CA (X )t.-STIiX-VA+CB (K)*SJ'rt-*VB);
"Co;-r:r:lcnt" Integration of self and distinct tf'l_'Dl integrand<=:;
over Q win now uc cbne using Simpsons Rule;
"i.f'lj·,~-=-1"thcn""coto" FJ)(S'r AIm LAS'!';
1I_l' i' II~ ~_ i," ,\"i'll,''1' (E/ r) )-*2-011 i"I' '" '1" 11"'oto" 't"VC' ~1 "el~_')eIII' ')'0 to II OI)D ". ~L ~......_•. l. J ..••• \J. t_ -- • J.......... l> .;.1 lJ.l~ - ~ U
-, --rp1 -'. "(-'-' '\ rc:'rn l~.,.,rT1.i'.", ,I.: 1 J L): ::.7_["t)l i- - JJ.J. ;
"el1e'l"; "if'\YA">:5' 2";md"Q,H}J:>S' 2 "thCll""goto" CON'l'JNUE;
"PI;, II ; co::-rn:U.i';zD' ;l:S; =OF.'J(:( )X-1"1' C K); r1": :;IEi~S/ mIE;}J,I (K) ;
"llri n L" "T.' ;'~L!; .;-, I ) .~,',:1:\::1 i_ n,; ~f~- '>":Iwint (:~) ,AIJfJIA, ' , :3;:' -;l:::;'llAli:=:',BETAH, ' '82' He.4:,' ,
HCI.., ' , ~;?' :{'';<:: I ) i;C!~! ' , J,! :_;:~Ll,l S,'::;·,.·-_' ,:CE,me:li n(~, froepoimt (5) ) J-'~_;1',' '82' DISTIN8'J'
"end"of r-:-:o,;r:)Jn i \
